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provisionallist of typing errors 

Reminiscing, halfway: Bob Mattheij instead of Rob Mattheij. 

Chaptec 0, first paragraph, line 5: sturdy insteadof study. 

Chapter 1, Lemma 1.31 (page 29): H (-s, s) insteadof H (-iw, i<o). 

Chapter 1, page 34, formula: B /K insteadof B'K. 

Chapter 2, pages 54, 55, 72: polynomial matrix, inverlible as a rational matrix inslead 
of invertible polynomial matrix. 

Chapter 3, page 84, last line: insert between "c" and "ker": ker(KL). 

Chaptec 3, page 90, first formula: K 4H 4 instead of KH 4 • 

Chapter 3, page 95: ~+R insteadof ~ + R. 

Chaptec 3, page 100, above (3.2.5a): I = 1, · · · , i- 1 instead of I = 1, · · · , i. 
Chaptec 4, page 137,last row of last matrix: E2 insteadof €2• 

Chapter 4, page 140, halfway: {L e JR"XII I L L', F"K"(L):?!. 0} instead of 
{K e IR"><" IK= K', Fk-(K):?!. 0}; F"K"(L) insteadof Fk-(K). 

Stelling 10: belijden in plaats van beleiden. 
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Chapter 0 

Linear-Quadratic Optimal Control Problems: 

Past, Present and Future 

-What are linear-quodratic optima/ control problems? 
An easy and a difficult question, at the same time. In a sense easy, since the 
mathematical description of Linear-Quadratic optimal Control Problems 
(LQCPs) is widely recognized. Difficult, because these LQCPs have a diverse 
range of applicability in modem systems theocy. Fora study defence of their 
"raisons d'être" the author refers to the text-books that appeared within the 
last two decades ([Brockett, 70], [Anderson et al., 71], [Kwakemaak et al., 72], 
[Wonham, 79], [Kailath, 80], [Owens, 81]) and, especially, the Special Issue on 
LQCPs in IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, vol. AC-16, no. 6, 1971. 
Yet, hereis an attempt to explain those words "linear-quadratic". 

Roughly speaking, the LQCP orginates from the following situation. Suppose 
that we have a linear system, normally "at rest", i.e. the state vector is equal to 
zero for all time points (see e.g. the Example in Chapter 1). Due, however, to 
some kind of (impulsive) disturbance, the state vector has been awakened - but 
against our will. Let us say that we have two options at our disposal to bring 
the state back to sleep again. The first one is, to plug in vecy high energy 
inputs in order to bring the state back to zero as quickly as possib1e. Our 
second metbod consists of the injection of a state feedback law in such a way 
that on one hand, the state vector decays sufficiently rapidly and on the other, 
the inputs will not be excessively high. Since this feedback works automatically 
and energy often has it price, the second option seems the best one. Moreover, 
usually we are interested in relatively small states and energy inputs for all 
time points under consideration. Hence the second way for regaining a state of 
rest seems to be more adequate for our purposes. 
A generally accepted technique for ba/ancing the "weight" of the states and the 
inputs is: Introduce a oost criterion by means of an infinite-horizon integral. 
The so-called weigbting matrices in its quadratic integrand express the "level of 
oost" attached to states and inputs. Now our objective is to infunize this oost 
criterion. 
The quadratic aspect of this criterion is rooted in the well-known least squares 
metbod for infimization of measurement errors. Therefore several authors on 
this subject (e.g. Willems, see [Willems, 71]) speak of least squares stationary 
optimal control problems rather than of LQCPs; observe in this context that 
LQCPs may arise as second varlation problems, see e.g. [Bcyson et al., 69]. 
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-So much for the concept. What about the history? 
In 1960 R.E. Kalman set the vogue by introducing the concept of LQCPs in 
contemporary systeros theory ([Kalman, 60]). In Kalman's regulator problem, 
the input weighting matrix is positive definite. The optimal control can be 
given by a state feedback law and the main role in this law is played by a cer
tain real symmetrie solution of a quadratic matrix equation, the famous Alge
braic Riccati Equation (ARE), named after Count Jacopo Francesco Riccati 
( 1676-1754). 
The "Kalman paper'' made it all happen. Following Hilbert, the probieros with 
a positive definite input weighting matrix (like the one above) were called regu
lar ([Bolza, p. 29]). If the input weighting matrix is positive semi-definite, but 
not positive definite, then the LQCP is called singular. In contrast with regular 
LQCPs, (measurable) optimal controls need not exist if at least one of the 
inputs is not penalized. Since the inverse of the input weighting matrix 
appears in the abov~mentioned ARE, it was to be expected that the possible 
nonexistence of measurable optimal inputs in singular probieros had something 
to do with the fact that for these probieros the ARE is not defined. In the 
sequel we wiJl see that this is (more or less) the case. 
In 1971, Moylan and Moore recognized that existence of optimal controts for 
singular LQCPs generally can be ascertained if the class of allowed inputs 
includes distributions ([Moylan et al., 71 ]). Since then, the use of distributions 
in singular linear-quadratic optimal control theory bas been suggested in e.g. 
[Clements et al., 78], [Francis, 79]. [O'Malley et al., 75, 77], [Willeros, 81]. In 
1983, a fairly complete distributional framework for singular LQCPs was pro
posed in [Hautus et al., 83] 
In the meantime, Grasman investigated possible non-uniqueness of optimal 
inputs in singular LQCPs ([Grasman, 79]). Willeros and co-workers then com
bined and extended all known material in order to present a full treatment of 
both the regular and the singular LQCP in [Willeros et al., 86]. 

That is to say, "full" as far as LQCPs with a nonnegative definite integrand are 
concerned. But already in 1964, Popov came with an indefinite integrand 
([Popov, 641) and Willeros investigated probieros with both nonnegative and 
indefinite integrands in [Willeros, 71]. These indefinite LQCPs have no a priori 
lower bound for the optimal oost in contrast with the nonnegative definite 
probieros (namely 0), and one can thus imagine that the former class is 
significantly more complicated than the latter one. lndeed, a number of funda
mental questions with respect to indefinite probieros is still unsolved. 

-So there are Jour large subclasses of linear-quadratic control problems. 
Actually there are many more. Willeros ([Willeros, 71]} was the first one to 
make distinction between the zero endpoint problem ( or the LQCP with stabil
ity) and the free endpoint problem (or the LQCP without stability)-up till then, 
conditions (like detectability) were given that ensured convergence to zero of 
the optimal state trajectory. Molinari ([Molinari, 77]) enlarged this subdivision 
considerably by the introduetion of LQCPs with stability moclulo '5", where '5" is 
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a subspace of the state space. In the LQCP with stability modulo 5' the state 
trajectories are required to converge to 5' as time tends to infinity. The two 
problems as given by Willems then are special cases of tbis more general 
approach (5 = 0, 5' = the state space, respectively). 

Thus, to every subspace 5' we can attach four different types of LQCPs (regular 
and nonnegative definite, singular and nonnegative definite, regular and 
indefinite, singular and indefinite). Intwoof these types of problems, the ARE 
is defined and in the remaining two it is not. However, Willems ([Willems, 71]) 
noted the relevanee of the related concept of Dissipation Inequality (DI), first 
introduced in [Popov, 64]. This inequality is expressed in terms of the dissipa
tion matrix F(K) (name found in [Schumacher, 83]), where Fis a symmetrie 
matrix-valued function of the real symmetrie matrix K. In fact, K is said to 
satisfy the DI if F(K)~O. This DI was shown to be of importance in answer
ing the question whether the cost criterion is finite or not. Moreover, it was 
observed by Willems ([Willems, 71]) that the rea1 symmetrie solutions Kof the 
ARE are "boundary" solutions of the DI in the sense that they minimize the 
rank of F(K). More preciselyj[Schumacher, 83]), there exists a fixed nonnega
tive_integer p such that, if Kef:= {KeRnxniK=K',F(K)~O}, then rank 
(F(K)) ~ p and rmin: = {Keflrank(F(K)) = p} =F 0 (under certain assump
tions). Since, in the case of a positive definite input weighting matrix, r min 
equals the set of real symmetrie solutions of the ARE, we thus can say that 
these solutions are rank minimizing solutions of the Dl. Now Molinari showed 
that if the optimal cost for any LQCP is finite, then tbis cost is a quadratic 
form represented by a rea1 symmetrie matrix K. In addition, if tbis LQCP is 
regular, then Kis a salution of the ARE ([Molinari, 77]), i.e. a rank minimizing 
solution of the Dl. Willems wondered whether tbis rank minimizing 
phenomenon also shows up in singular LQCPs. If tbis is the case, then the 
optimal cost for any LQCP can be seen as a rank minimizing solution of the 
DI and thus we have a unifying way of characterizing optimal costs for both 
regular and singular LQCPs. 
A partial confirmation of the "Willems conjecture" was given in [Schumacher, 
83]. There, it was demonstraled that K+ er min (i.e. that K+ is a rank minim
izing solution of the Dl), where K+ represents the optimal cost for the singu
lar nonnegative definite LQCP with stability. Recently, the author did some
thing analogous for the matrix that characterizes the optimal cost for the 
singular LQCP without stability ([ Geerts, 89-1 ]). 
Since in [Geerts, 88-4, Proposition 4.2] it is shown that for every subspace 5' it 
holds that K~er min• where K6J represents the optimal cost for the nonnegative 
definite LQCP with stability modulo 5, the above-mentioned conjecture may 
now be considered a problem of the past. Indeed, the DI is tied up tightly to 
LQCPs. 

-Is it possible to characterize the rank minimizing solutions of the DI? 
We saw earlier that the rank minimizing solutions of the DI are the solutions 
of the ARE if the input weighting matrix is positive definite. A general 
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representation of f min for the nonnegative definite case is given in [Geerts, 89-
1, Section 6] in terms of a quadratic matrix equation and a linear condition. In 
the case of regu/ar problems, this condition is automatically satisfied and, in 
addition, the quadratic matrix equation turns out to reduce to the ordinary 
ARE. 
The above-mentioned representation is obtained by means of a generalized 
dual version of Silverman's structure algorithm ([Silverman, 69), [Hautus et al., 
83]) In Chapter 2 of this monograph, we will see that with this generalized dual 
structure algorithm ([Geerts, 89-1, Section 4]) also a characterization can be 
presented of the set of rank minimizing solutions of the DI for the indefinite 
case. 

But the generalized dual algorithm can do more. In [Hautus et al., 83] the class 
of allowed distributions cimp consists of impulsive-smooth distributions with 
support on R +, the positive time-axis. Such a distribution can be written as a 
sum of a regu/ar distri bution that is identified by a smooth function on R + 
and an impulsive distribution. An impulsive distribution can bedescribed by a 
linear combination of the Dirac 8 distribution and its higher order derivatives 
and thus it bas support in {0}. Then the dual algorithm turns out to be an 
appropriate instrument for determining all optimal controts for singular 
LQCPs. Whereas in [Geerts, 89-1, Section 5], [Geerts, 88-4] this was demon
strated for the cases without and with stability, respectively, we shall treat the 
general (nonnegative definite) case in our Chapter 3. 

Thus, the influence of the generalized dual structure algorithm is feit 
throughout this work, and often from different angles. In fact, it forms the 
basis of the Chapter 2 until 4 - although sometimes in a bidden fashion. There
fore an outline of this algorithm as well as a brief description of the main idea 
bebind it are incorporated, see Section 2.2. 

-Chapter Jour is about perturbed LQCPs. PertUTbed in what sense? 
Suppose that we have a linear system and a quadratic oost criterion where the 
input weighting matrix is absent, i.e., not one of the control variables is penal
ized. Hence for the associated (totally) singular LQCP we can expect 
impulsive-like behaviour of both optimal inputs and state trajectories in all 
kinds of measures save the mathematical ones. 
An old metbod of trying to capture the "size" of these impulses is the well
known cheap control technique. lt works as follows. Enlarge the given oost cri
terion by adding an extra input term with "small" (but positive) weight to the 
integrand and solve the conesponding regu/ar LQCP. This "small" input 
weighting in the perturbed problem is embodied by the perturbation parameter 
t:>O; for t: = 0 we reeover the original unperturbed (or "boundary") problem. 
Next, investigate the behaviour of optimal oost, inputs and state trajectories 
for t: close to zero; the feedback law for the optimal inputs will be "high gain" 
([Willems, 81], [Hautus et al., 83]). 
This cheap control metbod proves to be useful in approximating the probiem's 
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characteristics if the time horizon is tinite [O'Malley et al., 75, 77], see a1so 
Chapter 4.1). With intinite horizon LQCPs, however, one bas to take more 
care. The relations between the nonnegative detinite LQCP with stability and 
its cheap control version have been extensively discussed in (Jameson et al., 
75], [Sannuti et al., 85], [Saberi et al., 87]. As for the counterpart of the LQCP 
with stability, the LQCP without stability, Trentelman established that the 
optimal oost for the corresponding cheap control problem might not converge 
to the optimal oost for the "boundary" problem ([Trentelman, 87]). In other 
words, it may not be worth the trouble to solve the cheap control problem 
without stahili ty in order to get insight in the singular unpertuebed problem. 

In [Geerts, 89-3] it is explained why. It turns out that the cheap control prob
lem with stability is related to an unpertuebed LQCP with "intermediate" sta
bility constraints, represented by a certain terminal subspace. 
In Chapter 4 we generalize this result in two ways. First, we borrow the fairly 
large class of pertuebed linear systems and associated oost tunetionals that is 
proposed in [Trentelman, 87]. Then we consider the corresponding pertuebed 
LQCPs with stability modulo ~ for arbitrary subspaces ~- lt is shown that the 
optimal oost for the pertuebed LQCP with stability modulo ~ converges to the 
optimal oost for the unpertuebed LQCP with stability modulo S)(~, where S)(~ 
is a certain subspace depending on ~ Additional statements can be made for 
inputs, state trajectories and outputs. For ~ = 0 we get S)(~ = 0 and thus the 
claims in [Trentelman, 87] can be interpreled as special cases of oues. More
over, since these pertuebed problems encompass the cheap control problems, 
the results of [Geerts, 89-3] are reobtained as well. 

-How is the rest ofthe hook organized? 
The main subjects of the Chapter 2 until 4 are already mentioned in the above. 
Chapter I consists of problem formulations, concepts of importance, prelim
inary results and some extra history. The book is subdivided into two large 
parts; more details about their contents are given at the opening of each part. 

-What is the book's objective? 
Often-heard statements: Linear-quadratic control problems are out of date, out 
of fashion, beaten to death. Indeed, LQCPs seem to have lost their high posi
tions on the Popularity Charts and articles on the subject appear only now and 
then in literatuee. But still they do appear. Hence not everything bas been 
said already; the subject is, apparently, still alive. The author thinks so too and 
the book should reftect this attitude. Tothebest of bis knowledge, most contri
butions in this monograph are believed to be new, are of "the present". Com
parison of these results with those from former days is only fair; "the past" 
waits upon the reader at the end of Chapter 1. What about "the futuee"? Since 
in every Chapter the reader's attention is called to several unsolved questions 
(yes, even now), LQCPs do have a futuee. Sueely, other researchers will feel 
the same way (e.g. in the context of H 00 -control). However, only time can tell. 



Notational conventions 

The notations used are standard. That is to say, the field of real and complex 
numbers are denoted by R and C, respectively. A real or complex vector 
space of dimension I we denote by R1 and C1, resyectively; the vector space of 
/ 1 X/2 matrices with real entries is denoted by R ,xl,. A linear map from R1

' 

to R1
' (or a matrix with entries in R1'x1

') is denoted by a Roman capital (e.g. 
A) and a vector of R1 by a lower case letter (x, u,y). The transpose of a matrix 
is denoted by the symbol', the symbol 0 is used for anything that is zero (as a 
number, space, matrix, vector). As usual, the sum, direct sum, intersection and 
inclusion of two spaces are indicated by the symbols + , EEl, n and c, respec
tively. If A ERkxm, then the image of A, im(A), and the kemel of A, ker(A), 
are defined by 

im(A): = {yERkl3ueR•:Au= y}, ker(A)= {uERmiAu= 0}. 

A is said to he injective and surjective if A is of full column and row rank, 
respectively. If A is both, then A is called regular or invertible; in this case A is 
easily seen to he square. If A ERn xn is a regular matrix and its inverse is 
denoted by A -l, then AA -l =A -lA = Ino where In stands for the n X n iden
tity matrix. We will also use the notations 

<Aiim(B)>:= im(B) + Aim(B)+ ... +An- 1im(B) 

and 

<ker(C)IA >: = ker(C)nker(CA) n · · · n ker(CAn- 1
). 

If e1 and ~ are two subspaces of R1
' and R1

', respectively, then 

e, x e,: ~ { [:: ]'1, Ee" 1, EB,} eR''+~ •. 
Now let A :~ex he a linear mapping where ex is any finite-dimensionallinear 
space over the field R (for instanee ex= R1). Then o(A), the spectrum of A, 
denotes thesetof complexzerosof XA(s), the characteristic polynomial of A. If 
A :R1-+R1 is a map and eeR' is such that 

Aece, 

then eis said to he A-invariant. Now assume that e1 C~ CR1 and that e1 and 
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~ are A -invariant. Then there exists a regular matrix S such that the matrix of 
the map A w.r.t. the basis formed by the columns of S bas the form 

A 11 A 12 A 13 

A= 0 A22 A23 

0 0 A33 

and a(A)= a(A 11 )Ua(A 22)na(A 33 ) ("U" stands for the union of sets). Let 
~lel: {X + edx E ~} denote the quotien I space Of ~ over el (for details, See 

(Gantmacher, 59D, If A I!; denotes the restrietion of A to !; (A I!; : !;--+!;), 
Al~le,, AIR11e,. denote the quotient maps indoeed by A on ~Ie, and R1/e_, 
respectively, then a(A le1)= a(A 11 ), a(A l~le,)= a(A22), a(A IR' Ie,.)= a(A 33). 

If A eR1x 1 and XA(s) denotes its characteristic polynomial, then XA can be fac
tored uniquely into XA = xi ·~ ·xJ, where xi, ~, x1 are real monic polyno
mials with all roots in C = {seCIRe(s)<O}, C0 = {seCjRe(s)= 0} and 
c+ = {seCIRe(s)>O}, respectively. If 'X-(A), ~(A), 'X+(A) are defined by 
ker(xi(A)), ker~(A)) and ker(xl(A)), respectively, then these subspaces are 
A -invariant and A I 'X i (A), A !'X~ (A), A I'X-1 (A) bas characteristic polynomial 
xi, ~. xJ. In addition 'X-(A)$~(A)$'X+(A)=R1• 

As was noted, extensive relerenee material conceming Iinear algebra and 
matrix computations is presented in Gantmacher's work. 
A listing of special symbols, typical for this work, is provided at the end. 



Before entering part one 

The present work is divided into two major and four minor parts - the four 
Chapters. Playing the game, the author decided to distribute these Chapters 
equally over the larger unities. 
Part One deals with linear-quadratic optimal control probieros in the widest 
sense, whereas in the second half we will merely be concemed with nonnega
live definite problems; more about the construction of that part at the end of 
the first one. 
This part consists on the one hand of an effort to survey the (in the author's 
opinion) major papers on the subject since the Sixties - for this, see Chapter I. 
Next, in Chapter 2, the dominant interplay between LQCPs and the structure 
of the underlying linear systems is illustrated both for the nonnegative definite 
and for the indefinite case. In addition, the mathematica! structure of LQCPs 
as such is exploited in order to derive a number of claims that hold for every 
LQCP rather than for one problem in particular. In Chapters 3 and 4 several 
of these statements will appear again, as well as the afore-mentioned concept 
of system structure. Thus, Chapter 2 contains (partly technical) preparations 
for the rest of this monograph, but also it may he considered as a suitable 
starting pointfora treatment of general (especially indefinite) LQCPs. 



Chapter 1 

Scanning the area; a major classification of 

linear-quadratic optimal control problems 

and an overview of research output 

This first Chapter contains all basic material necessary for a clear picture of 
the kind of problems that we will deal with. We provide a mathematical 
description of Linear-Quadratic Control Problems (LQCPs) and introduce the 
notions of Dissipation Inequality (Dl), regularity and singularity and rank 
minimizing solutions of the DI. For the special class of nonnegative definite 
problems, geometrie concepts as weakly unobservab/e and strongly reachab/e 
subspaces, left and right invertibility and invariant zeros are briefty recalled. 
Moreover, we propose a distributional interpretation of these LQCPs, suitable 
for our objectives. Having done this, we take a look at the research output 
over the years that lie bebind us in order to get an idea of the questions that 
are still unanswered. 

1.1 An example 
Let us suppose that we have a pendulum as drawn in Fig. I. The angle of the 
pendulum with the vertical axis at time t is denoted by x (t). It is our intention 
to bring this pendulum back into the equilibrium situation x = 0, where it 
belongs. The injluence we may have on the pendulum is indicated by the vec
tor u(t), the input or control component. Let the angle x at the initial time 
point t 0 , x(t0 ), as wellas its time derivative x(to) = v(to) be given. Assuming 
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that the angle x(t) will be sufficiently small for all time points t;;;r=O so that we 
are allowed to linearize around the equilibrium x = 0, x = 0, u = 0, we now 
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may describe the system under consideration (the pendulum) by the (rescaled) 
differential equation: 

d d 
d(dtx)-x= -u. 

Moreover, we want the deviation x (t) to be small throughout the process and 
we are not willing to waste too much energy. Not in the least, because the use 
of abundant physical violence might yield deviations x(t) that are completely 
out of proportion to their Iinearizations we are trying to work with bere. 
One way of quantifying these considerations is by means of infimizing the fol
lowing infinite horizon integral 

00 

J(x(t 0 ), v(to), u)= J y'y dt, 
0 

where y (I)~ [ ~ 8] [ ~~::] + [~]u (I), 0 <a.; I. 

lf the real number a is <I, then it expresses our intention to be more careful 
with the angle x(t) than with the control u(t). Also observe, that the weighting 
matrix of the state Irajeetory [x 1', x 2 ']', with x 1 : =x, x 2 : =x, indicates that we 
are interested in obtaining a stabie situation x = 0 within the end of our days. 
With the linear system equation 

[~: l ~ [~ ~J [ ~: l + Pl ·· [::~:::] ~ [:z:;J. 
the output equation for y(t) (the output) given above, and the quadratic cost 
criterion (or performance index) J(x(t 0 ), v(t0 ), u), we thus have defined a 
Linear-Quadratic optima/ Control Problem (LQCP) with stability: we want to 
choose an input u(t) on [0, oo) such that J(x(t 0 ), v(t0 ), u) is as smallas possi
bie under the side condition that x 1(t) and x 2(t) converge to 0 as time tends 
to infinity. 

Clearly, this example is oversimplified and streamlined. Then again, it is not 
our intention to provide an intrinsic LQCP, appearing in practice; we merely 
sought for an easy manner to sum up loosely all terms of interest. Moreover, 
LQCPs are often very complicated in the sense that we have to deal with many 
variables and equations. Nevertheless, our example certainly bas set the scene 
for a wider framework. In the next Section we will state the most general form 
of the infinite horizon LQCP with given end-point constraints. 

1.2 Problem fonnulation 
Assume that we have a dynamical system .I, modelled by the linear differential 
equation with constant coefficients: 

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)(t ~0), (1.2.1) 

where x(t) denotes the state trajectory, u(t) the control ortheinput and, for all 
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t, x(t) eRn (the state space) and u(t)eRm (the input space). The initial value 
of the state trajectocy at the initial time point t0, x(t0), is given and denoted 
x 0• Since A and Bare real constant matrices (of appropriate dimensions), or, 
equivalently, linear mappings independent of time, from Rn toRn and Rn to 
Am, respectively, we may take t 0 0. Throughout this monograph, we will 
mostly write x and u instead of, more formally, x(t) and u(t), but the symbols 
x, u are also used for denoting the trajectories of x and u (in other worles 
somelimes indicated by x(.) and u(.)). Also, A and B may stand formatrices 
or linear mappings, depending on the situation at hand. Of course, we will be 
more explicit if danger of confusion may arise. 

Next, consider the quadratic form in x and u, 

w(x,u)= x'Qx + 2u'Sx + u'Ru 

= [x',u'] SR [~] [
Q S'] (1.2.2) 

with, again, Q, S and R real constant matrices. In addition, the weighting 
matrices Q and R are symmetrie (Q = Q', R = R'). Together with this form, 
we consider the infinite horizon (Lebesgue ([Riesz et al., 65D) integral 

00 

J(x 0 , u):= I w(x(t), u(t))dt, (1.2.3) 
0 

where x(t) now should be interpreted as the solution of (1.2.1) fora given x 0 
and u. This latter definition reminds us of the fact, that we have not yet 
specified from which input class 6?1, we are to choose our controls. With an eye 
on (1.2.3), we propose 

T 

ueif:(O, oo)~-+Ami'VT>o:/f(t)f(t)dt < oo }, 
0 

(1.2.4) 

the space of locally square-integrable m-vector valued (measurable ((Riesz et al., 
65])) real functions, to be denoted L~~oc(R+). Now it is known that if u 
e~~oc(R+) then, for all T>O, 

T 

i(T): = eAT x 0 + I eA(T--r) Bu(-r)d-r (1.2.5) 
0 

is well-defined for allTand its derivative, ! (i(t))l1 =n exists for almost all T. 

In addition, ! (;(t))l, =T = Ax(T) + Bu(T) and we establish that for all r;;,O 

x(t) equals x(t), the unique solution of the differential equation (1.2.1), since 
x(O) = x 0 ((Coddington et al., 55]). 
Now we have to make clear what is meant by the infinite horizon integral in 
(1.2.3). For, if w(x, u) (1.2.2) is allowed to be indefinite (that is, not necessarily 

T 

nonnegative definite), then lim I w(x,u)dt need not converge to a limit in 
T-+oo 0 
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RU { + oo} U { oo} as T ~ oo (there might occur oscillations). Therefore, 
following [Trentelman, 89], we limit ourse1ves to the x 0-dependent subset 
Gh<xo):= 

oo T 
{u eL~~oc(R +)I J w(x,u)dt : = lim J w(x,u)dt eR U { + oo} U {- oo} }. (1.2.6) 

0 T -+00 0 

Then, let 5 be a given subspace of R" and 

d 00 (x,'5): = d 00(x(xo, u),'5): = lim d(x(xo,uXt), '5), (1.2.7) 
1-+00 

where x(x0 ,u)= x indicates the dependenee of x on x 0 and u, and d(x,'5) 
denotes the (Euclidean) distance from x eR" to ~ We state the general finite
dimensional time-invariant infinite horizon Linear-Quadratic optima/ Control 
Problem with stability modulo 5 (LQCP)s- as follows: 

DEFINITION 1.1 (LQCP)s-
Consider the system ~:x= Ax + Bu, x 0, the quadratic cost criterion J(x0 ,u) 
(1.2.3), with u e6h(x0) (1.2.6), and let 5 be a given subspace. Then, determine 
for all x 0, 

(1.2.8) 

If, for all x 0 , J 5(x0)eR then for every x 0 determine, if one exists, all inputs 
u" e6h(x0) such that J5(x0)=J(x0,u") (such an input is called optima/). The 
problem defined above is called solvable if for every x 0, both J 5(x0) is finite 
and there exists an optimal u •. 

If T is a surjective mapping such that ker(T) = 5 and we set z: = Tx, then it is 
easily seen that J5(x0)= inf{J(x0,u)lue6h(x0) such that z(oo)= 0}. Hence we 
may interpret the problem (LQCP)s- as follows: For all x 0 , intimize the cost cri
terion over the set of allowed inputs such that the artificial output z vanishes as 
time tends to infinity. 

The cases 5= R", 5= 0 we will call the LQCP without and with stability, 
respectively (others speak of free and zero end-point problems). Now it is 
easily seen that the LQCP with stability can only be solvable if for all x 0 a 
control u exists such that x( oo) x(x 0, u X oo) = 0. This is proven to be 
equivalent to (A,B)-stabilizability, that is, to ([Hautus, 70D: 

(1.2.9) 

ASSUMPTION 1.2 
The pair (A,B) is stabilizable. 

Unless stated otherwise, Assumption 1.2 will be standing. As a result, we find 
that, 
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PROPOSITION 1.3 
Por all x 0, Gl!(x0) is not empty. Moreover, there exists a real symmetrie matrix M 
such that,for all subspaces ~,J~xo)<xo'Mxo. 

PRooF. Let F be a linear mapping from Rn to Rm such that AF;= A + BF 
bas all its eigenvalues in the open complex left-half plane. Applying in 1.2.1 
the state feedback law u= Fx yield x(t)= exp(AFt)x0 and thus x(t) converges 
to zero exponentially fast as time tends to infinity. Hence J (x0 , u)= x 0'Mx 0 

00 

with M j (exp(AF't)[Q +F'S+ S'F + F'RF]exp(AFt))dt and M is clearly 
0 

real and symmetrie. We establish that Gll(x0) is not empty and, finally, that 
J~xo) < Jo(xo) < xo'Mxo. 

From Proposition 1.3 we note that J 0(x0) < oo, and therefore J ~x0) < oo. 
Analogously, if J R•(x0) > - oo, then a1so J ~x0) > - oo (note that for every 
x 0 there is an input ueûll(x0) such that d 00(x/5)= 0- namely the input u= Fx 
in the proof of Proposition 1.3). In section 1.3 we will give a sufficient condi
tion for J (x 0 , u) to be bounded from below on Gll(x0). 

1.3 The Dissipation Inequality; regular and singular problems 
Following [Molinari, 77], we will call (LQCP~ well defined if for all x 0 , J ~x0) 
is finite (we saw already in the previous Section that for every x 0 a u eûll(x0) 

exists such that d00 (x,~=O). Remember that x 0 x(O). Let t 0 ;;;a.O and 
T 

x(t0 ) x 0 . It is clear that u Eûll(x0) if and only if J w(x, u)dt converges to a 

00 

limit in RU { + oo} U {- oo} as T- oo. Hence J ~x0)= inf{ J y'ydtlu eûll(x0) 

'· such that d00(x,~= 0} and we observe that for every ~ERn, J~E)ERU{ -oo} 
(Proposition 1.3). Now let, more generally, t 0 and t 1 be two arbitrary time 
points in [0, oo ), t 1 ;a. t 0, and u a locally square-integrable control, defined on 
(almost all time points of) (t0 , tt]. Denote the state value at t 0 and the end
point of the resulting state trajectory (1.2.1) by x(t0) and x(t 1), respectively. 
From Molinari, we borrow bis Lemma 1: 

LEMMA 1.4 
Let for all ~ERn, J ~a be we/I defined Then the function J ~.): Rn- R satis.fies 
the Normalized Disspation lnequality: 

J~O) = 0, 

'o'toE[O,oo)'o'x(to)ERn 'o't1 ;a. to 'o'ueLT,~oc([to,tiD: 

I I 

J~x(t0))<;J~x(t 1 )) + jw(x(t), u(t))dt 

'· 
Moreover,for all t0 ;a. 0, x(t0)eRn and t 1 ;a. t0, it holds that 
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REMARK 1.5 
The 'Dissipation Inequality' (DI) originates from the introduetion of so-called 
dissipative systems by Willeros ([Willems, 72], see also [Molinari, 77]). The Dis
sipation Inequality may be considered a special case of Bellman's optimality 
principle ([Bellman, 57], [Fleming et al., 75]). Nevertheless we wi11 use this 
term since it has become a well-respected mark of recognition in the course of 
time. 

Next, let K be a real, symmetrie matrix of elimension n and define the disspa
tion matrix (this name we found in [Schumacher, 83]) 

[
Q +A'K +KA KB+ S'] 

F(K):= B'K + S R (1.3.1) 

(observe that all matrices of interest (1.2.1) - (1.2.2) appear in this definition 
for F(K)). If 

f: {KER"x"IK=K', F(K);;o,O} (1.3.2) 

denotes the set of real, symmetrie matrices K of elimension n for which the dis
sipation matrix is positive semi-definite, then we make our second standing 
assumption: 

AssUMPTION 1.6 

3g" er:XO ";;;;;; 0. 

We wi11 show that Assumption 1.6 is sufficient for boundedness of JR•(x0) and 
thus of J "J(x0) for any '5. We wi11 make use of the next Lemma, instrumental 
both in this and in many other works on linear-quadratic optimal control 
probieros ([Popov, 64], [Willems, 71], [Schumacher, 83]). lts proof is trivial. 

LEMMA 1.7 
Let T > 0, u E Lï:~oc([O, TJ) and K Er. Then 

T 

J w(x,u)dt + x'(T)Kx(T) 
0 

PROPOSITION 1.8 

T 

J [x', u'JF(K) [~]dt + xo' Kxo. 
0 

For all x 0 and all subspaces '5 it holds that the optima/ cost J "J(x0) for the prob
lem (LQCP)?r is finite. 
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PRooF. With Lemma 1.7 we find that for any 5" and any locally square
T 

integrable u, jw(x,u)dt ~x0'K0x0 • Hence J5(x0)>-oo. From Proposition 
0 

1.3 we already know that J 5(x0) < oo. 

Since J 5(x0) is finite, we would like to compute it. But how? To start, we 
expect that J5(x0) = x 0'Px 0 forsome real symmetrie matrix P, because it is 
recognized ({Clements et al., 78]) that the optimal cost for a finite horizon 
linear-quadratic optimal control problem indeed is a quadratic form in x 0 • 

Other works claim that the optimal cost for an infinite horizon LQCP also is a 
quadratic form, but a proof for such a claim seems hard to find. To the 
author's knowledge, Molinari was the fust one to come up withaproof of the 
above-mentional conjecture ([Molinari, 77]). We wil1 augment bis result slightly 
to be able to use weaker assumptions: 

PROPOSITION 1.9 
Consider (LQCP)5-. There exists area/ symmetrie matrix K..r such that, for all x 0, 

J5(x0)= x 0'K..rx 0• Moreover, K'.Jer. 

PRooF. From Propositions 1.3 and 1.8 we learn that for all x 0 , 

x0'~x0 E;,J5{x0)E;,x0'Mx0• Since the optimal cost also satisfi.es Molinari's 
parallelogram identity ({Molinari, 75-1 ]), it must be a quadratic form ({Mol
inari, 75-1, Lemma 5]). Let J5(x0)= x 0'K'.Jx0, K'.J real and symmetrie. Com
biDing this with Lemma 1.4 and [Molinari, 77, Lemma 4] then yields that 
K~er. 

REMARK 1.10 
Molinari assumed (A,B)-controllability in bis papers, as Willeros did in [Wil
lems, 7l ]. Since we consider merely infinite horizon linear-quadratic optimal 
control problems where the state trajectory is required to converge to a given 
subspace, the weaker Assumption 1.2 seems more natural (however, when deal
ing with fixed end-point finite horizon problems, it is our conviction that the 
controllability assumption is nearly inevitable). 

Supported by [Molinari, 77, Lemma 4], we wil1 ca11 the real symmetrie matrix 
K a solution of the D(issipation) l(nequality) if F(K) ~ 0 (1.3.1), i.e., if K er 
(1.3.2). Thus, r stands for thesetof solutions of the DI. Sometimes authors on 
linear-quadratic optimal control problems refer to the inequality F(K) ~ 0 by 
means of the label linear matrix inequality; they regard it separately from the 
dissipation inequality in Lemma 1.4 ([Willems, 71], [Molinari, 77]). We wil1 not 
do so, because of the fact that the notions are conceptually the same. (Apart 
from that, we would like to remark that the 'only if' part of [Molinari, 77, 
Lemma 4] is nontrivial, unlike the author's suggestion. The remaining gap, 
however, is bridgedon page 799 of [Molinari, 75-1].) 
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Up to this moment, we have established the following. If Assumptions 1.2 and 
1.6 hold, then the optimal cost for the problem (LQCPk, J ~x0) (1.2.8), equals 
x 0' KGJx 0 , with KGJ a solution of the DI, i.e. F(KGJ);;;;,: 0 (1.3.1). 
Note, that (Assumption 1.6) in particular R;;;;,:O. 

DEFINmON 1.11 
Consider (LQCPk (definition 1.1). The problem is called regu/ar if R >0 and 
singular if R ;;;;,:o, but R not positive definite. 

Here we have the first major subdivision of the class of LQCPs. Heuristically, 
one may say that in regu/ar problems all control components are penalized, 
whereas in singular problems this is not the case (see (1.2.2)). Consequently, it 
is to be expected that optimal controts (if any) for regular LQCPs will not 
exhibit excessively large values. However, in singular problems certain control 
variables are allowed to assume high amplitudes without effecting the optimal 
cost. For instance, take a look at the next Example from [Hautus et al., 83]: 
x= u, w(x,u)= x'x. We will show that for all Xo,Jo(xo)= 0 and hence, for 
all ~Land all x 0 , J~x0)= 0 since, obviously, J~x0);;;;,: 0. If x 0 = 0, then u=O 
is clearly optirnal for (LQCP)0• Now let x 0 :;é=O be given. For any small E:>O 
we find J(x0 ,u)= E: and x(oo)= 0 with u -(x0'x0 )(2t:)- 1/ on [O,oo). How
ever, for all x 0:;60 optirnal controts for (LQCP)o do not exist. For, suppose 
that the measurable input u is such that x then (1.2.1) u=O almost every
where and hence x =x0 = 0. 
This Example suggests the introduetion of impulses as possible input choices. 
In fact we will do so in Section 4, following the pioneering work of [Moylan et 
al., 7l], and, particularly, [Hautus et al., 83]. At this stage, however, it beoomes 
apparent that singular LQCPs bring along more technical diffi.culties than their 
regular counterparts. Nevertheless we will concentrale on the former rather 
than on the latter class in this monograph. 

We conclude this Section with a not too surprising observation. 

REMARK 1.12 
We may assume that [B',S,R]' is of full ~lpmn rank. 
For, let the regular m X m mat~ T: [T, T] be such that [B',S,R]'T is of full 
column r~ and [B',S,R]'T= 0. ~en, ~tb_ u=: T[ü',u']', we get 
x=Ax+BTü and w(x,u)=x'Qx+2x'S'Tü+ü'T'RTü, depending solely on x 
and ü. 

Justilled by the previous Remark, we state a third standing assumption: 

AssUMPTION 1.13 
[B', S, R]' is of full column rank. 

Reeall that the other two standing assumptions concerned stabilizabillty of the 
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pair (A,B) (Assumption 1.2) and the existence of a negative semi-definite solu
tion of the dissipation inequality (Assumption 1.6). The assumption 1.13 is 
trivially satisfied if R >0. 

1.4 Nonnegative deftnite problems 
Consider the quadratic form w(x,u) (1.2.2): 

w(x,u) = [x',u'] [~ ~'] [~]. (1.4.1) 

DEFINMON 1.14 
A linear-quadratic optimal control problem will he called nonnegative de.finite if 
[~ ~] ~ 0. If [~ ~'] is not posilive semi-definite, then the problem under 

consideration is called indefinite. 

This is the second major classification of LQCPs. Since for normegalive 
definite problems, w(x,u)~O for all x and u, we establish an a priori lower 
bound for J(x 0,u) (1.2.3) (namely 0). For the indefinite problems such a lower 
bound does not exist. Therefore the indefinite problems are likely to he far 
more involved that their normegalive pendants, and indeed they are. More of 
them later on in this work. Also, we note that for normegalive definite 
LQCPs, the Assumption 1.6 is automatically satisfied: F(O) ~ 0 (1.3.1) 

Next, as in [Hautus et al., 83], we factorize 

[~ ~l = [C D]'[C DJ, (1.4.2) 

with C and D real, constant matrices and such that [ C D] is of full row rank. 
By introducing the artificial output 

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t) (1.4.3) 

QO 

we get that J(xo,u)=jy'(t)y(t)dt (1.2.3), and 'ifx.'d.,:J(x 0,u)~O. From 
0 

Assumption 1.13 we deduce that [B' D']' is of full column rank. Let us sum-
marize all characterislics of the normegalive definite LQCPs in 

LEMMA 1.15 
Consider the linear system l::x= Ax + Bu, x 0,y= Cx + Du with y(t)ER7 ,r 
rank([C Dj). Let 5 he a subspace ofR" consider the associated (LQCP:hr. Then, 
for all xo, GU(x 0) equals L~~oc(R+) and there exists a matrix K~Er such that 
K~~o and 

QO 

J~x0)= inf { J yydtluEL~~oc(R+) such that dQO(x,'5)= 0} x0'K~x0 • 
0 

The problem is regu/ar if D is left invertible and singular otherwise. 
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PRooF. Since the integrand of the oost criterion in (1.2.3) is equal to y'y, we 
find that all locally square-integrable controts are elements of "1L(x0). Now 
K 0 = 0 satisfies Assumption 1.6 and therefore (Proposition 1.9) there exists a 
K<rrer such that K<rr;;;,. 0 and such that for all x 0,J <rr(x 0)= x 0 'K<rrx0 • Finally, 
D'D is positive definite if and only if Dis of full column rank. 

The investigation of nonnegative definite problems bas made great progress 
during the last 6 years, starting with the paper by Hautus and Silverman 
([Hautus et al., 83]). Whereas, at that time, the regular nonnegative definite 
problem (with stability) was well understood (e.g. [Kalman, 60], [Brockett, 70], 
[Willems, 71], [Kwakemaak et al., 72]), the. corresponding singular problem 
had been studied only for special cases ([Moylan et al., 71 ], Clements et al., 
78], [Grasman, 79]). 

In the simple example of the previous Section we saw that measurable optimal 
controts need not exist in singular problems. In fact, we were led to the 
thought of allowing certain distributions (impulses) as possible control choices. 
Hautus and Silverman not only had the same thought; they came with a reli
abie mathematical framework, based upon [Hautus, 76]. Their distributional 
setup, displayed in detail in the 1983 paper, will he ours bere as well. In par
ticular, because this framework turns out to he appropriate for computing 
optimal controts for indefinite singular problems (Chapter 2). For the benefit of 
referencing, its main features are repeated bere. Further details are in 
[Schwartz, 78], [Hautus, 76] and [Hautus et al., 83]. 

The distributional setup of {Hautus et al, 83}. 

lf tX and ~ are topological vector spaces ([Yosida, 65, Chapter I]), then let 
CL(tX-+~). C 00 (tX-+6.1J) denote the spaces of continuous linearand infinitely 
often differentiable functions f :tX-+6.1J, respectively. Consider the test function 
spaces: 

ój)_: = { cpEC 00(A-+ R)lsup supp ct>< oo }, 

ój)+: = { cpEC 00 (A-+ R)linf supp ct>> - oo }, 

and the distribution space CL(ój)_ -+ R) (for the topologies on the spaces 
defined above, see [Schwartz, 78, Chapter VI, Section 5]). Here supp f (support 
./) denotes the ciosure of {teR lf ( t) :;#)} and if ]=0 then inf supp f: = oo, sup 
supp j:= -oo. The value of ueCL(ój)_ -+A) at cpeóD_ we denote by <u,cp>. 
The space ój)+ can he considered as a subspace of CL(óD_ -+A) by the 
identification <1/J,cp> = 

+oo 

J 1/J(t)cp(t)dt for l[JeóD+ ,cpeóD_. 
-oo 

Next, letJCR he an open set and ueCL(óD_ -+A), then we say that u=O on 
J if <u,cp> = 0 for every cpeój)_ with supp cpCJ. The complement of the 
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union of all open sets on which u =0 we call the support of u (supp u). Again, 
if u =0 (on R), then inf supp u:= oo, sup supp u:= - oo. It can be shown that 
for every uECL(6iL~R) it holds inf supp u> -oo ({Hautus, 76, p. 30D. The 
derivative of u~CL("iL~R), Ü, is defined in the usual way by 
<Ü,q,> = - <u,q,> (q,ë'iL ). Also, we mention a special element, 8, of 
CL(6j)_ ~R), defined by <8,</>> = 4>(0). This distribution bas support 0 and it 
is called the 8 distribution. 
Now let 

6D'1o.oo):= {uECL(6D-~R)Iinf supp u;;;r.O}, 

then 6D'1o,oo) is a subspace of CL(6D-~R) and it stands forthespace of distri
butions defined on R with support on [0, oo ). 
One subclass of 6D'1o,oo) is formed by the (Dirac) 8-distribution and its higher 
order derivatives. Linear combinations of these distributions will be called 
impulsive. They have support in 0 and their Laptace transforms are rational. A 
second class of elements of 6D'1o,oo) contains all regu/ar distributions in 6D'1o,oo)• 
i.e., distributions that can be identified with functions. Por instance, 
Ul~oc(R+), the space of (scalar) locally square-integrable functions over R+, 
can be regarded as a subspace of the class of regular distributions with support 
on [0, oo ). However, Hautus and Silverman made a much more restrictive 
assumption with respect to their choice of allowed regular inputs: They 
required that regular controts u(t) are smooth on [O,oo), i.e., that a function 
v: ( -t:, oo )~ R exists (t: > 0), infinitely often differentiable, such that u(t)= 0 
(t < 0) and u(t) v(t) (t;;;r.O). Note that this function v thus is an element of 
6j)+! 

Now the distributional class of allowed inputs for non-negative definite LQCPs 
will consist of all linear combinations of impulsive and smooth distributions 
Cimp: 

DEFINITION Ll6 
An impulsive-smooth distribution u is a distribution of the form u = u 1 + u2, 

where u 1 is some linear combination of the 8 distribution and its higher order 
derivatives S(O (i;;;;.}), and u 2 is smooth on [0, oo ). The class of these dis trihu
tions is denoted by cimp. 

PROPOSITION 1.17 ([Hautus, 76]) 
C imp is closed under convolution 

This property of C imp is fundamental both in [Hautus et al., 83] and in the 
present work: It implies that, given an input uECimp• then its derivative, 
ü = u*&<1> (the *-sign stands for convolution of distributions), as well as its 
primitive u*H (H stands for the Heaviside distribution) is in Cimp· In other 
words, C imp is closed under differentiation and integration. In [Hautus, 76], 
several other properties of the class C imp are mentioned. 
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lf we understand lf-0> to be the 8 distribution itself, then an impulsive input 
k 

can be written as . ~ a;lf.i), with k a non-negative integer and all a; real. In 
1=0 

order to simplify the notation, convolution of distributions (e.g. [Hautus, 76, 
pp. 30- 31]) is denoted by juxtaposition (like ordinary multiplication). In addi
tion, since the convolution of the distribution u E C imp and 8, u8, equals u, we 
denote the 8 distribution simply by 1. A constant multiple of 8, a8 say, will 
thus be denoted by the constant itself (here: a8 = a). If lf-1> is denoted by p, 

k 

then the impulsive input from above equals, in our new notation, . ~ a;p;. Also, 
1=0 

differentlation and integration are indicated by convolution with p and with 
p 1

, respectively (note that the unit element, 8, is denoted by the constant 1). 

Let C-/mp denote the space of j-vectors with components in C imp (jeN), then 
we take as our inputspace C~p· Now we have to define what we mean by the 
solution of the system equation x= Ax + Bu, x (0)= x 0• In [Hautus et al., 83, 
pp. 375 - 376] it is explained that the distributional solution of the system 
equation with initial value x 0 should be defined as the solution of the distribu
tional differentlal equation 

x = Ax + Bu + 8xo, (1.4.4) 

a distributional differentlal equation. The additional term in the right-hand 
side results in ajump of the state variabie x. Since x= lf.1>•x and x= 8*x, we 
get from (1.4.4) that 

(Jlf-1>- A8)*x = (Bu + 8x0). (1.4.5) 

Now (Jlf-1>- A8) is invertible (with respect to convolution: {Hautus, 76]) and 
its inverse corresponds to the function exp(At) IR+(t) (the latter function 
stands for the indicator function on [O,oo)), or, loosely, to exp(At) (t;;;;ïlt0). We 
observe that this interpretation of the equation generalizes the well-known 
result coneerrong the variadons of constants formula for x(t) in case of regular 
inputs (see Section 1.2). 
Next, let us rewrite (1.4.5) - (1.4.6) in our new notation: 

px = Ax + Bu + x 0 (the system equation). (1.4.6) 

lf ueC~P' then the solution of (1.4.6) within (6D'1o,oo))" is unique and it equals 

x x(xo,u) (pi- A)- 1(Bu + x0). (1.4.7) 

Here x 0 stands for the R"-valued distribution x 0 1, and the solution x of 
(1.4.6) thus is in C&np. In addition, the distributional output 

y= Cx + Du= Cx(x0 ,u) + Du (1.4.8) 

becomes 

(1.4.9) 

where T(p) is the matrix-valued distribution obtained by setting s= p (and 
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interpreting (pi-A) -I = exp (At)(t ;;;.O)) in the transfer function 

T(s):=D + C(sl -A)- 1B, 

23 

(1.4.10) 

a rational matrix intheindeterminale complex s. We also find that y eer"". A 
distributional statetrajectoryx = x(x0 ,u) thus consistsof an impulsive part x 1 

and a smooth part x 2, defined on (O,oo). Therefore it makes sense to define 

d 00 (x,C5): = d 00 (x2, IJ) (if existent), (1.4.lla) 

and, analogously, 

x(O+ )= x(x0,u)(O+ ): = lim x 2(t). 
t,LO 

(l.4.Ilb) 

We mentioned before, that the term 8x0 in (1.4.5) represents a jump of the 
state variable. There might be others, resulting from impulsive terms in the 
control u. In fact, we establisb that a new concept bas arisen bere: The concept 
of instantaneously reachable points: A point i is called instantaneously reaeb
abie if there exists an input u eC~ sucb that x(O+)= i. It is easily sbown 
that x (0 +) only depends on the impulsive part of u. For instance, if we 
assume that 

0 
u= ~ u1p -; (all u1 rea/), 

i=-k 

then the impulsive part x 1 of x follows from (pi - A )x Bu and thus is of the 
0 

form x 1 = ~ x1p-1
, and X-k = 0 

i=-k 

x; +I Ai,+ Bu;, (i= -k, ... , -I). (1.4.12) 

The state value immediately alter the impulse, x(O+), equals Ax0 + Bu0 (the 
coefficient of p 1 in the expansion of (pi - A) -t Bu in powers of p-I ).More 
generally, if u= u 1 + u2 (u 1 impulsive, u2 smooth), then the resulting state 
trajectoryx is of the form x= x 1 + x 2 (x 1 impulsive, x 2 smooth) with 

0 i-1 
Xt ~ [ ~ (Ai-l-iBut}f1- 1, (1.4.13a) 

i -k+l 1=-k 

and 

0 t 

x 2 eA1[( ~ A -I Bu 1) + x0] + J eA<t-'~'>Bu2(-r)d-r. (1.4.13b) 
1=-k 0 

wbere x 0 is the initial value of the state trajectory. 
From (1.4.12) it follows readily that the space of instantaneously reaebabie 
points equals the ordinary reaebabie space <A lim(B)>. Every impulsive con
trol that attains an instantaneously reaebabie point, obviously generates an 
impulsive output part, y 1, whicb is of the form 

0 
Yt ~ y;p-;, with 

i=-k 
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}i Cx; + DÜ;. (1.4.14) 

OQ 

Since we want to i:nfunize an integral of the form J y'y dt, we will restriet our-
o 

selves to controls that yield regu/ar outputs (i.e. y 1 =0). This subspace of C~P' 
which is system dependent, is, as in [Hautus et al., 83J, denoted by the symbol 
U l: and called the space of admissible inputs. Note all regular controls are ele
mentsof UI. 

With the latter definilion, we would like to end the exposition conceming 
the distribulional framework by Hautus and Silverman. Admittedly, distribu
lional manipulalions are not the most pleasant mathemalical exercises. How
ever, we would like to make the reader feel at ease by the next remark. The 
equalions (1.4.6) - (1.4.9) (and Proposilion 1.17) allow us to handle nonnega
live definilion LQCPs in a fully algebraic way. Indeed, we write p instead of 
tf.l>, I insteadof 8, etc. We treat the system equalion x Ax + Bu,x0 , as if it 
were a Laptace transformed differenlial equalion sx Ax + Bu + x 0 with 
s( EC) replaced by p. We solve the latter equalion without thinking: 
x (pi - A) -I (Bu + x 0), and we are glad to hear afterwards that we were 
allowed to do so. The only really important issue bere is: The interpretalion of 
(pi A)- 1(Bu + x 0 ). It follows from (1.4.12) and from the fact that for regu
lar u we get the ordinary varialions of constants formula for x. The full 
specification is in (1.4.13). 

Discussion 
The reader must have observed, that our choice of allowed inputs for nonnega
live definite LQCPs, Cf;,, is not the most natoral extension of L~1oc(R + ); if 
ker(D) =0, then it is clear from the above that U'E. = C~:= {u: [O,oo)~-+Rmlu 
smooth_on [O,oo)} C L~1oc(R+),_but C~=1'=L~1oc(R+). However, if (for every 
x 0) J'!J(x0):=inf{J(x0,u)iuEGtl.(x0) such that d00(x,~=O} with 

T 

GiL(xo)={uEC~Ijw(x,u)dt converges toa limit in RU{+oo}U{-oo} as 
0 

T ~ oo}, then the whole story up till now can be re~tten with L~~oc(R +) 
repll!ced by C~:. For inst~ce, there exists a_ matrix K ~Er such that, for all 
x 0 , J '!I(x0)= x 0' K~x0, but K~ ;;a. K~. Now if K'!J K~, then it is reasonable to 
consider Cf;, an extension of L~1oc(R + ), because the optima! cost over the 
class of locally square-integrable inputs equals the optimal cost over the space 
of smooth C9ntrols. Backed by experience, one is easily inclined to state that, 
in genera!, K~ = K'!J - and in _all well-known cases (e.g. 5"= 0) this inequality 
indeed holds. We believe that K~ K~, i.e., that for all5", for all x 0 and for all 
€>0 there exists a control ûEGiL{x0) such that d 00(x(x 0 ,Ü), ~=0 and 
xo'K;x 0 ~J(x0,Ü)~x 0'K'!fxo+€, but our efforts to provide a proof for this 
statement have not been very successful so far. Since belief only does not 
s_uffice in mathemalics, we are left with two oplions. Oplion 1: Assume that 
K~= K;, and read "smooth" instead of "locally square-integrable" whenever 
convenient. Oplion 2: Exchange the input class L~1oc(R +) for the control 
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space C:!r; all results that have been found for the former class carry over. The 
author proposes to choose the second option; tothink of someday, SOJl!ewhere, 
somebody coming up with a strange subspace '5" which is such that K<.r=FK<J. 
Hence from now on we will work with smooth instead of locally square
integrable controls; yet we will stick to symbols like J ~x0), K<J, 62J.(x 0) that we 
have introduced w.r.t. Lï:~oc(R + ). 

As for the choice of impulsive instead of general distributions in singular 
linear-quadratic optimal control theory, we agree with Hautus and Silverman: 
The introduetion of the widest possible class of distributions saddles us with a 
discouraging number of technical difficulties. For instance, if u is a general dis
tribution, then how should the system equation (1.2.1) be interpreted? Apart 
from that, there appears to be no need to allow for jumps in the state trajec
tory if t>O: see e.g. [Moylan et al., 71]. 

REMARK 1.18 
The input class c;:" contains c:r (see above) and hence it is trivial that for all 
xo, J~(xo): = inf{J(xo,u)lu EC;:" such that d 00 (x(x0 ,u), '5) = O}:oe;;;; 
J~xo) = xo'K<.rxo. We willprove that J~(x 0) = x 0'K<.rxo in the next Chapter. 

It bas been shown in [Hautus et al., 83] that the introduetion of the geometrie 
approach to system theory ([W onham, 79]) yields substantially more insight in, 
particularly, singular nonnegative definite linear-quadratic optimal control 
problems. This is not too suprising, since there turns out to be a strong 
interaction between these problems and the underlying linear systems. What is 
more, we will demonstrate that singular linear-quadratic control problems are 
tightly linked to a specific subspace. Let us briefty reeall the main features of 
this subspace, as well as the other ones that are of importance to us. As before 
in this Section, we consider the linear system ~. described by the quadrupte 
(A, B, C, D) (1.4.6)- (1.4.10). 

Subspaces of interest in linear-quadratic optima/ control theory. 

DEFINITION 1.19 ((Hautus et al., 83, Def. 3.8]) 
A state x 0 is called weakly unobservab/e if there exists a smooth control u such 
that the resulting output, y(x 0 ,u), is identically equal to zero on [O,oo). The 
space of weakly unobservable states is called the weakly unobservab/e subspace 
and denoted by 'V= "V(~). 

PR.OPOSmON 1.20 ((Hautus et al., 83, Th. 3.10]) 
(i) 'Vx

0
e<y3u

0
eR• (Axo + BuoE'V and Cxo +Duo= 0~ 

(ü) 'V is the largest subspace e of Rn for which there exists a /inear map F: 
Rn~Rm such that (A + BF)ece, (C + DF)E= 0. 

For forther use, we denote the set of mappings F, for which (A + BF)'VC'V and 
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(C + DF)'Y= 0, by c:J{l:). In fact, if Fec:J{l:) then u: =Fx is a smooth control 
such that, for all x 0 e'v, y(x0 ,u)::::::D. The smoothness requirement of u in 
Definition 1.19 is not really important; if u is merely piecewise continuons ( or 
locally square-integrable), then Proposition 1.20 is still valid. Compare this 
with the previous discussion; 

DEFINITION 1.21 ([Hautus et al., 83, Def. 3.13]) 
A state i is called strongly reachable (from the origin) if there exists an impul
sive u E U I such that for the corresponding state trajectory we have x (0 +) = i. 
The space of strongly reaebabie points is denoted 6lJf = Gllf(l:). 

From (1.4.12) and (1.4.14) we learn that i is strongly reaebabie if and only if 
there exists a keN and a corresponding coefficient sequence (u -k •... ,u0), such 
that for the resulting i; and y; (i= -k, ... ,O) it ho1ds that all y; are zero and 
Ax0 + Bu0 =i. In particular, we establish that Gllf=O if and only if D is left 
invertible, i.e., if the nonnegative definite LQCP under consideration is regular. 
Also, 6lJf is obviously a subspace of the space of instantaneously reaebabie 
points, and, if x(O,u)(O+) i( u e UI), then x (x0,u)(O+) =x+ x 0 • Conse
quently, for every ieGllf there exists a ueU~ such that x(i,u)(O+)= 0. More
over, 

PROPOSITION 1.22 ([Hautus et al., 83, Th. 3.15]) 
(i) 'ifx.e<i!lf'ifu.eR· [Cxo + Dxo = o~Axo + BuoE"hhl. 
(ü) 6lJf is the smallest subspaceS ofRn for which there exists a G: Rr ~ Rn such 

that (A + GC)SCS, im(B +GD) CS. 

Denote the set of mappings G, for which (A + CG)GllfcGllf and 
im(B + GD)CGllf, by !3(l:). Observe that, in case of 1eft invertibility of D, it 
ho1ds that B +GD= 0 for G - B(D'D)- 1D' and hence indeed Gllf= 0. We 
saw that Gllf=FQ if and only if the nonnegative definite LQCP under considera
tion is singular. In the next Chapter we will find that, in some context, the 
subspace 6lJf is in a one-to-one manner related to indejinite LQCPs as well. 

Remember (Lemma 1.15) that, for nonnegative definite problems, it holds that 
J<?J{xo) = xo'K5x0 , with K'!J;;;a:.O an element of f= {KeRnxniK = K', 
F(K);;;a:.O} where 

[

C'C+A'K+KA 
F(K) = B'K + D'C 

PROPOSITION 1.23 

KB+ C'D] 
D'D 

For all subspaces ~ it holds that W Cker(K5). 

PRooF. 
[Willems et al., 86, p. 326 (vüi)], Proposition 2.18 (e). 

(1.4.15) 
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REMARK 1.24 
Observe that Proposition 1.23 so1ves part of the normegalive definite (LQCP)5 
and that 611fC{x0 jinf{J(x0,u)luECi:y, such that d 00(x,T}= 0} = 0}. In fact, for 
all iE611f there is a uECi:y, such that x(x,u)(O+)= 0 and y(x0,u)=O. Com
pare with [Geerts, 89-1, Lemmas 3.4- 3.5]. 

We proceed with the sum and the intersection of 'Y and 611f. 

PROPOSITION 1.25 ([Hautus et al., Prop. 2.23], [Geerts, 89-1, Prop. 3.7]) 

xo E'Y + 611f~3ueC:,. :y(xo,u)=O 

Because of this result we wil/ cal/ "Vd : = 'Y + 61lf the distributionally weakly unob
servable subspace. 

PROPOSITION 1.26 

x0 E<!it:='Yn611f~3 .. ec:,. :x(O,u)(O+) = xo and y(O,u)=O 

PROOF. 

~ There exists an impulsive u 1EU:i. such that x(O,u 1)(0+)=x0, i.e. there is 
an impulsive u1 in Ci:y, such that x(O,u 1)(0+)= x 0 and the resulting impulsive 
part of y,yh equals zero. In addition, there exists a smooth u 2 such that 
y(x 0 ,u2)=0. If u=ut+u2, then y(O,u) is smooth and y(O,u)(t)= 
y(xo,u2)(t) (t >0). 
<=Let uECi:y, be such that x(O,u)(O+) = x0 ,y(O,u)-o. We have u= Ut +u2 
with Ut impulsive, u2 smooth. The output y(O,u) has no impulsive part, and 
hence, with the observation that x(O,u)(O+) = x(O,ut)(O+) = x 0, it follows 
that x 0 E611f. Furthermore, y(O,u)(t) = y(x0,u2)(t) = 0 (t>O), and we fi.nd that 
Xo E'\C Thus Xo EC!it. 

REMARK 1.27 
From Proposition 1.26 we establish immediate1y that <!it= {x(O,u)(O+)juECi:y, 
such that y (0, u)= 0}. Proposition 1.26 is a retormulation of [Hautus et al., 83, 
Prop. 3.25]. 

The subspaces "Vd and <5t are linked to right and left invertibility. We sball 
mention the definitions of these notions fust. 

DEFINITION 1.28 
The linear system l: is right invertible if for every y E C~ there exists a u E Ci:y, 
such that y(O,u) = y. The system l: is called left invertible if for all nonzero 
u E Ci"" we have that y(O,u) =t=O. The system is called invertible if it is both 
right and 1eft invertible. 
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PROPOSITION 1.29 ([Hautus et al., 83, Th. 3.24 & Th. 3.26]) 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) I is right invertible. 
(ü) 'Vd = Rn, [CD] is offull row rank. 
(ili) The transfer function T(s) is right invertible as a rational matrix. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) I is left invertible. 
(ü) lilt= 0, [B' D']' is offull column rank. 
(ili) The transfer function is left invertible as a rational matrix. 

Chapter 1 

In the final Proposition of this Section we select an interesting set of eigen
values. We will need the notion of characteristic polynomial there; if 
P : R1 

4> R1 (I EN) is a linear mapping, then the corresponding characteristic 
polynomial in the indeterminate s is denoted XP(s ). Also, G(P) stands for the 
set of complex zeros of XP· 

PROPOSITION 1.30 ([Aling et al., 84]) 
Let Fe~I), Geg(I). Then (A + BF)t!ltCI!lt and (A + GC)~C'Vd. Let 
n'!t = dim(t!lt), nR't'v.t = dim(Rn I'Vd) and let Pl!t(s), PR't'v.,(s) he two monic polyno
mia/s with real coefficients of degree n'!t and nR't'V.,, respectively (seC). Then 
there exists an Fe~~) such that X(A+BF>I .. (s)=p'!lt(s) and a Geg(~) such that 
X(A +GC)IR't'v.,(s) = PR't'v.,(s). The eigenvalues G(A + BFI'V!'!t) and 
G(A +GCI~I~), however, are fixed with respect to the choice for Fe~~) and 
Ge~~). 

The set CJ• (~) = G(A + BFI'V!t!lt) (Fe~~)) will he called the set of invariant 
zeros and we will see that it plays a large role in the existence questions of 
optimal controls for nonnegative LQCPs. Further, it can he shown that for 
every Geg(~), CJ*(I)= G(A +GCI'Vdl~) ([Malabre, 82], [Geerts, 88-4, App. 2}). 

In this Section we have provided a suitable distributional interpretation of 
nonnegative definite linear-quadratic optimal control problems. Furthermore, 
we have passed in review all concepts of interest for these problems. In the 
next Section we return once more to the dissipation inequality of Section 1.3 in 
order to take a better look at thesetof solutions r (1.3.2). 

1.5 The Dissipation Inequality revisited 
Consider the Dissipation lnequality F(K);;r"O, K realand symmetrie, and 

[
Q+A'K+KA KB+S'] 

F(K)= B'K+S R (1.5.1) 

For every Kei'= (KIK K', F(K);;r"O} there exist real matrices CK, DK such 
that F(K) = (CKDK)'(CKDK] and such that [CKDK] is of full row rank. 
Then, define the linear system ~K• described by the quadrupJe (A,B,CK,DK), 
i.e., consider the system 
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x = Ax + Bu, xo, 

YK = Cxx +Dx· (1.5.2) 

where u eC:!t. We have that rank (F(K))= rank ([CxDx]). Next, let 
T .K(s) : Dx + C .K(sl - A) -I B denote the transfer Junction ( 1.4.10) correspond· 
ing to l:x. If p(K):= normal rank (T.K(s)) ([Kailath, 72]), then obviously, 
p(K)",_ rank ([CxDxD= rank (F(K)). 

Also, wedefine the matrix-valued function in the indeterminate s 1 and s 2 

H(s~os2):= R +B'(Is1-A')- 1S' + S(Is2-A)-1B+ 

B'(ls1 -A'r 1Q(ls2 -A)- 1 B. (1.5.3) 

LEMMA 1.31 ([Willems, 71]) 
Let Kef. Then, fora/most all complex s, Tx'(-s)(Tx(s)) = H(-s, s). Conse
quently, Jor a/most all weR, H(-iw,iw)';;ii::O and p(K)= p:= normal rank 
(H( -iw, iw)). 

It follows from this Lemma that p(K) is independent of Kef. Therefore 

PROPOSITION 1.32 ((Schumacher, 83]) 
IJ F(K)';;ii::O, then rank (F(K))';;ii::p. In addition, rank (F(K))= p if and only if the 
system l:x is right invertible. 

PROOF. 
The system l:k is right invertible if and only if Tx(s) is right invertible as a 
rationat matrix (Proposition 1.29), i.e. if and only if rank ([CxDxD= rank 
(F(K))= normal rank (T.K(s))= p. 

In the sequel, let r min denote the subset of r, containing all rank minimizing 
solutions of the dissipat/on inequality, i.e., 

fmin:= {Keflrank (F(K))= p}. (1.5.4) 

Now assume that R >0. Then it is readily established that 

[
/O (KB+ S')R -

1
] [ I 0] [q,(K) 0] 

I F(K) -R 1(B'K+S) I = 0 R' (1.5.5) 

and hence rank (F(K))= rank (q,(K))+m with 

q,(K) = Q+A'K+KA -(KB+S')R 1(B'K+S). (1.5.6) 

PRoPOSITION 1.33 ([Willems, 71]) 
IJ R>O, then p=m and f min= {Keflq,(K)= 0}. 

The real symmetrie matrices K that satisfy the equation q,(K) = 0 will be called 
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the solutions of the algebraic Riccati equation (abbreviated ARE). This qua
dratic matrix equation is named alter Count Jacopo Francesco Riccati, a 
famous Venetian mathematician who lived from 1676 until 1754. The impoe
tanee of the Riccati equation in linear-quadratic optimal control theory has 
herome paramount since its introduetion in systems theory by Kalman ([Kal
man, 60]). Por those who still may have their doubts about this importance, we 
ei te 

PROPOSITION 1.34 ([Molinari, 77, Lemma 5]) 
Let (A,B) be stabilizable and let there exist a XOer such that K 0 E0;;0. IJ R>O, 
then the real symmetrie matrix that represents the optima/ cost for (LQCP)!r, K "J, 
is a solution of the algebraic Riccati equation <I>(K) = 0 ( 1.5.6). 

REMARK 1.35 
Molinari started from (A,B)-controllability; with our Assumptions 1.2 and 1.6, 
however, we can obtain the same result. Compare Proposition 1.9. Also, reeall 
that Assumption 1.6 is automatically satisfied in case of nonnegative definite 
LQCPs. 
According to Propositions 1.33 - 1.34, the matrix K"J is a rank minimizing 
solution of the dissipation inequality. This raises the question, whether in 
singular problems (R merely ;;;<eQ) the optimal cost for (LQCP)!r can also he 
interpreled as a rank minimizing solution of the dissipation inequality. The 
answer to his question is less easy that in the case R >0: The quadratic matrix 
function <I>(K) is not defined. Nevertheless the answer is affinnative. We will 
show this in Chapter 2; preliminary results in this direction are k:nown by 
[Schumacher, 83], [Geerts, 89-l) and, particularly, [Geerts, 88-4, Prop. 4.2 (a)], 
see the next Section. 

The integer p is immediately k:nown in nonnegative definite LQCPs (Section 
1.4). This is stated in 

LEMMA 1.36 

p= normal rank (T(s)) (1.4.10). 

PROOF. 

We saw earlier that XO Oer. Now apply Lemma 1.31. 

It is about time to get our own things started. However, before doing so, we 
should present a line-up of the most relevant research output on LQCPs from 
1960 up till now. Section 1.6 contains such a rustorical review. 

1.6 Looking back over the years: Wbat bas happened so far? 
Quite a lot. Too much to teil actually. Therefore we will only piek out the 
headlines; nevertheless the picture thus drawn will he illustrative enough for us 
to understand what bas been done in linear-quadratic optimal control theory 
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and which questions still are open. Now let us look back over our shoulder 
and face again those turbulent last thirty years. 

The first wave: 1960- 1977. Beginnings. Giant steps. 

The years: 1960, 1964. The author: R.E. Kalman. 
- Linear-quadratic optimal control thinking oommences with the "Kalman 

paper" [Kalman, 60], probably the most-cited artiele on this topic. Kalman's 
regulator problem corresponds, in our context, to the regular nonnegative 
definition LQCP with stability (Section 1.4) in the standard form: S = D' C = 0. 
Briefty, he showed the following. Let the algebraic Riccati equation (1.5.6) 

C'C + A'X +KA- KBR- 1B'X = 0, (1.6.1) 

be given and let (A,B) be controllable, (C,A) be observable. Then (1.6.1) bas 
exactly one real positive semi-definite solution x+. For every x 0 , 

OQ 

inf{ J [x' C' Cx + u' Ru ]dt Iu eLttoc(R +)}, 
0 

(subject to x= Ax + Bu, x 0 ) equals x 0'X+ x 0 and an optimal control exists. lt 
is unique and of the form 

u= B'X+x, (1.6.2) 

a state feedback law. The resulting closed-loop matrix, A -BB' X+, bas all its 
eigenvalues in the open left half-plane (i.e. is asymptotically stable). Moreover, 
x+>o. 

The year: 1968. The author: W.M. Wonham. 
Wonham weakened Kalman's assumptions by proving that (1.6.1) bas a unique 
real positive definite solution x+ yielding an asymptotically stabie closed-loop 
matrix if (A,B) is stabilizable and ( C,A) is observable. 

The year: 1972. The author: V. Kucera. 
The equation (1.6.1) bas a unique real positive semi-definite solution x+ and 
it is such that A-BB' X+ is asymptotically stabie if and only if(A,B) is stabil
izable and ( C,A) is detectable. 

The year: 1911. The author: J.C. Willems. 
The first attempt to summarize and extend all results on "least squares station
ary optimal control''. In particular, distinction is made between LQCPs with 
and without stability. The paper contains important contributions by Brockett 
([Brockett, 70D and Popov ([Popov, 64, also 73]) as wellas general theorems on 
the boundedness of the indefinite cost criterion for the cases with and without 
stability. Although one of the claims had to be withdrawn ([Willems, 74]), the 
paper is widely recogniz.ed for its geometrie classification of all solutions of the 
algebraic Riccati equation {1.5.6) and for its re-appreciation of the dissipation 
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inequality in linear-quadratic optimal control theory. A few highlighted claims 
((A,B) is assumed to he controllable): 

I (see Theorems 3- 5). 
The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) There exists a real symmetrie X that satisfies the dissipation inequality: 

f+0. 
(ii) There exists a largest solution x+ of the dissipation inequality: 

3x+erVxer:X~X+. _ 
(ili) There exists a smgl{est solution X of the dissipation inequality: 

3_K- erVxer: X';;Jr;X 

11 (see Theorem 5). 
Now, let R >0. Then the dissipation inequality has a real symmetrie solution if 
and only if the algebraic Riccati equation ( 1.5 .6) has a real_srrrunetric solution. 
lf the dissipation inequality has a solution, then x+ and X satisfy the alge
braic Riccati equation. Moreover, the eigenvalnes of-~ (X+):= 
A -BR 1(B'X+ +S), a(A(X+)), lie in the closed left-half plane C , whereas 
a(A (K-))(A (K-): =A -BR - 1(B'K- +S))cC+. 

111 (see Theorems 5, 7). 
Let R >0 and assume that the dissipation inequality has a real symmetrie solu
tion. Then J 0(x 0 ) x 0'X+x0 for ap_x0 . Furthermore, for all x 0 an optima! 
control exists if and only if (X+ -X )>0. If we assume this to he the case, 
then, for all x 0, the optimal control is unique and it is given by the state feed
back law u=- R 1(B'X+ + S)x. The resulting closed-loop matrix, A(X+), 
is asymptotically stable. 

Discussion. 
The fust Theorem of the paper deals with necessary and suflicient conditions 
for boundedness (from helow) of J R•(x0). In Theorem 3 it is stated that for all 
x 0 , JR·(x0) has a lower bound if and only ijf= {XIF(K)';;J>O} contains a nega
live semi-definite element (i.e., Assumption 1.6!). In Theorem 4, then, 
Assumption 1.6 is related to a simpte frequency-domain condition. This condi
tion, however, turns out to be necessary for boundedness of J R•(x0), but not 
sufficient (see fora counterexample, [Willems, 74)). Although in [Moylan, 75) it 
is shown that the frequency-domain condition still is sufficient for a specific 
class of LQCPs, it is apparently difficult to provide an equivalent frequency
domain condition with an elegant structure for all LQCPs ([Molinari, 75-2)). 
Apart from that, some authors still doubt the equivalence of the boundedness 
(from below) of J R•(x0) and Assumption 1.6 ([Trentelman, 89, Remark 4.5)), 
since Willems' proof of Theorem 1 is rather sketchy and perhaps incomplete. 
Moreover, the concept of (A,B)-controllability seems to play a key role (recall 
that in this monograph we merely assume (A,B) to be stabilizable (Assumption 
1.2)). 
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For anotber survey of Willems' results, see tbe paper be1ow. 

The year: 1977. The author: B.P. Molinari. 
Molinari contributes two major achievements: He proves that J ~x0), if fini te 
for each x 0 , is a quadratic form in x 0 , and, in addition, he shows tbat tbe real 
symmetrie matrix K~, tbat characterizes this form, is a solution of tbe algebraic 
Riccati equation (1.5.6) if R>O. In [Molinari, 75-1] two conditions are 
presenled that, when satisfied jointly, are sufficient fora function v(x0): Rn-R 
to he a quadratic form in x 0 . One condition (Molinari's parallelogram identity) 
turns out to hold automatically, and tbe otber one (3L;:;;o.o'v'q: lv(q)l =e;;; Lq'q) is 
satisfied by controllability. The controllability assumption can he weakend (see 
Proposition 1.9). 

The second wave: 1971 - 1988. Singular nonnegative definite problems. 

The year: 1971. The authors: P.J. Moylan & J.B. Moore. 
The significanee of tbe paper is tbe idea to transjorm a given finite horizon 
nonnegative dejinite LQCP with R 0, S = 0 to a related regu/ar LQCP (if pos
sible). Then, tbe latter problem is solved and tbus, by translation, tbe former 
one as well. Typically for this kind of prob1ems, it is found tbat an optimal 
control (if existent) is such that tbe resulting state trajectory x lies on a singu
lar are of tbe form Nx = 0 (N a real and constant matrix of full row rank). 
Since, in general, tbe initial condition x 0 does not satisfy this singular strip 
(terminology by tbe autbors), tbe use of impulses, in order to kick tbe state tra
jectory onto tbe linear manifold (described by) Nx= 0, is suggested. Analo
gous strategies are proposed in [O'Malley et al., 75, 77], Jameson et al., 75], 
[Qements et al., 78], [Grasman, 79]. The above-mentioned transformations 
somelimes are referred to as tbe Moylan-Moore transformations. 

The year: 1979. The author: J. Grasman. 
Grasman establishes nonuniqueness of optimal inputs for a specific class of 
(finite horizon) singular nonnegative definite linear-quadratic control problems. 
This phenomenon appears to be strongly related to tbe fact tbat tbe subspace 
'iJt (Proposition 1.26) ::#}, i.e. that tbe linear system .I is not 1eft invertible 
(Proposition 1.29). 

The year: 1983. The authors: M.L.J. Hautus & L.M. Silverman. 
The paper considers tbe nonnegative definite LQCP witb stability and presents 
complete results for left-invertible systems .I which are minimum-phase (i.e., 
a • (.I) cC-). The regular part of the optimal input is feedback implementab1e. 
The central role in this artiele is played by a dual version of Silverman's 
"structure algorithm" ([Silverman, 69], [Silverman et al., 71]). This dual "struc
ture algorithm" may be considered tbe most universa! framework for tackling 
LQCPs, based upon tbe Moylan-Moore transformations. The algorithm 
displayed bere transforms tbe given system .I= (A,B,C,D) into a linear system 
.Iv (v a known integer), described by tbe quadrupte (A,Bv,C,Dv), and Dv is of 
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full column rank (lf D is of full column rank itself, then Dv = D,Bv = B). The 
corresponding ARE (1.5.6) 

C'C + A'K +KA (KBv + C'Dv)(Dv'Dv)- 1(B'K + D/C) = 0 

thus is defined, and it has a unique positive semi-definite solution K +. It then 
turns out that J 0(x 0)=x0'K+x 0• In spite of possible non-existence of the 
ordinary Riccati equation corresponding to the original system l:, it is found 
that a certain related ARE has symmetrie solutions repcesenting optimal costs 
for LQCPs. 

The year: 1986. The authors: J.C. Willems, A. Kitapçi & L.M. Silverman. 
The general nonnegative definite LQCP both without and with stability is 
solved. The paper Jeans strongly on the properties of 'Y,Glll, r:vd and ~(Sec. 1.4) 
and the structure of the problems and underlying systems becomes apparent 
after application of a suitable state space decomposition. lt is shown that both 
problems can he reduced to regu/ar subproblems and thus the computation of 
the optimal oost is linked to a reduced order algebraic Riccati equation. The 
latter equation has dimension n 0 = n - dim(6llf} and if Glll = 0 then the original 
ARE is recovered. We cite the main results briefiy ((A,B) is assumed to he sta
bilizable and the class of allowed inputs consists of linear combinations of 
locally square-integrable controls and impulsive inputs (Sec. 1.4)): 

I (see Proposition 9, 10, Theorem 2). 
Consider the LQCP without stability. For all x 0 , optimal controlsexist and the 
optimaloost is determined by the smallest real positive semi-definite solution of 
a certain reduced order algebraic Riccati equation. 

11 (see Proposition 11, Theorem 3). 
Consider the LQCP with stability. The optimal oost is characterized by the 
largest real positive semi-definite solution of the above-mentioned reduced order 
Riccati equation. This solution can he identified with K+, the largest solution 
of the dissipation inequality F(K);a.O (e.g. [Schumacher, 83]). For all x 0 , 

optimal inputsexist if and only if o"(l:)n {seCjRe(s)= 0} 0. 

Ill. 
Both in I and in 11, the impulsive part of an optimal control causes a jump in 
the state trajectory, which yields a state value at o+, x(O+), in the regu/ar sub
space, where the regular component of the optimal input takes over. The 
latter component can he given as a state feedback law, and the resulting 
closed-loop matrix in 11 wi1l he internally stabie if the problem with stability is 
regular. However, in case of a singular problem, the closed-loop matrix in 11 
need not he intemally stable. Possible nonuniqueness of optimal state trajee
torles is restricted to ~ Since in I as well as in 11 the regular part of an 
optimal control can he given as a state feedback, we establish that optimal 
inputs are in Ci:y,. 
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IV. 
The optima! co~t_ without stability equals the optima! oost with stability if and 
only if o ·(~)cC . Optima! controls are unique if and only if ~ is left inverti
ble, i.e. if ~= 0. 

Discussion. 
The geometrie approach specifies clearly the nature of optimal control and 
state trajectories. However, the representation of especially the optima! oost 
without stability is not very satisfactory since it is expressed in terms of a 
reduced order algebraic Riccati equation that is found after having applied a 
state space decomposition. This raises the question whether it is possible to 
pursue a characterization of the optimal oost in terms of the original system 
coefficients A,B, C and D. Reeall that in the regular case (R = D' D > 0), 
optima! costs for LQCPs are characterized by solutions of the ARE (Proposi
tion 1.34). Moreover, it was proven in [Schumacher, 83] that K+ (see 11) is an 
element of f min (1.5.4) (and therefore, in particular, K+ is the /argest rank 
minimizing solution of the dissipation inequality). Thus J 0(x0)= x 0'K+ x 0, i.e. 
K 0 = K+. Now let KR·=:K-~0. 

PROPOSITION 1.37 ([Geerts, 89-1 , Corollary 6.4]) 
K- is the smallest rea/ positive semi-definite rank minimizing so/ution of the dis
sipation inequality. 

In other words: K-Efmin, K-~o. and if KEfmin and K~O. then K~K-. 
Observe that the rank minimizing aspect of K- is crucial; K=O is the overall 
smallest rea/ positive semi-definite solution of the Dl Also ([Willems et al, 86, 
p. 326 (vii)]), ker(K-) = Clfd and hence K- =0 if and only if the system 
~ = (A,B,C,D) is right invertible (Proposition 1.29). In [Geerts, 89-1, Theorem 
5.2] it is shown that for every x 0 there exists a u" EC~ such that 
J(xo,u")=xo'K-x 0 and hence x 0 ECifd if and only if 3EC~:y(x0,u)=O, 
which is also stated in Proposition 1.25. 

Thus, we have a characterization of the optimal oost without stability in terms 
of the original system coefficients (A,B,C,D). Note that, if D'D>O, then K
is the smallest real positive semi-definite solution of the ARE 

C'C + A'K +KA- (KB+ C'DXD'D)- 1(B'K + D'C)= 0, (1.6.3) 

(see also [Geerts, 88-2, pp. 49 - 50]) and K+ is the /argest (positive semi
definite) solution of (1.6.3). In Chapter 2 another proof of Proposition 1.37 is 
provided. 

The year: 1988. The author: The author. 
The author discusses once again the singular nonnegative definite LQCP with 
stability. The most relevant contribution is believed to be a proposition which 
states that the matrix K ~ that determines the optima! oost for (LQCPk neces
sarily is in r min· Thus (indeed) K- and K+ Ef min (and K- ";;;;,K~";;;;,K+ ). Note 
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that this result covers both regular and singular problems (remember Proposi
tion 1.34). In Cbapter 2 we will see that also for indefinite problems, 
K~Efmin. 

Additional recent developments. 
(a) 
The indefinite regu/ar LQCP without stability bas been solved by Trentelman 
in case of (A,B)-controllability ([Trentelman, 89]). Whereas bis former mentor, 
Willems, in Theorem 8 of [Willems, 7l] merely considered the situation in 
which the 'gap' between optimal costs of the prob1em with and without stabil
ity is absent, Trentelman treats the general case. He links the solution of the 
algebraic Ri~ti equation, that represents the optimaloost without stability, to 
the matrix K , the overall smallest solution of the dissipation inequality (see 
the summary of [Willems, 71], given earlier), by means of a certain subspace. 
This linkage is one-to-one, since in [Willems, 71] (and, more generally, [Cop
pe1, 74]) it is proven that such a correspondence between so1utions of the ARE 
and certain subspaces exists and is bijective. Furthermore, in contrast with the 
nonnegative definite case, optimal controls for the prob1em with output stabil
ity need np!_ always exist. Trentelman's basic assumptions are: (A, B) is con
trollable, K ~0. 

Discussion. 
We observe that in case of (A,B)-controllability, Assumption 1.6 and K ~0 

are equivalent. However, if (-A, :: ~) is not assumed to be stabilizable, then 
one cannot expect that a solution K __ of the ARE exists such that for all other 
solutions Kof the DI we have K;;,.K . In fact, if we only assume (A,B) to he 
stabilizable in combination with Assumption 1.6 (there exists a ~~0 such 
that F(~);;,.O), then there might he infinitely many indefinite solutions of the 
DI even if the state space dimension is only 2. 

For instance, consider the next example with Q = 0, S = 0, R 1, A = [~-01 ], 
B = (öl. Indeed, (A,B) is stabilizable, but not controllable. The ARE reads: 

o~ A AJ + :' -[;:]B'K and K[
0 

= :- =_~2~)tblviously a solutio[n. 01b~2~~elr 
ones are K = 0 0 , K 1(y)= . + and K 2(y)= + 

-(2y) 'Y (2y) -y 

(bere yE(O, oo ), arbitrary). Now suppose that for some y0 ;;,.o, K2(y0)~K for 
all K that satisfy the ARE. Then, in particular, K2(y0)~0 which can only he 
true for Yo =0. Analogously, if for all solutions K,K;;,.K 1(y1) (y1 fixed), then 
again K1 (y1 )~0 which is only valid for y 1 =0. One the other hand, if k
exists, tb~_ K =o (by the same reasons) and we establish that there is_no 
solution K of the ARE such that for all other solutions K we have K';ii:K-. 
Hence, with only Assumptions 1.2 and 1.6 insteadof (A,B)-cont~o!!ability and 
Assumption 1.6, the linkage of a certain solution of the ARE to K cannot be 
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made any more. Still there must be a real symmetrie matrix K- , satisfying the 
ARE, and such that J R·(x0) = x 0' x- x 0 for all x 0 (Proposition 1.34). The 
question remains: Which solution of the ARE is the one we are searching for? 
In our opinion, there should be another, more intrinsic, characterization of 
x-, probably in termsof a specific rank minimizing solution of the dissipap<2_n 
inequality (as in Proposition 1.37), and oot depending on the existence of K 
We do have a conjecture in this direction, see Chapter 2. 

(b) 
The author has written down some reflections on general LQCPs (both 
indefinite and nonnegative definite) as well. For this, see Chapter 2. Here we 
would like to contemplate on a number of interesting additional statements on 
nonnegative definite LQCPs, more comprehensively discussed in various 
papers. 

I. The voluminous papers 89-1, 88-4 and 89-4 form a trilogy on singular non
negative definite LQCPs. Central instrument is a generalization of the dual 
structure algorithm ([Hautus et al., 1983]), hearing the striking name general
ized dual structure algorithm. The dual algorithm has been described in full 
detail in the fust volume; in the sequel we will, broadly outlined, sketch its 
main aspects. This algorithm has turned out to be a suitable utensil for com
puting all optima! controts for the LQCP with and without stability. In partic
ular, the several orders of impulsive behaviour are clearly revealed, especially 
in the last volume which concentrates on a state space transformation, based 
on the dual algorithm, to be applied to the original linear system. 

11 The generalized dual structure algorithm is also an appropriate tooi for 
characterizing all rank minimizing solutions of the dissipation inequality, i.e. the 
set r min (1.5.4). We remember that r min contains the only possible candidates 
for repcesenting optimal costs of LQCPs (Proposition 1.34, [Geerts, 88-4]). 
Now in [Geerts, 89-1, Section 6] the next result is proven. Reeall that 
q(f = qtf(l:) stands for the strongly reaebabie subspace (Definition 1.21) and that 
p= normal rank (T(s)) (Lemma 1.36). 

PROPOSITION 1.38 
Given the_ linea! system l:= (A,B,C,D). Then there exist real n Xp, rXp 
matrices B and D, D left invertible, such that 

r min= {KeR"x"IK= K', Kqtf= 0, #,.K)= 0} 

with 

#,.K) = C'C + A'K +KA- (KB+ C'D)(ÏYD)- 1(B'K + D'C). 

Moreover, for every_K ef it hoJg.s that qtfc ker(K). Finally, if D is left invertible 
then one can take D = D and B = B. 
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Discussion. ~ ~ 
The matrices B and D and the integer p are computed by the generalized dual 
structure algorithm. Observe, that in case of a left invertible D it holds that 
p=m and 6llf=O. Thus we get rmin ={KIK= K', .p(K) = 0} (1.5.6), in accor
dance with Proposition 1.3.3. Note further that the implication: 
"K er~ 6llf c ker(K)" is a generalization of Proposition 1.23. In the next 
Chapter we present an alternative characterization of r min (see Proposition 
2.t8 (e), Theorem 2.20). 

111. The Report [Geerts, 88-4] contains, besides the fundamental statement: 
KT er min• several by-results of interest. Here is a minor selection. 
(t) J 0(x0) J 6!Jf(x0). For all x 0 optimal controts (within C~) exist for 

(LQCP)<IlJf if and only if for all x 0 optimal controts (within C~) exist for 
(LQCP)o. 

(2) Let (D'D)+ denote the Moore-Penrose inverse of D'D. Then normal rank 
(T(s)) = dim((J, D(D'D)+ D')C(Glll)) + rank(D). 
Next, let r!Jo(K)= C'C + A'K +KA (KB+ C'D)(D'D)+(B'K + D'C), 
then K er min ~ker(r!Jo(K)) + 6llf= !In. A 

(3) Let Ker, thenAthere exists a Kermin, K;a.K, such that for all x 0 , 

Jker(K)(xo) = xo'Kxo. 
(4) JR•(xo)=J'Y..(xo) J<v(xo). For all xo, optimal controls (within C"inYJ) for 

(LQCP)R· (exist and) are such that d 00 (x,'V)= 0. 

IV. Let (A,B) he stabilizabte, and r + := {KeriK;a<O}. Then the set rmin nr + 
(containing all matrices that represent optimal costs for nonnegative definite 
LQCPs) is nonempty (K+, the largest sotution of the Dl, and K- (Proposition 
1.37) are elements). A necessary and sufficient condition for r min n r + =F 0 is 
([Geerts et al., 90], [Geerts, 88-2]): ~'C(A)+ <Aiim(B)> +'if=Rn. Here 
'X- (A) stand for the stabie subspace (i.e., the subspace spanned by the (gen
eralized) eigenveetors corresponding to eigenvalues À of A in C- ). This condi
tion is also equivalent to the statement: 

00 

Vx0 eR"3uec:,.: jy'ydt<oo 
0 

i.e., for all x 0 , the nonnegative definite LQCP without stability is solvable 
(recall that optimal inputs for (LQCP)R• always exist). See also the last part of 
Chapter 3. Note that if (A,B) is stabilizable, then the above-given condition is 
ctearty satisfied. 

V. In [Geerts, 89-4] it has been demonstrated that even for the singular nonne
gative definite LQCP with stability, it is possible to compute optimal controts 
that yietd full internat stability (recall ([Willems et al., 86]) that the regular 
component of an optimal input merety yietded stability of the resulting 
closed-loop matrix '<within the regular subspace,.). Hence, even alter an unan
nounced impulsive disturbance on the system, the state trajectory still will 
converge to zero as time tends to infinity. 
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SUMMARY OF ÛIAPTER I 
We have given a definition of the infinite horizon LQCP with stability roodulo 
15" and made a distinction between regularity and singularity, indefinite and 
nonnegative definite problems. For the latter class, we have mentioned impor
tant subspaces, concepts of invertibility and we described a distributional 
framework, of use especially for singular problems. We established that rank 
minimizing solutions of the dissipation inequality are linked tightly to the qua
dratic forms that repcesent optimal costs for LQCPs. Finally, we gathered that 
the regular indefinite LQCP with stability and the general nonnegative definite 
LQCP both with and without stability are completely understood. 
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Acquiring the taste: 

Basic statements and computational concepts 

In the previous Chapter several a priori contributions to linear-quadratic 
optimal control theory were announced. Now the time bas come to redeem 
our promises. Just as so many classes of mathematical problems, LQCPs turn 
out to have their own particular flavour: often enough the same Lemma pops 
up in proving Theorems, analogous reasonings lead to separate claims and so 
forth. We will try to get an idea of this LQCP-taste. In the fust Section of the 
present Chapter we will state and prove a priori results on LQCPs. Since such 
results are valid for all LQCPs under consideration in this monograph, they 
provide significant support in every attempt to attack specific probieros one 
may he interested in. For instance, we will prove that the optimal cost for a 
general LQCP is represented by a rank minimfzing so/ution of the dissipation 
inequality. Another example: We will demonstrate that for regular problems, 
optimal controls (if existent) can he given as state feedback laws. Then, in the 
second Section, the notion of Silverman's structure algorithm is discussed and 
we ex.pose the main features of its twin-relative, the dual algorithm. Next, we 
observe that several notions of interest can he represented by means of this 
algorithm. The rest of the Chapter concerns a computational metbod for 
characterizing the set of the rank minimiring solutions of the DI. 'Ibis tech
nique is inspired by the dual algorithm. In addition, we introduce a distribu
tional interpretation of indefinite LQCPs and solve the indefinite singular 
LQCP with stability. 

2.1 A priori results in Iinear-quadratie optimal eontrol theory 
Consider the LQCP with stability roodulo '5' as defined in the previous 
Chapter: For all x 0 , delermine 

J '!f{x0) = inf{J(xo, u)lu e6à(xo) such that d«~(x, ~ = 0} (2.1.1) 

subject to 

x = Ax + Bu, xo, (2.1.2) 

«~ [Q S'] [x] and J(x 0 , u)= [ w(x, u)dt, w(x, u)= [x', u1 S R u . As before, we 

assume that (A, B) is stabilizable and 3.-:'er: XO~o. where 
f= {K eR"x"IK= K', F(K);;;;.O} (and [B'S R]' is of full column rank). From 
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Proposition 1.9, we have that there exists a K~Er such that for all x 0 , 

J~x0) = x0'K~x 0 and K0 :r;;.K~. In [Geerts, 88-4, Prop. 4.2. (a)] it is stated 
that even K~Ermin= (KErlrank (F(K))= p} if the LQCP is nonnegative 
definite ( reeall that rank (F(K))';;!:p if K Er). Here is the tbeorem concerning 
the general case. 

THEOREM 2.1 
Consider (LQCP}rr. There exists a unique real symmetrie matrix K~Er min such 
thatfor all xo, J~xo)= xo'K~xo. 

PRooF. Let c:,([O, T]) denote the class of controls that are smooth on [0, T] 
(T>O). Then, for every T>O, 

T 

J ~x0)= inf {J ~x(T)) + J w(x(t), u(t))dt!u EC:,([O, T])} 
0 

(where x(T)= x(x0 , uXT)), by Lemma 1.4. According to Proposition 1.9, there 
exists a real symmetrie matrix K~Er such that for all x 0 , J~x0)= x0'K~x0 
(and thus J ~x(T))= x'(T)K~x(T)). But tben (Lemma 1.7), necessarily, for all 
T>O, 

T 

inf {j[x', u'JF(K~) [~]dtluEC:,([O, TD} = 0. 
0 

As in Section 1.5, factorize F(K~)= [Cx. Dx.]' [Cx. Dx,l with [Cx. Dx,] of full 
row rank and consider the corresponding system l:x. =(A, B, Cx •• Dx.). We 
establisb that for all (x 0 ERn and) T>O, 

T 

inf {/Yx/Yx.dtlu EC:,([O, T])} = 0. 
0 

Consequently (Appendix, Corollary 5), l:x, is right invertible and hence (Pro
position 1.32) rank (F(K!f))= p, i.e., K~Er min· Tbe uniqueness of the matrix 
K<5 is clear. 

REMARK 2.2 
According to Tbeorem 2.1, K+ (representing J 0(x 0)) and K- (representing 
Ja·(x 0 )) are elements of rmin and, obviously, for any subspace 
'5; K- :r;;.K'!f:r;;.K+. In line with the decision that we made in Section 1.4 to 
work with smooth instead of locally square-integrable controls, we proved 
Theorem 2.1 for the case that the allowed inputs are smooth. Tbe proof for the 
case that the inputs are in L~1oc([O, TD is identical to the one we gave bere; 
just substitute "L~~oc" for ··c:,". 

REMARK 2.3 
The proof of [Geens, 88-4, Prop. 4.2 (a)] differs from the one given bere. The 
essential step is bidden in the claim that a given linear system (A, B, C, D) is 
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right invertible if for all initial states and for all positive times T the optimal 
cost over the interval [0, T] is zero. Assume the latter statement to he true 
and let D be left invertible. Then it is known (e.g. [Kwakernaak et al., 72]) 
that the optimal cost for the (nonnegative definite) finite horizon case equals 
x 0'K(!)x 0 with K(T) the solution at timet= Tof the Riccati differential equa
tion K= C'C + A'K +KA- (KB+ C'D) (D'D)- 1(B'K + D'C) with initial 
condition K(O)= 0. We thus find that K(T)= 0 for all T>O. Since K(T) con
verges to K- (T ~oo ), the smallest positive semi-defini te solution of the ARE 
(1.6.3), we have that K- = 0 and thus that l:: is right invertible. For the singu
lar case a similar reasoning cao be held along the lines of [Hautus et al., 83] 
and [Geerts, 89-1], see the Appendix. 

Theorem 2.1 shows the importance of the set r min. For nonnegative definite 
LQCPs, characterizations of this set are at hand (Proposition 1.38, 2.18, 2.20, 
or [Geerts, 89-5, Theorems 3.1, 3.3]). These characterizations have been esta
blished by means of the dual structure algorithm. A1so for general LQCPs, our 
technique for repcesenting r min will be based on this algorithm (Proposition 
2.31, Theorem 2.34). 

~ext, let Ke{KeRnxniK= K'}:::lr. Due to 'fheorem 2.1, there exists a 
K er min SUCh that, for all Xo, Jker(i)(Xol= Xo'Kxo. This defines a function 
11: {KeR"x"IK= K'}~rmin with TI(K):= K. The next Lemma is a generaliza
tion of [Geerts, 88-4, Proposition 4.2 (b)]. 

LEMMA 2.4 Let K er. Then TI(K);;ar.K. 

PRooF. Let ue6b,(x0) be such that J(x0 , u) is finite and d':t:l(x, ker(K))= 0 
(such a controlA exists). Then (Lemma 1.7) J(xQ.:> u);;ar.x 0'Kx 0 and thus 
Jker(K)(xo) = xo'Kxo;;ar.xo'Kxo. It follows that TI(K)= K;;ar.K. 

REMARK 2.5 
We remark that 11(0)= K- but not necessarily K- ;;ar.Q (however, if Oer, i.e., if 
we consider nonnegative definite LQCPs, then K- = TI(O);;ar.O!). On the other 
hand, trivially, TI(K-);;ar.K-, and, more generally, TI(K"J);;ar.K"J, where K"J 
represents the optimal cost for (LQCP)"J. 

CoROLLARY 2.6 

TJ(X:0);;ar.K-(;;ar.X:0), TJ(K+) = K+ 

PROOF. lt is clear thatJker(~)(xo) ;;ar.JR•(x0) = xo'K- xo ;ar. xo'X:0x0• Next, we 
have K+ = TI(In);;ar.TI(K+);;ar.K+. 

Corollary 2.6 leads us to a new 
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DEFINITION 2. 7 

f~ := {XEfmmi7J(K}= X}. 

We have x+ef~. Note that f~= {XER 11 x 11 IX=X', 7J(K}=X}, due to 
Theorem 2.1. Also, we establish that, if 7J(X-)= x-, i.e., 

ij x- Ef~, then x- is the smallest element of f~ 

(if Jker(K)(x0)= xo'Xx0 , then x0'KX0~1a·(xo)= x 0'X- x 0). In particular, one 
might ask oneseH the question for which subspaces '3" it holds that 7J(X"J)= X"J 
(there is at least one such subspace, namely '3"= 0). We will return to these 
refl.ections in the Discussion at the end of this Section. 

But now, for something completely different. We learned from Theorem 2.1 
tbat the optimal cost for (LQCPk is represented by a certain X"Jef min· Fac
torize F(X"J)= [CK, DK.J' [CK, CK.1 with [CK, DK,] of full row rank and set 
YK, CK,x + DK,u as in (1.5.2). 

TlmoREM 2.8 
Let ueGU(x 0) be such that d«l(x(x 0, u),~= 0. Then 

00 

(a) J(xo, u)~ /YK,YK,dt + xo'X"Jxo. 
0 

Now assume that J(x 0 , u) isfinite. Then the next statements are valid 
(b) The limit (x'(')X"Jx(·))00 := lim (x'(T)X"Jx(T)) exists and it is smaller than 

T-+oo 
or equal to zero. 

(c) J(xo, u)= xo'X"Jxo <=~> {(x'(·)X"Jx(·))00 = 0 and YK.=O}. 
00 

(d) Inf { j YK,YK,dtlu EC';,. such that d 00 (x, GJ)= 0} 0. 
_o -

(e) .lf Xe{Xef!K'3"= 0}, then K:s;.K5 • 

.lf'3"Cker(X"J), then X"J is the largestelement ofthe set {XefiX'3"= 0}. 

PB.ooF. Let ueGU(x0) be such that d 00(x,GJ)= 0. The integral J(x0 ,u) is either 
finite or equal to + oo (Lemma 1.7 with X= XO). Statement (a) is trivial in the 
latter case; thus assume that J(x0 ,u) is finite. Let T>O and 

00 

x(T):= x(x0 ,uXT). Then, from Proposition 1.9, x'(T)X"Jx(T) :s;. j w(x,u)dt 

T 
T 

and thus (Lemma 1.7 with X= X"J) J (x 0 ,u) ~ j YK, YK,dt + x 0' K"Jx0 • We get 
0 

00 

(a). Also, we find that /YK.YK,dt < oo and hence (Lemma 1.7 with X= X"J) 
0 

that (x'(·)X"Jx(·))00 exists and it is :s;.O, which yields (b). We establish that 
00 

J(xo,u) + (x'(·)K"Jx(·))oo /YK.YK,dt + xo'X'!Jxo. lf J(xo,u) = x 0 'K"Jxo, 
0 
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tben tbe left hand-side of this equation is E;;O and tbe right hand-side is ~0; 
we find tbat (x'OK~x(·))00 = 0 and YK,=O, and this yields tbe nontrivial part 
of (c). Now (d) is immediate from (a). Finally, let Kef be such tbat K5= 0. 
There exists a ue6h(x0) such that d 00 (x(x0,u),'!J)= 0 and hence 
x'(T)Kx(T)--+O(T--+oo). Thus (Lemma 1.7) J(x0,u)~xo'Kx0 and we find tbat 
K~~K. In addition, if 5C ker(K"J), tben K"J is tbe largest element of tbe set 
{Kef!K5= 0}. 

Observe that tbe first claim of Theorem 2.8 (e) is a generalization of Lemma 
2.4. Also, we reobtain tbe well-known fact tbat for every Kef, KE;;K+. 
Furtbermore, we have tbe following 

COROLLARY 2.9 
Assume that (R >0), and that for a given x 0 there exists an optima/ control for 
(LQCP)"... Then this optima/ input is unique and it can be given by the state feed
back law u= - R - 1 (B' K "J + S)x. The corresponding state Irajeetory 
x(t)= exp(A(K"J)t)x0 (t~O), with A(K"J):=A- BR-1(B'K"J + S), is such that 
lim(x'(t)K"Jx(t))= 0. 
t-..oo 

PRooF. If R >0, tben tbere exists an invertible matrix D such tbat 
F(K"J)=[CK,D]'[CK,D] witb CK,=(D 1)'(B'K"J+S), because (1.5.6) 
q,(K'!f)= 0. If YK, = CK,x + Du, tben 

YK,YK, =[u'+ x'(K'!fB + S')R- 1]R[u + R-1(B'K"J + S)x]. 

Now apply Theorem 2.8 (c). 

REMARK 2.10 
Corollary 2.9 tells us tbat if an input is optimal for a regular LQCP, tben it is 
unique and it can always be implemenred as a state feedback. This is in accor
dance witb our expectations (e.g. [Willems, 71], [Brockett, 70D. Also, oompare 
Corollary 2.9 witb Proposition 3.38. 

REMARK 2.11 
In Section 1.4, see also tbe Appendix, we stated that tbe system 
.I= (A, B, C, D) is right invertible if and only if C:Vd= Rn, i.e. if and only if for 

00 

all x 0 , Jg•(x0)=inf{jyydtlueC:;,.}=O. Hence, since for every Kefmin, 
0 

.IK= (A, B, CK, DK) (1.5.2) is right invertible by Proposition 1.32, we have tbat 
00 

for all Xo, inf{ f YKYKdtlu eC:;,.} = 0. Suppose that xo er min and that for 
0 

00 

every x 0 and for every €>0 tbere exists an input u such tbat J YK"YK" dt <f 
0 

and lim (x'(T)X0x(T))= 0. Then, from Theorem 2.8, we establish tbat 
T-..oo 
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K- = K 0
• 1bis observation makes us a ware of the fact that the difficulty of 

determining x- is bidden in Theorem 2.8 b): Heuristically, one may say that 
K- is the smallest element K of f min for which there exist controls that yield 
Yx and (x'(·)Kx(·))00 = 0. Observe, that if in the nonnegative definite case 
K 0 =Oef min• then indeed x- = 0 (x'(T)Ox(T) =o for all u and all 7) in 
accordance with Proposition 1.37. Furthermore, note that if ue6h(x 0) yields a 
finite J(x0 ,u), then (Theorem 2.8 (a)- (b)) (x'(·)K- x(·))00 ~ 0. 

COROLLARY 2.12 
Let Kef and Jker(l()(xo)=xo'('I'I(K))x0• IJ ueGU{x 0) is such that 
d 00(x,ker(K))= 0 and J(xo,u) is finite, then (x'(-X'I'I(K))x(·))00 = 0. Therefore 

00 

inf{ J Yx'JxdtiueC';'". such that d 00 (X, ker(K))= 0} = xo'['I'I(K)- K]xo and 
0 

hence K e f:;Tm ij and only if, for all x 0, the latter infimum is zero. 

PRooF. lt holds that (x'(·X'I'I(K))x(·))00 ~0 (Theorem 2.8 (b)), but also 
(x'0Kx(·))00 = 0 and K~'I'I(K) (Lemma 2.4). This yields the first statement. 
~ext, (!Jemma 1.7) 

00 00 

J(xo,u)= J Yx'!xdt + xo'Kxo = J YfÁ.I(}YfÁ.I(}dt + xo'('I'I(K))xo, 
0 0 

and the second claim follows from Theorem 2.8 ( d). 

~ext, we consider Theorem 2.8 for the nonnegative deftnite case. 

CoROLLARY 2.13 
Let K~;a.O. Then,Jor all Xo, J(ker(K,)n~(xo)= Jker(K.)(xo)=J!J(xo)= xo'K~xo. 
In particu/ar, K~ef:;Tm. 

PRooF. !Jet ue6h(x0) be such that J(x0,u) is finite and d 00(x, 5)= 0. Then 
(Theorem 2.8 (b)) (x'(·)K~x(·))00 = 0 and thus d 00(x, ker(K~))= 0. Therefore, 
for all Xo, J (ker(K,)n~(xo);a.J ker(K,)(xo);a.xo'K~xo (!Jemma 2.4) = J !J(xo)= 
J(ker(K,)n~(xo) and thus, in addition, 'I'I(K~)= K~. 

REMAR.K. 2.14 
If it holds that 71(K) (K real and symmetrie) is positive semi-deftnite, then for 
all x 0 , Jker(l()(xo)= Jker(fÁ.I(})(xo) by Corollary 2.13. ~ote from Corollary 2.12 
that if ue6h(x 0) is such that J(x0,u) is finite and d 00(x(x 0,u), ker(K))= 0 
(Kef), then (x'(·X'I'I(K))x(·))00 = 0 and thus, if 'I'I(K);a.O, d 00 (x(x0,u), 
ker('I'I(K)))= 0. 

REMAR.K. 2.15 
!Jet (Assumption 1.6) F(K0)= [CK" DK"]'[CK" DK"] ([CK" DK"] of full row rank) 
andyK"= CK"X + DK"u (1.5.2). If ue6h(x0) is such that J(x 0 ,u) is finite, then, 
analogously to the proof of Theorem 2.8, we establish that (x'(·)K0x(·))00 := 
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00 

lim x'(t)X0x(t) exists, it is <O(X0 <0), and J YK"YK" dt<oo. In addition, 
1-+00 0 

00 

J(xo,u) = J YK"YK" dt- (x'OX0x(·))00 + xo'X0x0 , (2.1.3) 
0 

and this motivates us to consider the next linear-quadratic control problem: 
Por all x 0 , determine J K"(x0): = 

T 

int{ lim </YK"YK"dt -x'(T)XOx(T))juec:n} 
T-+oo O 

(2.1.4) 

subject to the system ~K" (1.5.2). It is clear that for every x 0 we have an input 
00 

u such that J y K" 'y K" dt < oo and such that lim x'(T)(- X 0 )x (T) exists. Now 
O T-+oo 

it can be proven (compar;.e (Molinari, 77, Lemmas ~ and 3]) thatA there exists a 
!_eal symmetrie matrix L such that for all x 0 , ll("(x 0)= x 0 'Lx0 and that 
IK"(·): R"-+R+ satisfies the DI (Lemma 1.4). Hence, if (1.4.15) 

[

CK"'CK" + A'L +LA LB + CK"'DK"l 
FK"(L): = B'L + DK"'CK" DK"'DK" (2.1.5) 

(LeR"x"), then FK"(L);;;t.O. In addition, if rK":= {LeR"x"IL= L', 
FK"(L);;;t.O} and rK" ... := {LerK"Irank(FK"(L))= normal rank (TK"(s))}, with 
TK"(s)= DK" + CJ("(sl-A)- 1B (seC), then Ler~ (Lemma 1.36). But then 

A ... 

(Lemma 1.31) XO + L er min ( comp~ with Lemma 2.36)! In fact, it is now 
obvious from (2.1.3) that x- X0 + L. 

T 

Next, let uec:n be such that lim </YK"YK"dt x'(T)X0x(T)) exists. If R>O 
T-+oo 

0 
and o"(~K")nC0 = 0 (bere a·(~K") denotes thesetof invariant zeros associ
ated with ~K". see Section 1.4), then it follows that x'(T)X0x(T)-+0 (T-+oo) 
([Willems and Callier, 83, Lemma 3]) and thus that dCXl(x, ker(X0))= 0 (recall 
that X 0 <0). Hence (Corollary 2.12) L= 71(X0)- X0 and thus x-= 71(X0). 

T 

Now we are confident that if u is such that lim </YK"YK" dt - x'(T)XOx(T)) 
T-+CX> O 

exists, then x'~T)X,0x(T)-+0 (T-+oo) also if a·(~K" nC0=#:0 and/or R>O (for 

instance, if [ s ~] > 0, then oer and the condition is trivially satisfied). If 

this indeed is generally_ valid, then, apparently, 71(XO)= x-. The latter state
m~nt suggests, that if X

0 
is another negative semi-definite element of r, then 

71(X
0

) = fl(XO).; ]bis may sound not too plausible; however, if (A, B) is con
trollable and X , the smallest element of the Dl, is< 0, then even 71(K)= x
for all X er ([Willems, 71, Theorem 8]). 
At the end of this Section we will demonstrate that if in general for all x 0 and 
for all subspaces T, 

T 

int{ lim (jyl("'yl("dt- x'(T)X0x(T))Iuec:n such that dCXl(x, '5)= 0} = 
T -+CX> O 
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()() 

ini{/YK"YK"dtluec:" such that d()()(x, (ker(~)n~J))= 0}, 
0 

thenfor all subspaces ~. K5'er::zm. 

In case of nonnegative definite LQCPs, everything seems so simple. 

COROLLARY 2.16 

Chapter2 

Consider the nonnegative definite (LQCP~. lt holds that K5'er::zm and K- is 
the smallest element of r::zm. Furthermore, if u ec:, is such that J(x 0 ,u)< oo, 
then d()()(x(x0,u),'Vd)= 0. 

PRooF. According to Lemma 1.15, K5';;;a..O and thus (Corollary 2.13) K5'er::zm. 
In particular, K- er::zm and hence K- is the smallest element of this set. Now 
let the smooth control u be such that J(x0,u)<oo. Since Oer, we find from 
Remark 2.14 that d()()(x(x 0 ,u), ker(K-))= 0. From Section 1.6 we reeall that 
ker(K- 'Vd (see also the Appendix). 

REMARK 2.17 
For nonnegative definite LQCPs every subspace ~ generates an element of 
r::zm n r +(K5')· Moreover, every positive semi-definite rank mininlizing solu
tion K of the DI can be connected to a subspace SK such that, for all x 0 , 

Is~(x0)= x 0'Kx0 and hence (Corollary 2.13) Jker(K)(x 0)= xo'Kx0 , i.e. 
Ker~. In fact, one possibility (there may be others) is SK= ker(K). We will 
prove this in Proposition 2.28. Hence every K er min n r + is an element of 
r::zm! We then have reobtained Proposition 1.37. 

Discussion. 
In this Section we have seen that philosophizing on the nature of LQCPs in 
the style of [Molinari, 77] yields surprisingly many results of interest and 
importance. We have been able to derive a considerable number of claims that 
are valid for the entire set of linear-quadratic optimal control problems, rather 
than plunging into the details of a spedtic element of this set. 
The role of the subset r::zm of r min (Definition 2.7) is puzzling. We have seen 
that the matrix K+ (representng the optimal cost for (LQCP)o) is the largest 
element of this set. The matrix K- (characterizing J A·(x0)) tums out to be the 
smallest element of this set if we consider merely nonnegative definite LQCPs. 
Moreover, for these problems we even found that every K"J (representing 
J "J(x0)) is an element of r::zm. Now reeall that Trentelman solved the indefinite 
regu/ar LQCP without stability (with (A, B) controllable, see [Trentelman, 89], 
also Section 1.6).:. !rentelman's K- (KJ in bis notation) was attached in a cer
tain manner to K , the overall smallest solution of the ARE ( 1.5.6). By tak:ing 
a close look at the proof of bis Lemma 5.7, we can establish that Trentelman's 
K- er::zm (and hence K- is the smallest element of r:L)! Thus, in the case of 
(A,B)-controllability, again K- erän. More generally, if R>O and (A,B) is 
controllable, then for every subspace ~ the matrix K5' is an element of r~. 
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This can be shown by reorganizing the proof of Lemma 5.2 in [Soethoudt et 
al., 89]. 
Thus, besides the conjecture in Remark 2.15 (K- = 1J(K0)), the observations 
made above lead us to a second 

CONJECTURE 

K- is the smallest element of f:6n. 

This conjecture is true if and only if for all x0 and every f>O there exists an 
input ueGll(x0) such that J(x0 ,u)<xo'K-xo + f and d<XJ(x(x0 ,u), 
ker(K-))= 0 (note that Jker(K-)(x 0)~ x 0'K- x 0 (Lemma 2.4)). Observe that 
Theorem 2.8 (c) merely expresses that, if u is optimal for the LQCP without 
stability, then lim (x'(t)K- x(t))= 0. This condition is clearly necessary for the 

t-<><XJ 
state trajectory to converge to ker(K-) as time tends to infinity. 

We saw that the conjecture bas turned into a fact for the case R>O and (A, B) 

controllable and for the case [~ ~] ~ ~ (see Definition 1.14) and (A,B) sta

bilizable. Since the linkage of K- to K as proposed by Trentelman cannot 
be made if (A,B) is merely stabilizable instead of controllable, it remains an 
open question whether the afore-mentioned conjecture bas universa! validity 
or not. 

This open problem might be solved in the following way. Assume that for all 
x 0 and all subspaces ~ 

T 

inf{ lim </YK"YK"dt- x'(1)~x(1))1uec:, such that d<XJ(x, ~= 0} 
T-.t:K> 0 

= inf{Jx-(x0,u)luec:, such that d<XJ(x, (ker(~)n~)= 0}, (2.1.6) 
t;K) 

with JJ('(x0 ,u)= J yg"'yJ('dt (in Remark 2.15 we saw that if R>O and 
0 

(J (.IK") n C0 = 0, then the above is true ). Suppose that the latter cost criterion 
is equal to x 0'z.g.x0 , with L~Eff("_nrK!. (2.1.5). Then we establish from 
(2.1.3) that for every x 0 and for every subspace ~ 

J'!J(xo)= x0'K~xo= xo'[L~ + K 0Jxo (2.1.7) 

(and thus, in particular, K- = '11(~). see Remark 2.15). We observe that 
ker(~)n ker(K'!J) = ker(~)nker(L~). If u is such that JJ('(x 0 ,u)<oo and 
d<XJ(x(x 0 ,u), (ker(~)n ~)= 0, then, by Theorem 2.8 (b), also d<XJ(x(x0 ,u), 
ker(L~))= 0 and hence, by Corollary 2.13, for all x 0 , 

inf{JK."(x0,u)luec:, such that dt;K)(x, (ker(~)n ker(L~)))= 0} = x0'L~x0. 

But then we establish from (2.1.7) that (for all x 0) 

J ker(K,)(xo)= xo'[z.g. + ~Jxo = J '!J(xo), (2.1.8) 
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i.e., 

for every subspace ~ K~er~ 

and, in partieular, K- is the smallest element of this set. 

Thus, if for any given linear system l: 

x=Ax + Bu, x(O) = Xo, 

y= Cx +Du 

Chapter 2 

(ueC:'m) and any real, positive semi-deftnite matrix M 0, it can be shown that 

T 

inf{ 1im (jy'ydt + x'(T)M0x(T))!ueC:!, sueh that d 00 (x(x0 ,u),GJ)= 0} 
T_.oo 

0 

00 

inf{ jy'ydtlueC:!, sueh that d 00 (x(x 0 ,u), (ker(M0)nGJ)) = 0} 
0 

for every x 0 and for every subspace ~ then the Conjecture is valid (and even 
more). As we mentioned in Remark 2.15, the equivalence of the latter two 
LQCPs is known if ker(D)= 0 and l: bas no invariant zeros on the imaginary 
axis. This equivalence is immediate if M 0 = 0, but a1so if 5 = 0. This observa
tion will be exploited in Section 2.3. 

There_is another thing. 
Let Ke{KeRn_2niK= _!'}. Then Tf(K)efmin (Theorem 2.1). Hence, by 
Lemma 2.4, Tf(Tf(K));a.Tf(K) (;a.K-). When does the quality sign hold? Always? 
If this is the case, then we have the following. Let the matrix T be of full row 
rank sueh that ker(T)= ~ Since ker(KT)= ker(T), with KT= 
T'Te{KeRnxniK= K'}, we get that Tf(KT)= K'!J by definition ofthefunction Tf. 
If 'IJ(Tf(K))= Tf(K) for all real symmetrie K, then, apparently, K'!Jer~ for 
every subs~ce ~ g>nversely, if _!or every subspace er, Tf(K'!J)= K~, then in par
ticu/ar Tf(Tf(K))= Tf(K) for every Ke{KeRnxniK= K'}. Thus, the claims 

'o'~cR•:Tf(K~)= K'!J 

and 

'o'{.KeR"x"IK=K'): Tf(Tf(K))= Tf(K) 

are equivalent. 
Observe that if Oef, then indeed Tf(Tf(K))= Tf(K) for every real symmetrie K 
(Remark 2.14). In faet, then even the stronger result of Remark 2.17 is valid. 

Anyway, the general indeftnite linear-quadratic optimal control problem 
without stability is for the most part still shrouded in mystery, although the 
author bas the feeling that this Discussion puts us on to the right scent. It 
would be a pleasant surprise if somewhere in the (near?) future the above
given conjecture indeed turns out to be the pivot in inftnite horizon linear-
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quadratic optimal control theory. For the moment we have to stick to wishful 
thinking. 

In Section 2.2 we attach the notion of system structure to nonnegative definite 
LQCPs. We wiii see that the duo.l structure algorithm is of particular interest 
in singu/ar problems. Further, we wiii discuss a computational metbod for 
characterizing the set r min. 

2.2 Lineaf..quadratic control problems and system structure 
The present Section investigates extensively the ties that exist between nonne
gative definite LQCPs and the structure of the underlying linear system. These 
relations have been comprehensively demonstraled in [Silverman, 76] for the 
discrete and in [Hautus et al., 83] for the continuous time case. Since these 
problems are our main concern, the concept of .. system structure" needs some 
introduction. Here is one attempt to get the feeling of this notion. Consider the 
linear system l:: 

x= Ax + Bu, x(O) = Xo, 

y= Cx +Du, 

(2.2.la) 

(2.2.lb) 

with u E c;. and assume for the moment that D is left invertible. We want to 
characterize 'V; the space of weakly unobservable states (Definition 1.19). Apply
ing the state feedback 1aw 

u=- (D'D)- 1D'Cx + v 

to (2.2.1) yields 

x=Aox + Bv,xo, 

y= C0x +Dv, 

with 

A 0 : =A - B(D'Dr 1 D'C, C0 : = (J-D(D'D)- 1 D')C, 

(2.2.2) 

(2.2.3a) 

(2.2.3b) 

(2.2.3c) 

and we establish that D'C0 = 0. Thus, if y(x0,u)=O, then v:::::=D and hence we 
find that CV=< ker(C0)p4 0 > (thus, F: - (D'D)- 1 D'Ce~l:), see Proposi
tion 1.20). 
lf ker(D)=j=.O, then it is readily seen that for every Fe~l:) it holds that 
CV=< ker(C + DF)IA + BF>, but we have no straightforward representation 
of any Fe~l:) as in the case ker(D)= 0. Now Silverman's structure algorithm 
([Silverman, 69], [Silverman et al., 71], [Silverman, 76]) proves to he an 
appropriate mechanism for computing such an F as well as the subspace CV: In 
fact, this structure algorithm unities Silverman's idea to transfarm the given 
system (A, B, C, D) by means of output manipulations into a re1ated system 
(A, B, Ca, Da) with Da of full row rank and the thought bebind the recursive 
algorithm for determining CV in [Molinari, 76] (see a1so [Hautus et al., 83, 
(3.20)]). 
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The dual version of the structure algorithm is based on input transformations. 
In [Hautus et al., 83) it yielded a system l:,.= (A, B,., C, D,.) with D,. of full 
column rank. Then (see Section 1.6) the algebraic Riccati equation correspond
ing to the system l:,. is defined and it appears to have a sol u ti on K +, 
representing the optimal cost for the LQCP with stability. Another nice result, 
generated by the dual algorithm, is an actual computation of 6llf, the strongly 
reachable subspace (Definition 1.21). In Section 1.4 we established that 6llf=#=O if 
and only if ker(D)=#=O. 

Observations like those made above inspired the author to construct a general
ized dual structure algorithm. based on the same philosophy as in [Hautus et 
al., 83), in order to investigate singular nonnegative definite LQCPs subject to 
linear systems that are not necessarily 1eft invertib1e. This generalization of the 
dual algorithm bas been extensive1y displayed in [Geerts, 89-1]; re1ated aspects 
are discussed in [Geerts, 88-1, 88-4, 89-4, 89-3]. 
The generalized dual structure algorithm makes it possible to fill up existing 
gaps in, particularly, singular linear-quadratic optimal control theory. In fact, 
its infl.uence willlurk underneath the greater part of this work. However, this 
might not always he visib1e, since it is our intention to hide the algorithm's 
technical features as much as possib1e. Neverthe1ess, we believe that a sketchy 
description of the dual algorithm should form part of this monograph. 

An outfine of the generalized dual structure algorithm. 
First, the main idea. Consider the linear system l:: 

px = Ax + Bu + xo, 

y=Cx+Du, 

(2.2.4a) 

(2.2.4b) 

in the distributional interpretation of Section 1.4: ueC~, the class of 
impulsive-smooth distributions. Let T(s) denote the corresponding transfer 
function (1.4.10). By means of a (finite) sequence of (input) transformations, l: 
will he transformed into a system l: of the form 

- A 

px = Ax + Bü + Bû + xo, 

y=CX+Dü, 

with the following properties: 

Dis left invertible, rank (D)= normal rank (T(s)), 
A -

im(B) c 6llf, C6llf c im(D), 

u= H(p)[ü'Û']', where H(s) is an invertible polynomial matrix, 

'dt>o: (x(xo,u)- i(xo,[ü'Û']')Xt)e"llf. 

Moreover, if ker(D)=O, thEt D=D, B=B, H(s)=lm, ÎJ is not appearing 
(and 6llf= 0). If we apply tol: the preliminary feedback law 
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u=- (D'D)-lD'Ci + v, 
then the result is 

- - A 

pi=A 0x +Bv + Bû + x 0, 

- -
y= C0i +DV, 

with 

Ä0 =A -B(D'D)-1D'C, ë0 =(1-D(D'D)- 1D')C 

and it can be proven that 

Ä0"hî c "hî, 'Vd =CV+ "hî= < ker(ë0)!Ä0 > = 'V{i:). 
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Now take a look at this system. Apparently, the output y is independent of û. 
Hence, if we want to solve e.g. the LQCP without stability associated with l:, 
then we may just as weD ~ncen_!rate on solving the regu/ar LQCP without sta
bility associated with (A, B, C, D) (compare this system with (2.2.3)!). In other 
words, we are back on familiar ground. 

Now, we wilt start the machinery. Since the dual algorithm is a void concept if 
q0 : = rank (D)= m, we wilt assume that q0 <m. Then there exists a regular 
transformation matrix S 0 such that DS0 =: [D0 , 0] with D 0 left invertible 
(rank (D 0)= q0). Note that we may choose S 0 such that S0 1 = S 0'- this is of - ~ ~ 

importance from a numerical point of view. lf BS0 =: [B0,B0], then B 0 is of 
full column rank r0 :=m -q0(>0), because [B'D']' is of full column rank. 
Let u=: S0[w0', w0 ']', then (2.2.4) transfarms into 

px=Ax + B0w0 + B0wo + xo. 

y= Cx +Dowo. 

Now substitute 

- -wo=pvo, 

then, after defining 

x 1:=x -Bovo, 

we get the system l:t : 

px1 = Axt + Bowo + ABéo + xo, 

y Cx1 + Dowo + CBovo. 

(2.2.5a) 

(2.2.5b) 

(2.2.6) 

(2.2.7) 

(2.2.8a) 

(2.2.8b) 

Suppose that we are studying the LQCP without stability associated with l:, 
00 

i.e. we want to delermine J A•(x0) = inf{ J y'y dtlu EC;"""} for all x 0• From the 
0 

manipulations described above we observe that ~we may just as well consider 
the LQCP subject to the system l:1• H [D0, CB0] is left invertible, then the 
problem is regu/ar and the usual theory of optimal regulators (e.g. [Anderson 
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et al., 71D can be applied- in fact, this case corresp~nds to the main problem 
discussed in [Jameson et al., 75]. Let rank ([D0, CB0])= q0 + qh q1 ;;..o. If 
q 1 <m_- q 0, then there exists a regular transformation S 1 such that 
[Qo C1!oJS1 = lDo.z..Dt.t 0], D 1 left invertible, r~ (D1)= qh and 
[B0,ABo]S1 = [B0 ,Bt.Bt1 (see [Geerts, 89-1, (4.IO)D;p1 is not necessarily of 
fJlll col.YJI.!!l ran!c. _ If the transformation P 1 = [P 1, Pi] is such that 
B 1P= JB 1f 1,0], B 1P 1 left ipv~ble, 8!'d.z.. i!!_ at!di_!?.o~, the transformation 
Vl=[.VuV.J.] yields B 1P 1 V1 =[BJP...JVJ,B 1P 1 ~t1 with rank 
([Bo, B1P1 VtD= ro + rt (r1 ;;..O) and im(BtPt VI)Cim(Bo), and 

then the system description for 1':1 beoomes 

pxt=Ax 1 +[B0,Btl [~ 10] +B1P1i\w1 +B1P1V1w 1, +Ow1• +xo, 
wn 

y= Cx 1 +[Do, DtJ [~ 10]. 
wu 

If rank (V 1) = r 1 = 0, then the algorithm stops. Assume tha! ':i ::::_0. Then, 
analogously to (2.2.6) - (2.2. 7), set w 1 = pv 1 and x 2: = x 1 - B 1 P 1 V 1 v 1. We 
thus arrive at the system 1':2 : 

px2=Ax2 +[Bo,id [~ 10] +ABtPIVtv1 +B1PtV1w1, +xo. (2.2.9a) 
wn 

y= Cx2 +[Do, DtJ [~ 10] + CB1P 1 V1 v~> (2.2.9b) 
wu 

oompare with (2.2.8). Again, if [D0, D~o CB 1P 1 Vd is of full rank, then the 
LQCP associated_ w.!_th_l':2 is regular. lf this is not the case, proceed as before. 
Note that im(CB 1P 1 V1)Cim(CB0)Cim([D0, DJ]); the coefficient matrix of 
w 1, does a priori contain no columns that might be of help to us in our effort 
to "regularize" the (direct) feedthrough matrix of 1':2• 

What we have seen so far, are the steps 0 and 1 of the generalized dual algo
rithm. It can be found ([Geerts, 89-1, Sec. 4]) that 

H (p)H (p)[- ' - ' - ' ' ']' u= O J w 10 ,w 11 ,v1,w1,,wl* 

with H 0(p )H 1 (p) the matrix-valued distribution obtained by writing s = p in a 
known invertible polynomial matrix H 0(s)H 1(s). Moreover, we saw that 

x= x, +!B,,B,P,Vd [~:]· 
- - -and r0 >0~ker(D):;t=O, r 1 >0~im(B~o B0):;t=im(B0). 
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We skip the remaining steps of the algorithm. In [Geerts, 89-1] it is propost:d 
to ~tO)! the mec~sm wl!en fçr the fi.rs! time r; :;= 0, _that_ is, when 
i!JI@;Jl;-_I> . .. , B 0)= im(B;-1> B;-2• . .. , Bo)= im(B;- 1P; -I Jii-1> .. . , 
B 1P 1 VI> B0). This integer i will be denoted by a; the dual algorithm consists 
of a steps (if r0 = 0, then ker(D)= 0 and there exists no such separation as in 
(2.2.5)). In every step j we found a matrix Di, left invertible with rank qi and 
independent of [D0, ••. , Dj-d· Then, let aD be the smallest integer I for 
which q0 +q1 + · · · +q,= q0 +q 1 + · · · +q ... Obviously, O..s;;aD..s;;a. Thus the 
generalized dual algorithm has led us to the final system ~ .. : 

and 

with 

and 

!!_ .. " = [B0,B~> ... ,B .. "], D .. " = [D0,D~> ... , D .. ,.], 

D .. " hasfullcolumnrankq .. ":=(q0 + · · · +q .. "), 

- -

(2.2.10a) 

(2.2.10b) 

with W .. = [Bo, B 1P 1 V 1, .•• , B a-1 P a-1 V a-1 ], left invertible, rank 
(W .. )= ro + r1 + ···+ra-l=: r .. -I(rj>O (i= 0, ... , a-l)). 
Furthermore, -

with 1[!1 a certain left invertible matrix of rank q .. " - q0 , 

- H (p)[- ' c ' • ']' 'tb • - [ ' ' ']' d u- .. w .. ,w .. ,w.. , WI w .. - w1• ,w2., ••• , w... an 
H a.(p) the matrix-valued distribution that is found by ~ubstituting p 
for s in a certain known invertible polynomial matrix H a.(s ). 

Now, let us try to find out what kind of connections can bemadebetwem this 
algorithm and subjects of importance in linear-quadratic optimal control 
theory. 
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Application of the dual algorithm. 
Let us define (compare (2.3.3c)) 

and 

A a":= A - ~a"(Da"'Da")-'Da/C, 
Ca":=(/-Da"(Da"'Da")- 1Da"')C, 

~K):= Ca 'Ca"+ Aa"'K + KAa"- KBa"(Da"'Da")- 1Ba"'K, 
D - - - -

with K any n Xn real symmetrie matrix. We have the following 

PROPOSITION 2.18 
The next statements are valid 
(a) Normal rank (T(s))= qa"• with T(s)= D + C(sl -A)- 1B. 
(b) lm(Wa)= "2ll. 
(c) G: - Ba"(Da9 'Da")- 1Da"'e§{'l:). 
(d) C!fd= < ker(Ca )1 A a >.-

D ~ D -

(e) r= {KeRnxniK=K',"2llCker(K),Çl(~;;;a.O} and 
r min= {K eRnxniK= K', "2ttC ker(K), Çl(K)= 0}. 

Chapter 2 

(2.2.11a) 

(2.2.11b) 

(2.2.1lc) 

PROOF. [Geerts, 89-1, Lemma 5.3, Lemmas 4.2- 4.4, (6.5), Theorem 6.2]. 

REMARK 2.19 
Compare _Propos_!tion 2.18 with Lemma 1.36 and Propositi<2!1 1.38. The 
matrices B and D that are mentioned in Proposition 1.38 are Ba" and Da

9
, 

respectively. Also we observe that, by construction, Cim("!JS)Cim(Da"), whence 
Ca" "2ll= 0 (in [Geerts, 88-1, (2.~] (or [Geerts, 88-4, (3.1t)]) the matrix C for 
which it holds that CW a= D a" C is speci.fied). 

In Section 3 of [Geerts, 88-4] the strongly reachabte subspace is split up: 
"2ll= "2ll1 $"2ll2, with "2ll1 = im(Wal/;1) and "2ll2 = 62lln(C-1im(D)). Here 
C 1im(D)= {qeRniCqeim(D)}, and thus "2ll2 = 62lln ker(C0) with (2.2.5b) 

Co: (l-Do(Do'Do)- 1Do')C. (2.2.12a) 

lt follows that dïm("2ll2)= ra-l- (qa
9 

-qo)= dim("!JS) normal rank (T(s)) 
rank (D), and, if W1: = w:-1/;., then-Lt: = Wt'Co'Co Wt >0. Next, with 

Ao:=A Bo(Do'Do)- 1D 0'C (2.2.12b) 

(2.2.5), we define for any real symmetrie matrix K 

<Po(K):= Co'Co + Ao'K + KAo- KÏ1o(Do'Do)- 1Bo'K (2.2.13) 

The next _Theorem expresses that the characterization of the quadratic matrix 
function Çl(K) in (2.2.llc) is, in a way, unique. Thus, the representations of r 
and r min in Proposition 2.18 (d)- (e) will be unique as well. 
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THEOREM 2.20 
IJ !J'1 is any left invenible matrix of rank (qa./) -q0) such that 
im(W1)Ea"'lf2 = "'lf~ and K is any n Xn_ reaj symmetiJc ma![ix for which 
"'tfc ker(K). then cp(K)= ~(K)- (~(K))W1(W1 'C0'C0 W1 )- 1 W1 '(~(K)). 

PRooF. It is established in [Geerts, 89-3, Appendix, proof of Lemma 1] by 
direct computation that ~(K)-(~(K))W1 L) 1 W1 '(~(K))= cp(K). Then, let 
im(W2)= "'lf2. lt is a stan<!,ard result in linear algebra that there exist matrices 
4n and XJ2 such that W1 = W1Xn + W2X12 with Xu_invertible. Hence 
W1'Co'Co W1 = Xu'L1X11 ("'tf2 C ker(Co)). and ~(K)W1 = ~(K)W1Xn 
since, in addition, K"'tf=O and A0("11f2)c"'lf (follows directly from Proposition 
1.22 (i)). 

REMAR.K: 2.21 
Analogously to Q.5.5), it can easily be shown that F(K);;;..O if and only if 
~(K);;;..O and KB0 =0 ((2.2.13), (2.2.5a)) and that rank (F(K))= q0 + rank 
(~(K)). Now, since rc{KIK= K', "'lfc ker(K)} (Proposition 1.38), we estab
lish that Ker<=>~(K);;;..O and K"'lf=O. In addition, ~(K);;;..O and K"'tf=O if 
and only if K"'lf=O and 

[
Wil [ L1 W1'(~(K))l 
In ~(K)[Wt In]= (~(K))WI ~(K) ;;;..o. 

Hence, in accordan~ with Lemma 1.36 and Proposition 2.18, rank 
(F(K))= qa./) + rank (cp(K)). Also, we establish that 

normal rank (T(s)) =rank (D) + dim(C0(6liS)) (Section 1.6) 

=rank (D) + (dim(6liS)- dim(ker(C0)n6liS)) 

= rank (D) + [dim(6liS) - dim ("'lf2)]. 

00 

Given the linear system l': (2.2.4); reeall that then J(x0,u)= jy'ydt. In 
0 

(Geerts, 89-1] it bas been sbown that, for all x 0 , 

inf{J (x0,u)lu eCi:y,} = x 0'K- x 0, 

with x- the smallest positive semi-definite element of r min· Now it is not 
difficult to show that, for every x 0, 

inf{J(x0,u)lueCi:y,} = inf{J (xo,u)lu eC:,} 

(compare [Hautus et al., Theorem 6.12]) and hence we establish that the 
optimal cost for the nonnegative definite LQCP without stability over Ci:y, is 
not less than the optimaloost for the same prob1em over C:,. 

Now we are going to prove that for every subspace ~ and for every x 0 , 
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J 5{xo) = J~(xo) 

(Remark l.l8), i.e. the class CZ!tp indeed is a natoral distributional extension of 
C:!,. Moreover, we will present a distributional generalization of Theorem 2.8 
and the instromental Lemma 1.7; recall that in the latter result the allowed 
inputs were regular. In addition, one should realize that the product of distri
butions is, in general, not deftned (see e.g. [Hautus et al., 83, Section 2]). 
Nevertheless, we have the following result. We reeall that U1: denotes the 
space of admissible inputs ueC:!tp(y(O,u) is smooth) and x(T), the value of 
the state trajectory at time T, is understood to be equal to x 2(T), where x 2 

stands for the smooth part of x (Section 1.4). 

LEMMA 2.22 ([Geerts, 89-3, Appendix, proof of Lemma 5.1]) 
ut Kef. Then there exist matrices CK and DK such that [CKDK] is offull row 
rank and F(K)= [CKDK]'[CKDK].Jf"ï:.K= (A, B, CK,DK). then U1:= Ul:.J(· Now 
let T>O and ueU1:. Then, if'yK= CKx + DKu, 

T T 

jy'y dt + x'(T)Kx(T)= /YKYKdt + xo'Kxo. (2.2.14) 
0 0 

R..m.IA.R:K. 2.23 
If x(x0,uXO+ x 1(ueU1:), then x(x0 - x~>uXO+)= 0, i.e. x 0 - x 1 e"1!f. 
Thus, if in Lemma 2.22 TJ,O, then indeed x'(O+)Kx(O+)= x 0'Kx0, because 
"1Jfc ker(K). 

Now, let the optimal cost for the nonnegative deftnite LQCP with stability 
modulo the subspace ~ J5{x0), equal x0'K~x0 for all x 0, with K~ermin 
(Theorem 2.1), and letyK, CK,x + DK,u, as in Lemma 2.22. 

PROPOSITION 2.24 
For all xo, 

J~(xo)= xo' K~xo = J 5{xo} 

Next, let ueU1: be such that d00(x(xo,u),~=O and J(xo,u)<oo. Then 
d 00(x(xo,u), ker(KSJ))= 0. In addition, u is optima/ Jor (LQCP)SJ within CZ!tp if 
and only ifYK.=O and d 00(x(x0 ,u). ker(K~))= 0. Finally,for all x 0, 

ao 

inf{ J YK,YK,dt!u eC:!tp such that d00 (x(xo,u),~= 0} = 0. 
0 

PRooF. Suppose that there is an i 0 for which J~(x0)<i0'K~i0, then there 
exists an input ueU1: such that d00(x(io,'ü),~= 0 and J(io,'ü)<io'K~io. Set 
u='üt +'ü2,'üt impulsive and 'ü2 smooth, and i 1:=x(i0,u1XO+), then 
J(io,'ü)= J(ih'ü2);;;a.i 1'K"Jx1 = x0'K"Jx0 , since x0 - x1 e"1!f and K~= 0. We 
have a contradiction. Next, for all x 0 and ueU1: such that dco(x,~=O and 
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00 

for all T>O it holds that x'(T)K'!Ix(T)~ J yy dt. Hence (Lemma 2.22) 

T 

J(xo,u);;;a. /Yx~Yx,dt + xo'K<!Ixo and 

T 

thus 
00 

J Yx,Yx,dt~J(xo,u)-
0 0 

x 0'K<!Ix0 <oo. We see (again lemma 2.22) that (x'(·)K<Jx(·))00 : = 
lim (x'(T)K<Jx(T)) 

T-+oo 
exists and it is ~0. However, K'!I;;;a.O and thus 

00 

d 00(x, ker(KOJ))= 0. Therefore J(x 0 ,u)= /Yx~Yx,dt + x 0 'K"Sx0 , which yields 
0 

the remaining claims. 

In particular, we note from Proposition 2.24 that if uec;:" is such that 
J(xo,u)<oo, then doo(X(Xo,u), CVd)= 0 since ker(K-)= cvd. lf u bas no impul
sive part, then we reobtain Corollary 2.16. In [Geerts et al., 90] it is proven 
that {xoeR"I3uec:.,:J(xo,u)<oo} 'X-(A) + <Aiim(B)> + 'Y.. See also the 
last part of Chapter 3. 

In Corollary 2.13 we saw that every K"Jer~. In the remaiDder of this Section 
we shall establish that even for every Kerminnr +we have Kef~. Not only 
does this result enab1e us to show that x- indeed is the smallest positive 
semi-deftnite element of r min (Remark 2.17), but also it will turn out to be of 
value in the course of Chapter 3. 
Let Kef min n f +. Apparently, by Lemma 2.22 and Proposition 2.24, we are 
done if we can show that for all x 0, 

00 

inf{ J YKYxdt!ueC"'Imp such that d 00(x(x0,u), ker(K))= 0}= 0: 
0 

From {Geerts, 89-3, Appendix] we can deduce the following. Consider for any 
Kef the system equation 

(2.2.15a) 

(im(B~) c6ltl), with (2.2.1la) 

AaD(K):=AaD- !aD(Da/DaD)- 1!a/K (2.2.15b) 

Since G'[J}Cker(K), it holds that (AaD(K))G'[jfcG'[Jf (Proposition 2.18 (b)). Then 
(2.2.11c), with wK. smooth and arbitrary impulsive-smooth w~, we ftnd that 

(2.2.15c) 

(G'[J}Cker(q,(K)), and (x -xaXt)eó[Jf for all t >0. 

LEMMA 2.25 
lf Kef min> then AaDker(K)Cker(K) CCVd and if, in addition, K;;;a.O then 
a(A aD(K)IR" I lcer(K)) CC-. 
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PRooF. We have that 

0= Ca/Cao+ Aa/(K)X + KAa"(K) + X'!a0 (Da/Da)- 1'!a/X 

(Proposition 2.18 (e)) and it is directly seen that A a" ker(K)= (Aa
0
(K)) 

ker(K)Cker(K)C<'V"d= <ker(Ca
0
)1Aa"> (Proposition 2.18 (d)). Then, let 

(A a" (K) - Àin)v eker(K) with v ~ker(K). Pre- and postmultiplication of the 
ARE given above by v' and v, respectively, yields that 2(Re(À))v'Xv~O, 
whence (v'Xv>O)Re(À)~O. By combining [Geerts, 88-3, Proposition 3.11] and 
[Geerts, 89-5, Section 4], we find that even Re(À)<O. 

LEMMA 2.26 
Consider the linear system ~=(A, B, 0, /) with (A, B) stabilizable. Then 
ifXfl(A)Cker(X+). 

PROOF. It is clear that x- =0 and hence ([Geerts, 88-3, Prop. 3.9D 
ifXfl(A)Cker(X+). 

CoROLLARY 2.27 
IJ the J!.'!.ear system ~=(A, B, 0, /) is such that (A, B) is stabilizable, then 
a(A) cc if and only if x+ = 0. 

PRooF. For all x0 e~-(A) it is obvious that x 0 eker(X+). Hence, if 
a(A)CC-, then by Lemma 2.26, x+= 0. Conversely, we have 
a(A -BB'X+)cC- and thus a(A)CC- if x+= 0 

Reeall (Lemma 2.4) that for any X er there exists a 1J(K)er min• 1J(K)~X, such 
that for all xo, Jker(K)(xo)= xo'(1J(K))xo. 

PROPOSITION 2.28 
Consider the linear system ~=(A, B, C, D) anti, for every X er min nr +• the 
corresponding LQCP with stability modulo ker(K). Then 1J(K)= K Moreover, for 
every x 0 there exists an optima/ controL 

PRooF. From the foregoing it follows that we have to show that 
00 

inf{ J YKJtKdt!ueCI:y, such that d 00 (x, ker(K))= 0}= 0, 
0 

or, equivalently (Kxa(t)= Kx(t) (t>O) and (2.2.15)), that 
00 

inf{ f WK.'wK.dtld 00(Xa, ker(K))(oo)= 0} = 0. 
0 

Combine this with Lemma 2.25 and Corollary 2.27 (choose wK.=O). 
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REMA.RK 2.29 
Analogously to Lemma 2.25, it can be shown that O'(Aa.,l~her(K))cc+ for 
every Kefminnr + (recall from Proposition 2.18 (d) that Á 110('Yd)C'Yd), oom
pare with [Geerts, 88-3, Lemma 3.4]. Lemma 2.26 expresses a well-known fact, 
but a straightforward proof of this Lemma seems to be hard to find ( oompare 
[Willems et al., 83, Lemma B.2]). Combination of Proposition 2.28 and Corol
lary 2.16 re-establishes Proposition 1.37, see Remark 2.17. 

In this Section we have seen that the application of the generalized dual stroc
ture algorithm in singular nonnegative definite LQCPs bas yie1ded us, amongst 
other things, a constructive characterization of the set r min· In the final Section 
of this Chapter we will demonstrate that also for indefinite LQCPs such a 
representation of r min can be found. Supported by the know1edge we have 
gathered in this Section, we will furthermore establish that it is possible to 
introduce the distributional class Ci:" in indefinite LQCPs. 

2.3 The application of the dual algorithm in indefinite problems 
In this Section we combine results from the previous two Sections in order to 
arrive at a computational technique for the determination of the set r min 
(1.5.4) in the indefinite case. We will follow the outline of the generalized dual 
algorithm inSection 2.2; in fact, our metbod is nothing more than the applica
tion of this algorithm to a K-dependent linear system that is found by factoriz
ing the dissipation matrix F(K) fora certain Kef. We shall see, however, that 
we can do this without actually knowing the K-dependent system coefficients. 
True, we assume in Chapter 1 that f.:F 0, but the algorithm itself deals only 
with the system _matrices. 'fhe algorithm yields a linear and a quadratic matrix 
function in K2 L(K) an<J #._K), respectively, and it will turn out that K er if 
and only if L(K)= 0, #._K)~O, i.e., we can check afterwards whether r is 
empty q_r not. As befpre (Section 2.2), we then establish that K er min if and 
only if L(K) = 0 and #._K) = 0. 
Since every K er generates a system ~K as described above, we can define 
such notions like Gllf(~K), the strongly reaebabie subspace associated with ~K· 
In the previous Section we obtained an explicit computation of Gllf(~): there 
we assumed that Oef. Now we shall see that, for every K 1,2 er, 
Gllf(~K.)= 6llf(~K) - and our technique will provide a basis matrix for Gllf(~K") 
as well. Moreover, encouraged by results in Section 2.1 and the above, the 
author will propose a distributional setup for indefinite LQCPs, which will be 
tried out for the case with stability. 

The general characterization of r min· 
The next eight pages embody the author's blood, sweat and tears. The follow
ing parade of transposition signs, tildas, bars and asterisks will bear witness to 
the fact that designing an algorithm can come to some hard Iabour. The 
reader, who bas the courage to accompany the author in sustaining computa
tional hardships, will have the same experience. Hopefully, bis satisfaction 
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with the results at the end of this torment will not differ fundamentally from 
ours. Those who feel reluctance to enter this algebraic jungle, we advise to skip 
it and to move on to the outcome. However, the prooft of the forthcoming 
theorems and propositions in this subsection will be hard to follow without 
having endured the next safari. 

Now take a deep breath. 
Let the real symmetrie matrix K be given. Consider the dissipation matrix 
F(K) with 

[
Q +A'K +KA KB+ S'] 

F(K)= B'K+S R ' (2.3.1) 

and let q0 : rank (R). We will assume that q0 <m- if q0 = m then we are 
done (Proposition 1.33). Then there exists a regular transformation S0 such 

that So'RS0= [~• gl with Ro invertible, rank (R0)= q0• (As inSection 2.2, 

we observe that S 0 may be taken such that Sö 1 = S0 '). Of course, if q0 = 0 
then R 0 is not appearing - we act as if R0 and thus Rö 1 exists; the obvious 
reformulations in the se<j!el _ if q0 = 0 are _left to the reader. Set 
r 0 : = m -q0 >0 and BS0 = :[B0,B0 ] and S'S0 = :[S0 ',S0 'J. It follows that 

- -
[/., 0] [/" 0] 

Q +A'K +KA KBo+S0' KBo+So' 

0 S 0' F(K) 0 So Bo'K+So Ro 

0 
- -
Bo'K+So 

If 

Fo(K):= 
[

Q ~A'K~KA KB0 +So'] 

B 0'K+S0 R0 ' 

then we establish from the definition of r that 
- - -KEf<=>F0(K);;;. 0 and KB0 +S0'= 0. 

0 

0 

(2.3.2) 

(2.3.3a) 

(2.3.3b) 

If, for any KEf, l:x= (A, B, Cx, Dx) denotes the linear system that results 
from a factorization of F(K) (1.5.2), then R=Dx'Dx, DxS0 =:[D0 0J with 
D 0 , left invertible, such that R0 = D 0'D0• 

LEMMA 2.30 
Ijf=/= 0, then 

B o is of juli column rank. 

!'RooF. From the above we lind that [!·]so= 
BoBo 

S 0' So' , with R 0 of full 

R 0 0 
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column rllllk. Hence, by Assumpûon 1.13, [!:.] is of lul! column rank. From 

(2.3.3b) we establish that Ker only if KB0 +S0'= 0, which shows the claim. 

Consequently, we may assume B 0 to be left invertible. 

Next, if Mo:= 
[
I" 0 Bol 
0 19• 0 and KB 0 +S0'=0, 

F1(K): Mo'(Fo(K))Mo= 

- - -Q+A'K+KA 
- -
B 0'K+So 

KB 0 +So' 

Ro 

KABo+QBo-A'So' 

SoBo-Bo'So' 
- -""" ----- ... 
Bo'A'K+Bo'Q-SoA Bo'S0'-S0Bo Bo'QBo-SoABo-Bo'A'So' 

[ 

Fo(K) 

=: L
11

'(K) L
12

' 

Lu(K)l 
L12 , 

Ln 

where 
- - -

L 11(K)= KABo+QBo-A'So', 

L 12 = S 0B0 -B0'S0', 

- - - ""' - -L 13 = B0'QB0 -SoAB0 -B0'A'S0', 

and it is clear from (2.3.3b) that 

Ker<~=>F1 (K)~O and KBo+S0'= 0. 

then 

, (2.3.4a) 

(2.3.4b) 

(2.3.4c) 

(2.3.4d) 

Observe that the 2 X 2 right lower block matrix of F 1 (K), to be denoted by 

[
Ro L12] 

H 1 = L 
12

, L 
13 

, is independent of K (from bere on, we use the abbreviation 

"K-ind' to indicate K-independence). Hence, by Schur's Lemma, rank (H1)= 
rank (Ro)+ rank (H122.1) with H122.1:= Ln- L 12'Ri} 1L 12. Assume that rank 
(H122.1):= [R~tRi] such tha! 

[
RI 0] 

Si'H122.1Si= 0 0 

A A 

with R 1 invertible, rank (R 1)= q 1• Now if 

Ki,:=Ri} 1L12Ri (K-ind) (2.3.5) 

[

19• [0 - Ki, ]] [/" 0 l [J" 0 l 
and sI : = 0 sj ' then (2.3.4) 0 sI I F I (K) 0 sI = 
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(2.3.6a) 

where 
- -
Bt:= [B0 B.J, Bt:=ABoRt. 
- - -
St':=[So' St1. St':=(QBo-A'So')R., 
- - . - . 
B 1:=- BoKt, +AB0R., (2.3.6b) 

St':=- So'Ki, +(QBo-A'So')Ri', 

andRt: [~0, , - ,L 12~ 1 ]invertible, rank(Rt)=qt:=qo+9t· If 
Rt Ltz Rt L13R1 -

_ ·- [Q+A'K+KA ~~+~t'] 
Fl(l().- Bt'K+St Rt 

- -
(2.3.7a) 

(compare (2.3.3a)), and il 
- - - -
!!_t:= [BoBt], ~t':= (So' St'], (2.3.7b) 

then, by combiDing (2.3.4d), (2.3.6a) and (2.3.7a), we establish that 
- - -Kefç.;:,.Ft(K) ;;;;.o and KB 1 +St'=O. (2.3.7c) 

NQte t!tat all newly ~efined matri~ J:n (2.3.6b) are K-ind and that, il 
KB 0 +S0'=0, t}len S 1'= (Q+A'K)B0Rt. Moreover, il Kef, then rank 
(F(K))= rank (Ft(K)). 

- This mechanism is based on matrix computations only. So far the standing 
Assumption 1.6 is not involved at all. 

Yes, that is correct. Nevertheless, let Kef and consider the system l:K, 

px=Ax + Bu + xo, 

YK= CKx + DKu, 

(2.3.8a) 

(2.3.8b) 

in the distributional style of Section 1.4; u is assumed to be in c=". Substitut
ing u:= So[wo', wo')' in (2.3.8) yields 

px = Ax + B0w0 + B 0w0 + x 0 ,yK= CKx + Dow0• 

In addition, then (2.3.3a), 

_ [CK'CK CK'Dol 
Fo(K)= Do'CK Do'Do ' 

(2.3.9) 
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but also the K - ind 2 X 2 right lower block matrix of (2.3.4a), H 1, equals 

[

Do'Do Do'CKBol 

B 0'CK'D 0 B 0'CK'CKBo 

and L 11 (K) (2.3.4c) equals CK'CKB0 • Therefore, if 

PD.:= (I- Do(Do'D0)-
1Do'), 

then PD.CKBoRi = 0 and Ki, (2.3.5) equals (D 0'D 0)- 1D 0'CKBoRi. In addi
tion, if 

D 1:= CKB0R 1 

and D 1: = [D0 DJ] (not necessarily K-ind!), then R 1 = D 1'D 1 and thus (2.3.7a) 

_ [CK'CK DK'D1] 
FI(K)= D1'CK D1'D1 . 

The system (2.3.9) then transforms via (2.2.6) - (2.2.8) and 

[w0', \i0 ']' =: S 1 [w 10', w u', u 1']' 

into 

px 1=Ax 1 +B 1 _ +B1u1 +x0 , - [WJO] - -
- wu 

YK= CKxl + Dt - . [
WJO] 

- wu 

(2.3.10a) 

(2.3.10b) 

Apparenûy, we are applying the generalized dual structure algorithm to the sys
tem l:K, but without necessarily knowing CK and DK since all transformations 
are K-ind! We just did step 0 and step 1, part J, according to [Geerts, 89-l, 
Section 4]. Let us see what happens next. Sil!_ce B 1 may be not_of !uil column 
rank, '!e ~ _!ct_as inSection 2.2: let P 1 = [P 1 ~iLan~ V 1 = [~1 VI] be such 
that [B0 B 1P 1 V 11 is left invertible and im(!! 1P 1 V 1)C im(B0). Set rank 
(Pi)=:al> rank (V1)=:ph then r1:= rank (Vt)=ro-qt-at-Pt~O. We 
note that q 1 +r1 +a1 +p1 =m. If r 1 = 0, then we stop. More about this later; 

assume thäi r 1 >0. 

- So this algorithm can be implemenred as a generalized dual structure algorithm, 
applicable to all systems l:K(K Er) at the same time! But still it is not necessary 
to have access to a specific element of r. 

Indeed: return to (2.3.7a); there Kisrealand ~~tric but not necessarily in 

- - [/,. 0 B1P1 V1] r. If KB 1 +S 1'=0 (2.3.6b), and Mt:= O 1!1 
o , then 
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[ 

F,(K) L21(K) 

F2(K):=M,'(F,(K))M,= L22, 

L2t'(K) L22' L23 

with 
- --

L21(K):= KAB,P, V,+ (QB,- A'S,')P 1 V" 

L22:= (S,B,- B,'S1')P 1 V 1, - --- - - .... - - - --
L23:= V 1'P 1'(B 1'QB,- S,AB,- B 1'A'S 1')P 1 V" 

oompare with (2.3.4b)- (2.3.4c). Hence, by (2.3.7c), 

Kef<=:>F2(K);;;;,O and KB 1 + S 1'= 0. - -

Chapter 2 

(2.3.lla) 

(2.3.1lb) 

(2.3.llc) 

Moreover, if Kef, then rank (F(K))= rank (F 2(K)) and in the meantime the 
system in (2.3.10) bas transformed into the system (l:xh which is of the form - --as given Î!,l _(2...:..2.9). Also, _ th~ _ (2.3.1lc)., _LlJ(K)= Cx'CxB 1P 1 V" 
L 22 = D 1'CxB 1P 1 V1 and L 23 = V 1'P 1'B 1'Cx'CxB 1P 1 V 1• 

We now describe the general algorithm step. Let i= 0, 1, .. , up til1 now we have 
found the following K-ind matrices: 

- -- - -
~; = [B0 B 1 • • • B;], B1 bas q1 columns(/= 0, l, ... ,i), 
- - -
~'= [So' St'··· S;'], S/ bas q, columns(/= 0, l, ... ,i), 

R; invertible, rank (R;)= q; = qo + q 1 + · · · + q;, 

~;=[B0 B 1 • • ·B1],P1=[P1P;], V1=(V1 V1](1= l, ... ,i), with 

rank(P;)= a,, rank(V,)= Pit rank(Vk)= rk= rk-1-qk-ak-Pk>O 

(k= 1, ... , i -1), rank(Jij)=r;;;;;,O, B1hasr1_ 1 -q1 columns(/=0, l, ... ,i) 

with r -l: = m, and q; +r; +(a1 + · · ·a;)+ (p1 + · · · +p1)= m, 
- - -
~;' = [S0 ' S 1' • · • S;'], S/ bas r1 -l -q1 columns (I= 0, l, ... ,i). - - - -We have Kef<=>F;(K);;;;,O and KB1+S;'=O, where F1(K) is defined below, - -and if Kef, then rank (F(K))= rank (F;(K)).If r1=0: stop.lf r1>0, then we 

enter step i + 1. 
If (K real and symmetrie) 

- [Q+A'K+.KA KB;+S;'l 
F;(K):= ~;'K+~ -R;- ' (2.3.12a) 

[ 

F;(K) L<; +t)t(K)l 
F;+t(K):= L(;+t)2 , 

L(i + 1)1 '(K) L<t + 1)2' L<; + t)3 

(2.3.12b) 
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with 
-

L(i+l)l(K)= KAB1P1V1 + (QB;-A'S;')P1V;. 

L(i + 1)2 = ~1B1 -!!_;'S;')P1 V1, 

-- - - -
L(t+l>3= V;'P;'(B;'QB1 - S1AB1 - B;'A'S;')P1V1, 

then it is clea.r that F1+ 1(K)= M;'(F1(K))M1, where M1= 

KB1+S;'=O. Hence, from the above, 

KEf<=>F1+1(K);;öi!o 0 and KB1+S;'=O, 

and if KEf, then rank (F(K))= rank (F1+1(K)). 

67 

(2.3.12c) 

(2.3.12d) 

[
R1 L<1 + 1)2] 

Let H;+l = L , L (Hi+ 1 K-ind), then, by Schur's Lemma, rank 
(i+ 1)2 (i+ 1)3 

(H1+1)= rank (R1)+ rank (H(i+l)22.t) with H(i+l)22.1 = LC4+1)3-
:f.!;+I>2'Ri1L(;+I)2· Set qi+1:= rank (H(i+I)22.I);;öi!o0 and let S;+I := 
[R;+I R;+I] be such that 

" 

[
R;+l 0] 

s;+!'H(i+1)221 s;+I = 0 0 , 

" " with R1+1 invertible, rank (R;+J)= q;+I· H 

and 

[
In 

then 0 

with 

K;+I, := Ri 1L(i+I)2R;+l (K-ind) 

·- [I~ [0- K;'+t.Jl 
sl+l·- o s· , 

1+1 

0] [In 0] 
S;+I 1 F;+J(K) 0 S;+I = 

- -
Q+A'K+KA KB;+t +S;+l I KBi+I +Si+ I' 

Bi+I'K +S;+I R;+I 0 - --
B1+1'K +S1+1 0 0 

----
B; +I:= [B; B; +I], B; +I:= AB;P; V;R; +I' 
- - - - ---
S;+I':= [S;' Si+ 1'], S1+1':= (QB1-A'S;')P1V1R;+l> - -
B;+J:=- ~;K;'+l, +AB;P;V;R;+l• 

S;+I':=- ~;'C;+I, +(QB;-A'S;')P;V;R;+I 

(2.3.13) 

(2.3.14a) 

(2.3.14b) 
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[

R; L(i+I)2Rï+Il 
and R- + 1 : = - - - invertible 

I R;+I'L(i+l)2 1 R;+J 1L(i+I)3Ri+l ' 

q; + 1 : = q; + q; +I· Then, by defining 

_ [Q-+A'K+_KA ~ï+I+~;+I'] 
F;+I(K):= 

B;+I'K+S;+I R;+) - -
(2.3.15a) 

and 
- -
B;+I:= l!;B;+d, ~i+I'= [~/ S;+I'], (2.3.15b) 

it now follows from (2.3.12d) that 
- - -

KEf<=>F;+ 1(K) ;;a. 0 and KB;+I +S;+ 1'= 0. (2.3.15c) 
- -

All n~wly defined matri~ !E- J2.3.14b) are K-ind and if KB;+I + S;+ 1'= 0, 
then Su 1'= (Q+A'K)B;P;V;R;+I· Moreover, if KEf, then rank (F(K))= 
rank (F;+ 1(K)). Finally, we find P;+I and Yi+I and thus also r;+I· Again, 
q;+I +r;+I + (o1 + · · · +o;+ 1)+ (p1 + · · · +P;+ 1)= m. If r;+I = 0, then we 
stop. If not, then we enter iteration step i+ I by determining F; +2(K) 
(2.3.12b)- (2.3.12c), etc. 

- The stopping rule can be interpreled in terms of the generalized dual structure 
a/gorithm. But in fact it Jives its own life. 

True again, but let me first take up the thread of this dual algorithm. Reeall 
that all transformations are K-ind. If the mechanism described above is 
applied to a system ~x (2.3.8), then the situation at the start of step i + I 
corresponds to (~x);+ 1: 

- --- ; __ _ 
px;+I =Ax;+I +B;w;+AB;P;V;v;+ ~BtPtVtw 1, +xo, 

- 1=1 

yx= Cxx;+I +D;w;+CxB;P;V;v; 

(B0PoVo:= Bo), and (2.3.12a), (2.3.12c) 

_ [Cx'Cx Cx' D;l 
F;(K)= D;'Cx D;'D; ' 

L(ï+I)I(K)= Cx'CxB;P;V;, 

L(i + 1)2 = D;'CxB;P; V;, 

L<;+I)3= V;'P;'B/Cx'CxB;P;V;. 

Hence if PD: = (/-D-(D-' D-)- 1 D-') then PD CxB·P· Y:-R~+ 1 = 0 and K~+ 1 = 
' - I I I I ' I I I I I I I 
I- ----- - - ----

(D;'D;)- D;'CxB;P;V;R;+I (2.3.13) and if D;+ 1:= CxB;P;V;R;+I and 
IJ;+):= [JY;D;+J), then R;+I = D;+ 1'D;+ 1>0 and - -
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_ [Cx'Cx Cx'Dt+tl 
F;+t(/0 = D1+1'Cx D1+1'Dt+t . 

The system (l:x);+t transforms along [Geerts, 89-1, (4.28)- (4.43)] into 

- - - - i+t_--
px1+2 = Ax1+2 + Bt+t w1+t +AB;+tP;+t V;+ 1v;+t + ~ B1P1 V1w1 + x 0 , 

- 1=1 ' - - -
yx= Cxx;+2 + D;+tw;+t +CxB;+tP;+t Jii+tVt+l> 

i.e., we are ready to enter step i + 2. 

- In Section 2.2 the first integer i for which r1 =0 is called a, and the smallest 
integer lfor which qo+q 1 + ... +q1 equals qo+q 1 + ... +qa is denoted by a0 • We 
can do the same thing here because both integers are K-ind, and for every K er 
these fixed inlegers coincide with the two inlegers of the system l:x (generated by 
the generalized dual structure a/gorithm). 

Yes, we can do the same thing, and we will. This means that at the end of our 
algorithm we have computed the following (K-ind) matrices: - -- - -

~a/)= [~0 B_2 · · · B~/)], B1_has q1 columns (/=0, l, ... ,a0 ), 

~a/= [So' St'··· Sa/1. S{ bas q1 columns (/=0, l, ... ,ao), 

Ra/) invertible, rank (Ra9 )= qa/) = qo+q, + · · · +qaD• - .. - - -. _ _. 
Ba= [BoBt ···Ba], P1= [P1Pd, V1= [V, V,] (/= l, ... ,a), with rank 
- * -
(P1)= o1, rank (V1)= Pt> rank (Vk)= rk= rk-1 -qk-ok-pk> 0 

(k=l, ... ,ao) and rank (Vk)=rk=rk-1-ok-Pk>O (k=ao+l 
- -

, ... ,a-1), rank _(Va)= 0, B1 bas r1-1-q1 columns (/= 0, l, ... ,ao) with 
r_ 1:=m, B1 bas r1_ 1 col11Dlll! Sl=_a0 +l, .. .:.,a), 
qa/) +(ol + · · · +oa)+(pl + · · · +pa)= m, ~a'= [So' St' · · · Sa'], 
- -
S{ bas r1- 1-q1 columns (/= O,l, ... ,a0 ), S/ bas r1_ 1 columns 
(/= a0 + l, ... ,a). 

All matrices are K-ind. Next, if for K real and symmetrie 

_ [Q+A'K+KA KBaD +Sa/] 
Fa/)(K):= B 'K+S - R - ' 

_«" _«o er" 

tb en 
- - -K eff;::>Fa (K);;;,o 0 and KB a +Sa'= 0. 

D - -

Moreover, if Kef, then rank (F(K))= rank (Fa/)(K)). 

The system l:x (2.3.8) bas transformed into the system (l:x)a: 

px 11 = Axa +~11Dwa+B~w~ +xo, 

(2.3.16a) 

(2.3.16b) 

(2.3.17a) 
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(2.3.17b) 

-
where Da

9 
=[Do Dl · · · Da

9
] with D,= CxBI-lPI-1 Yt-1R1 (l = l, ... ,aD), but 

not nèëessarily K-ind. lf we define the left invertible matrix of rank 
ra-l:= ro+rl + · · · +ra-l 

- - --
Wa:= (Bo B1P1 V1 ···Ba-lP a-l V a-d, (2.3.18a) 

and the left invertible matrix 1/11 which is determined by 
------ --

Wal/ti= [BoRl B1P1 V1R2 ···BaD-lp aD-I VaD-lRaD], (2.3.18b) 

then (2.3.18c) 
- - - - -
Sadd': = (S 1' · · ·Sa/]= (Q +A'K)Wal/ti if K!!_a +~./= 0, (2.3.18d) 

and Dadd:= (DJ · · · Da
0
]= CxWal/ti if Kef. (2.3.18e) 

Note _ that rank (1/11)= qao- q0 , oompare with Section 2.2. ~· we observe 
that !!_a has !,a-I + m =!aD columns and that im(Wa)= im(!!_a)· Fin~y, it is 

clear that im(B~)Cim(W4), by construction, and that CKWa= Da
0
C 1 with 

ël R~1 (Ba/K +Sa )Wa, K-ind, if Kef. This concludes the heavy part of 
- _D 

this Section. If you are still with me, take a short break. Y ou will need it. 

- Broadly outlined. this algorithm story is simi/ar to the one presenled in Section 
2.2. There, the application of the dua/ algorithm tumed out to lead to nice charac
terizations of the set r min and to explicit representations of subspaces of interest. 

lndeed, we are about to derive the same kind of results bere. Since RaD is 
invertible, we can define for any real symmetrie n X n matrix K the quadratic 
matrix lunetion 

~K):= Q+A'K+KA -(K!aD +~a/)R~1 (~a/K+~aD), (2.3.19a) 

and if, in addition, 

L(K):= KBa+Sa'• 

then it is obvious from (2.3.16) that - -
Kef#cp(K)~O and L(K)= 0. 

(2.3.19b) 

(2.3.19c) 

Moreover, by means of a generalization of [Geerts, 89-1, Appen~ Lemma 1] 
it can sven ~ shown that for any rea! symmetrie K that satisfies L(K)= 0 we 
have (cp(_K))Ba=O (or, equivalently, (cp(_K))Wa=O). In other words, (2.3.19c) 
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can be used for checking whether r is empty or not. If K er, then, as in 
(2.2.11 ), we define 

Aa
11
(K): =A-~a11(Da/Da11 )- 1 Da/Cx 

=A -~a11R;"1 (~411'K+~411 ), (2.3.20a) 

C
411

(K): = (/-D
411

(Da/Da
11
)-l Da

11 
')Cx. (2.3.20b) 

For every system ~x(K ef), we can consider 6!1fx: = 6!Jf(~x) (Definition 1.21), 
'Vx: = "V{~x) (Definition 1.19), ~x: t!ll(~x)= 6!1fx n'Vx, ('Vd)x: = 'Vd(~x) (Pro
position 1.25) and U l:", the space of admissible controls (inputs u e c:=" that 
yield regular outputs). Set 6!Jf: = 6!JfK".~: = ~K". U:= Ul:""· Also, recall the 
concept of left invertibility (Definition 1.28) and the matrix·valued tunetion 
H(sJ> s 2) in (1.5.3). Proposition 2.31 contains statements that resembie those 
in Proposition 2.18. 

PR.oPOsmoN 2.31 
The following claims are va/id. 
(a) The space 6!lfx is K-ind, i.!·· if Kef !hen 6!lfx_ = 6!Jf and K6!lf= X06!Jf. In addi

tion. W= im(W4 )= im(B4 ) with KB a= - Sa'• (A a (K))6!JfC6ltl. 
- - - D 

(b) The space ~Kis K-ind, i.e. if K§f then ~= ~ 
(c) For every Kef, ('Vd)x= <ker(.p(K))IAa

11
(K)>. 

(d) ~K is left invertible ç:;,m = q411 ç:;,H( -s, s) is invertible as a rationat 
matrix. 

( e) The space U l:" is K-ind, i.e., if Kef then U l:" = U. 

(f) IjK er, then Tf!nk (F(K)) ~ q"'D' i.e., p= qal>· 
(g) 4(X0)~0 and L(X0)= 0. - -
(h) f= {KeRnXniK= K', «K)~O and L_(K)=O and Ûl(K))Wa = 0} 

= {KeRnxni4=K', (K-K0 )6!lf=O, .p(K)~O}. _ 
{i) f min= {K efi4(K)=O} = {K eRnxniK= K', (K- X0)6!1f=O, .p(K)= 0}. 

PR.ooF. Propositiog. 2.18 (b) :. {c) and (2.3.19c) prove claim (a); it holds that 
(Aa

11
(K))Wa= WaAn with Au K·ind. Thus follows from [Geerts, 89·1, 

Appendix I, Lemmas 1-2]. Proposition 4.7 in [Geerts, 884] yields an explicit 
basis matrix for_~x {Kef) which can beseen to depend only on matrices that 
are K·ind (like A 11; see the previous algorithm). Hence ~ = ~ for every Kef 
and thus we have (b). Let K er. Then, according to Proposition 2.18 Jd), 
("Jd)x= < ker(C411 (K))jA 411(K)>, and it is clear that C4 /(K)C411(K)= .p(K) 
((2.3.19a), (2.3.20b)). This yields (c). Let T x(s) denote the transfer function 
corresponding to ~x(Kef), then (Proposition 2.18 (a)) normal rank 
(Tx(s))= q4 , and with Proposition 1.29 and Lemma 1.31 we now have {d) 

l> - -
and (f). Next, {(2.3.16a), (2.3.19a)) rank (F411 (K))= rank (4(K))+q411 , by 
Schur's Lemma, and with (2.3.19c) and (a), (f) this gives {g)- (i). The proof of 
(e) turns out to be somewhat involved. Applying_!o l:x (~3.17) the feedback 
wa=- (DaD'Dal>)- 1 DaD'Cxxa+wk. = -R.;"1 (!!a/K+~a)xa+wk. yields 
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PXa = (Aa"(K))xa+ ~a"wk. +B~w~ +xo,yK= (Ca"(K))xa+Da"wk. ((2.3.20)). 
Since D 0 "'(C0 "(K))= 0, we establish that YK is smooth if and only if wk_ is 
smooth; the choice for w~ is irrelevant because 
Xa(K)=(pln-Aa"(K))- 1 (~a"wk. +B~w~+xo) and im(B~l_C6!If, 
(A a"(K))61JfC6!If, (C0 "(K})61Jf= 0. Also, u= H 0 (p){w a', w~ ', w: ']' with H a(p) 
the distribution that is obtained by writing s = p in a known invertible, K-ind 
polynomial matrix (Section 2.2). Now fix w~ and w: and let K 1 ef, K2 ef. Let 
YK, be smooth, i.e. Wk.., be smooth, then also 

ht:=wt,. +R;;}Ba"'(K2-Kt)Xa(Kt) smooth since (K2-Kt)61Jf=O. Now if 

we apply to kK, thefeedback Wk"_ =R;"1~a"'(K2-Kt)xa+h2 and we insert 
h 2 =wk,_, then it is easily seen that the resulting x 0 equals x 0 (K1) and hence 
wt,.. is smooth, i.e., YK, is smooth. The converse runs analogously. This com

pletes the proof of (e), and thus of the proof of the Proposition. 

R..EMAR.K 2.32 
It should be clear that the fact that K 0 E;;O is irrelevant in Proposition 2.31 - we 
may justas well replace XO by any other element of f. However, we use XO 
because we agreed on its existence in Assumption 1.6. 
We establish from Proposition 2.31 that, if Kef, then kK is left invertible if 
and only if kJ(' is left invertible, and, more generally, that ti!K= ~!it. Also, we 
note that the concept of strongly reachable states indeed is reserved for singular 
linear-quadratic control problems: Por all Kef it holds that 6!IfK= 6!If= 6!If.K" 
and (K-X0)61Jf = 0. Finally' we have found that u r." = u "t.r>. i.e., if u E c~ 
yields a smooth YK" (starting from the zero initial state), then for all Kef, 
yK(O, u) smooth. Proposition 4.5 in [Geerts, 89-1] yields an explicit expression 
for u'E.r>• 

Next, we take a better look at the quadratic matrix function q,(K) in (2.3.19a). 
As in (2.2.12), wedefine (Ker) 

Co(K): = (l-Do(Do'Do)- 1 Do')CK, 

Ao(K):= A -Bo(Do'Do)- 1 Do'CK= A -BoRö 1(Bo'K+S0), 

see (2.3.3a). If for any KERn xn 

C/Jo(K}: = Q +A 'K +KA -(KB0 +So')Rö 1 (B o'K + S o), 

(2.3.2la) 

(2.3.2lb) 

(2.3.2lc) 

then for every Kef we have Ci 1im(DK)= ker(C0(K)) and 
C/Jo(K}= Co'(K)Co(K). Hence 6!If2:=6!Ifn(Ci1im(DK)) is K-ind and 
C/Jo(K}6!If2 = 0. In addition, If 6!Ift: = im(Wt) with Wt: = Wa~l (2.3.18b), then 
(2.3.18e) we establish that 6!If= 6!If1 E96!If2 (and thus that 
dim(6!If2)= dim(6!If}-(qa" -qo)= dim(6!If}-p+ rank (R), oompare with [Geerts, 
88-4, Corollary 3.2]). Define L 1 : = W1'(C/lo(XO))W1 >0, 

~K): = cjJo(K)-(cjJo(K))WtLï 1 Wt'(C/Jo(K)), (2.3.22) 
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for all real symmetrie K that satisfy (K- _Ki>y;ltf= 0. 

LEMMA 2.33 
Let the real symmetrie matrix K be such that (K-K0)Gllf= 0. Then q(K)= 1/-{K) 
and Gllf2 Cker(~(K)). 

[

Do'Do Do'Doddl 
PltooF. ~e have R~ = Dodd'Do Dodd'l!_odd ~tb D 0'D 0 = Ro, 

Do'Dodd= Ro'Dr'Cr W1 =Ro'(B'K0 +S)WI = (Bo'K0 +So)WI and 

!a"= [Bo AWd, ~~~"'= [So' (Q+A'_Ki>)Wd (2.3.18(c)- (d)). Hence 

(~(K))WJ = KBodd+Sodd'-(KBo+So')Rö 1 (Bo'_Ki>+So)W1 

and the first claimthen readily follows from algebraic manipulations like (3.15) 
- (3.16) in [Geerts, 88-4]. Next, it is easily seen that 

~(K)= (Q-So'Rö 1So)+(A -BoRö 1So)'K+KA 0(K) 

(2.3.2lb). Now (A 0(K)y;ltf2 = (A 0(K0))G!tf2 CG!tf (Proposition 1.22 (i)), and hence 
(~(K))G!tf2 = (~(_Ki>))G!tf2 = 0. 

Since K 0 er, we have the subspaces G!tf and G!tf2. With (2.3.22) the sets r and 
r min can he characterized as follows. 

THEOJtEM 2.34 _ 
Let W 1 be any left invertible matrix such that im(W1)EI1621S2 = G!tf and let K be 
any real symmetrie n X n matrix. Then 

v.<K)= ~<K)-(~(K))W1(W1 '(~(_Ki>))W1 )- 1 W 1 '<~<K)> 
and r= {KeR"x"IK= K', (K-_Ki>y;ltf= 0, 1/-{K);;;r.O}. 

r min { K eR" x" IK= K', (K- _Ki>y;ltf= 0, 1/-{K)= 0}. 

PR.ooF. Combine the proof of Theorem 2.20 with Lemma 2.33 and Proposi
tion 2.31 (h) - (i). 

REMARK 2.35 
Theorem 2.34 is the generalization of Theorem 2.30; in the nonnegative 
definite case K 0 =Oer. Again, we note that the representation of 1/-{K) (2.3.22) 
is unique if KG!lf= K 0Gllf. Finally, we consider some special cases. It can he 
shown (e.g. [Geerts, 88-0ID then q11D = qo (i.e. p= rank 
(R)).,.G!tfc ker(~(_Ki>)).,.nrx) = 0, where niX) stands for the number of infinite 
zerosof the transfer lunetion Tr(s) (and any other Tx;(s), Ker, bas the same 
infinite zeros). If qaD = q0 , then it is easily found that 1/-{K)= ~(K), and thus 
Theorem 2.34 (inoeed) covers Proposition 1.33 (R >0). If q0 =0, i.e., if R = 0, 
then ~(K)= Q+A'K+KA and r= {KeR"x"IK= K', KB+S'= 0, 
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c~Jo(K)~O} (remark that im(B)c"ltt). If q«o =0, then with Section 1.4 or 
[Geerts, 89-1, Section 4] it can be shown that 6llf= <Aiim(B)>. Hence, in this 
situation, 

r IDÎD = {K ER11 x111K= K',(K-~)<A lim(B)> = 0, Q +A'K +KA= 0}. 

We will end this Section with an attempt to derive profit from the results in 
Proposition 2.31 by introducing distributions in singular indefinite LQCPs. 
Then we will solve the easiest of these prob1ems, the LQCP with stability. 

A solution of the singular indejinite LQCP with stability. 

In Remark 2.15 we considered the linear system l:K" =(A, B, Cg", DK") associ
ated with the factorization of F(~). Now it is clear from (2.1.3) that if uec:'m 
is such that x (x 0, u)( oo) = 0, then 

co 

J(xo,u)= IYK"'JK"dt+xo'~xo. (2.3.23) 
0 

Also, we introduced the dissipation matrix Fg"(L) (2.1.5), with LeR11 x11
, the 

set r K" of solutions of the conesponding dissipation inequality and the subset 
r K" ... of rank minirnizing so1utions of r K". 

LEMMA 2.36 

KEf**L K- ~Efg", 

KefiDÎD**L= K- ~EfK" ... 

PROOF. Straightforward. 

As a result of Lemma 2.36, we have that r = {~+LIL er K"} and that 
fiDÎD= {~+LILefK" ... }· In particular, if L + is the 1argest solution of fK" 
then ~ + L + = K +, the largest so1ution of f. 
Now we saw in Proposition 2.24 that 

co 

inf{ I YK"'JK"dtlueC~ such that x(oo)= 0} = 
0 
00 

inf{ I YK"YK"dtlueC'::,. such that x(oo)= 0}. 
0 

Hence it is not unreasonable to dejine for every x 0 eR11 and every ueU such 
that x(x 0 , u)(oo)=O 

00 

J(xo, u):= IYK"'(xo. u)yK"(Xo, u)dt+ xo'~xo 
0 

(2.3.24a) 
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(if u is smooth then we are back in (2.3.23)), and 

inf{J(xo, u)lueU such that x(xo, uXoo)= 0}= (2.3.24b) 

co 

inf{ J YK"YK"dtlueU such that x(xo, uXoo)= 0} + x 0'X0x 0. 

0 

In other words, we can deal with the singular indefinite LQCP with stability 
by solving the nonnegative definite LQCP with stability associated with .l:K"
at the end of Section 2.1 we saw that every indefinite LQCP can be reduced to 
a nonnegative definite LQCP associated with .l:K" if (2.1.6) is valid. 
The optimal cost we already characterized in the above. As for the computa
tion of optimal controls, we borrow the claim in [Willems et al., 86] that for all 
x 0 an optimal input for the nonnegative definite LQCP with stability associ
ated with .l:K" exists i[and only ifa.(.l:K")nC0 = 0 (see also Section 1.6 and 
Chapter 3.2). Here a (.l:K") denotes the set of invariant zeros of .l:K" and it 
equals the set a(Aa

11
(X0)1('VJ)K"IG!IS) (see Proposition 1.30, Theorem 2.18 (c) 

and (2.3.20a)). 

The fact that K 0 <0 is of no importance when considering the indefini te LQCP 
with stability; the only thing we need is the existence of any solution K of the 

co 

DI in order to be able to write down J(x0,u)= Jyx'yxdt+x0'Kx 0 for every 
0 

ueU which yields x(oo)=O. For instance, if K 1 er, then we can define the 
corresponding dissipation matrix Fx•(L) (see (2.1.5)) and we thus have the set 
rx•: {LeRnxniL L', Fx•(L);;;ii~>O}. Then, analogously to Lemma 2.36, 
K er ç:;,K K 1 er x', etc. Again, as in the above, for all x 0 optimal controts 
within U~"' U (Proposition 2.31 (e)) exist for the LQCP with stability associ
ated with .l:x• if and only if a·(.l:x•)nC0 = 0. It would be astrange thing ü 
a·(.l:x•)nC0 = 0, whereas forsome other K 2 er, a·(.l:x•)nC0+0; we expect 
that this cannot occur. The next result meets with our expectations. 

PROPOSITION 2.37 
Let K 1,2er. Then a·(.l:x,)nC0 = 0 ifand only ifa.(.l:x,)nC0 = 0. 

- - -
PRooF. Let K 1,2 er and b.q,:=#.K1) #_K2) (Proposition 2.31 (h)). H 
11K: K 1 - K 2, then it follows by simp1e verification that 

a+= (A a/(K I))M + b.K(A a
11 
(KI))+ M~ a

11
Ra

11

1 ~a/ M= 

(Aa
11
'(K2))4K+ M(Aa11(K2))-~a11R;;,/~a/U. 

Assume that a·(.l:x )nC0 0 and that there exists a weR and a vector 
-· xe(CV'd)x, = < ker(#_K2))1Aa

11
(K2)> (Proposition 2.31 (c)),_ x ~G!IS'. _such that 

(Aa (K2 )-iwl)xeG!IS' (i.e. iwea·(.l:x )). lt follows that x'b.qu=x'(#_K1))x= 
D - _ 2 

_ x'4K!a
11
R;;,/!a/b.Kx(_G!IS'Cb.K} and hence (Aa

11
(KI))x= (Aa

11
(K2))x, 

(#-K1))x = 0 and thus (#-KI)XAa
11
(Kt))x= 0 (G!Jfc(CV'd)x,) and we find that 
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xe('Yd)K,· Hence iweo*(.l:K,), in contradiction with our assumptions, and thus 
o*(.l:K)nC0= 0. The converse runs similarly. 

REMARK 2.38 
From Remark 2.32 and Proposition 2.37 we establisb that, if we try to solve 
the singular indefinite LQCP with stability by means of the nonnegative 
definite LQCP with stability associated with .l:K•(K1 er, K 1=Flél) instead of 
the LQCP associated with .l:,a:", then we have the same input class (U) and the 
same strongly reaebabie subspace (GlJl). If for all x 0 optimal controts exist for 
the former problem, then also for the latter problem and vice versa. Moreover, 
in both problems nonuniqueness of optimal controts is restricted to '!it ([Wil
lems et al., 86], also Section 1.6) and, particularly, if for all x 0 , optimal inputs 
are unique in the fust problem, tb en also in the second one and conversely. 

Now, reconsider (2.3.24). According to Proposition 2.18 (e) we have 

rK" ... = (LeR"x"IL= L',l"'lfCker(L}, ~L) = 0} (2.3.25a) 

with (2.2.llc}, (2.3.16a}, (2.3.19a), (2.3.20a)- (2.3.20b) 

4><L)= ~K0) + (A,..,'(K0))L+ L(A,."(Jél))-L!_,."R;;/~_a.,'L 
4><1él + L}, (2.3.25b) 

since #_K0)= Ca.,'(K0)Ca"(lél), oompare the proof of Proposition 2.37. 
As in (Geerts, 89-1. 89-3, 88-4, 89-5], d~mpose the statespace R" = 6llf$~, 
and the matrices A .. " (Jél}, C .. " (Jél) and ! .. " transform into 

la" ~:].10 C1] and [!:]. (2.3.26) 

respectively (the zero blocks from Proposition 2.31 (a) and (c)). In addition, 
r K" ... corresponds to the set 

[0 0] .. 
( 0 L

2 
IL2 realand symmetrie, ~(L2)= 0} (2.3.27a) 

(2.3.27b) 

a regu/ar reduced order ARE. M[~~ 

transform A,."(K) and C,."(K) into O 

generallr, for every K Er we can 
A 12(K) 
A 

22
(K) and [0 C 2(K)]. 

LEMMA 2.39 ((Geerts, 89-1, Lemma 5.6]) 

(A, B) stabilizable <=> (A 22(K), B 2) stabilizable. 
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Hence, if Li is the largest positive semi-definite solution of (2.3.27b), then the 
corresponding L + is the largest solution of (2.3.25a), and this L + represents 
the optimal cost for the LQCP with stability associated with ~K" ([Willems et 
al., 86]). Then K+ K_<l + L + denotes the optimal cost for the singular 
indefini te LQCP with stability and for all x 0 , J 0(x0)= x 0 ' K+ x 0 (2.3.24). As 
for the determination of optimal inputs within U (assumè that 
a·(~K")nC0 = 0), we can follow the metbod of e.g. [Willems et al., 86], or the 
more algebraic tecbnique in [Geerts, 88-4] (see also [Geerts, 89-4] and Seetion 
3.2). Let us summarize: 

THEOREM 2.40 
The matrix that represents the optima/ cost for the general LQCP with stability, 
K +, equals K_<l + L +, where L + is the largest solution of r K",... (2.3.25a). For all 

x 0 there exists a u E U such that 

J 0(xo)=J(xo, u)= xo'(L + + K_<l)xo= xo'K+x0 

iJ and only iJ a* ~K") n C0 = 0. Assume this to be the case. Then for all x 0 there 
exists exactly one optima/ control iJ and only iJ l?ll= 0, i.e. iJ ~K" is left invertib/e. 
IJ~ then the nonuniqueness of optima/ inputs is restricted to t!R. 

REMARK 2.41 
lf (Remark 2.38) we try to solve the singular indefinite LQCP by means of the 
!-QCP with stability associated with ~K'• K 1 ~K_<l and K 1 er min• then 
cp(K1)=0 (Proposition 2.31 (i)) and rK:...= (L~RnxniL.:=L', Lc6(Jf, 

41>(L)= 0} with 41>(L)= (A .. "'(K1))L+ L(A .. " (K1
))- LB .. " R .. "1 B .. "'L (2.3.25). 

In particular, if KI K +' then L +' the largest solutioÏÎ of r K!..-:- equals 0 and 
thus (compare (2.3.27)) Li = 0 is the largest (and thus the only!) positive 
semi-definite solution of O=A 22'(K+)L2+L2A 22(K+)- LB2R;}B2'L2. Now 
it is shown in Theorem 1 of [Poubelle et al., 86] that there exists a real sym
metrie L 2 satisfying the above-mentioned ARE such that A 22(K+)- B 2R;,/ 
B2'L2 bas all its eigenvalues in the closed left half-plane (recall that (A 22(K+), 
B 2) is stabilizable!). Moreover, this solution is unique and it is the largest solu
tion of this ARE. Since L 2 =0 is a solution, we establish that 
a(A 22(K+))cC-. Reformulated in termsof (2.3.20a), we have established that 

LEMMA 2.42 

o(A .. "(K+)IR11 !GM}CC-

REMARK 2.43 
If a·(~K")nC- = 0, then even o(A .. "(K+)IR11 !GM}CC • Compare [Geerts, 
88-4, p. 25, Remark 7]. Also, if R >0 (i.e. 6(Jf=0), then (Remark 2.35) we r~!'
tain a statement in Theorem 5 of [Willems, 71]: a(A- BR -t(B' K+ + S)) CC . 
See also Section 1.6. 
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REMARK 2.44 
We have seen that it is possible to solve the singular indefinite LQCP with sta
bility by introducing the distributional class c:". The characterization of r min 

by means of the generalized dual structure algorithm provides us a suitable 
generalization of the well-known concept of ARE in regular optimal control 
theory. As for other indefinite LQCPs, we have constructed a suitable frame
work with which one can proceed (recall Remarks 2.15 and 2.38). However, it 
is clear that a lot of work still bas to be done bere. Nevertheless we think that 
we are close to the edge of the veal that sereens indefinite LQCPs with arbi
trary stability requirements (recall the last part of Section 2.1) 

SUMMARY OF ÛIAPTER 2 
The contemplations in Section 2.1 on the nature of LQCPs have resulted in a 
number of statements. The most important claim is that the matrix that 
represents the optimal oost for a certain LQCP necessarily is a rank minimiz
ing solution of the DI. Further, two conjectures have been phrased concerning 
the optimaloost for the LQCP without stability. Intherest of the Chapter the 
generalized dual structure algorithm plays the key role. We present several 
representations of thesetof rank minimizing solutions of the DI and point out 
that many concepts of nonnegative definite LQCPs (e.g. strongly reaebabie 
subspace, admissible controls, lelt invertibility) can be re-interpreted in infinite 
LQCPs. Finally, we solve the general indefinite LQCP with stability. 



On the threshold of part two 

The last two Chapters of this monograph deal with nonnegative definite 
LQCPs only. Amongst other things, we will investigate relations between these 
LQCPs and a special kind of perturbed LQCPs, the well-known cheap control 
problems. These problems can be characterized by the presence in the oost cri
terion of an extra (small) penalty on the weighting matrix of the input vector 
u. This additional term is monotonically decreasing if the perturbation parame
ter E(>O) is decreasing and if E=O then we reobtain the original (unperturbed) 
LQCP. In former days cheap control problems were used to "capture" singular 
LQCPs by investigating the regular cheap control version for E close to zero. 
The optimal oost of the perturbed problem turns out to converge and since 
perturbed optimal inputs are likely to exhibit high feedback gains for small E, 

we have an idea of the impulsive behaviour of optimal controls for the unper
turbed problem. 

We have? Yes, if we consider the LQCP with stability and the corresponding 
cheap control version, as many controlling predecessors did. However, if we 
hope to get insight in the "size" of optimal inputs for the singular LQCP 
without stability by taking a look at the optimal controls for the cheap control 
problem without stability, we will generally turn out to hope in vain because 
we are looking at controls that converge (in some sense) to optimal controts 
for a certain unperturbed LQCP where the state trajectory is required to 
approach a predetermined subspace. In Chapter 4 we will specify this problem 
and prove that its optimal oost indeed is the limit of the optimal oost for the 
perturbed problem without stability. In fact we will consider a much more gen
eral class of perturbed LQCPs with stability modulo ~ (~ arbitrary) that 
includes the cheap control problem with stability modulo ~ and track down the 
limiting unperturbed LQCP. The solution of the latter problem we then 
already have, for in Chapter 3 we will focus our attention on general nonnega
tive definite LQCPs with arbitrary stability requirements. Hence we now know 
whether, for instance, the cheap control problem with stability modulo ~ 
approaches its unperturbed pendant or not (mostly not) and for small E we 
have an approximation of the optimal oost of the perturbed problem because 
we have found the limit. 



Chapter 3 

Nonnegative definite linear-quadratic control problems 

with linear endpoint constraints 

In tbis Chapter we will see that the nonnegative definite LQCP with stability 
roodulo '5" can be easily solved in the regular case. The solution of the singular 
problem, however, is troubled by various technical as wel as intrinsic 
difliculties. To say it more plainly: The author has not been able to master the 
most general singular case. Nevertheless, with a reasonable extra assumption, 
we can do the job. 
Section 3.1 underlines once more the importance of weakly invariant subspaces 
in linear-quadratic optima! control theory by relating a couple of them to the 
desired (LQCP}s. In particular, the weakly invariant subspace modulo '5", 
denoted by ~. and the associated (LQCP}t, will be of interest. In Section 3.2 
the latter problem is solved in full detail by means of a state space transforma
tion that roots in the generalized dual structure algorithm. In addition, we will 
observe that a necessary and sufficient condition for finiteness of its optima! 
oost can be formulated in a concise form. This optima! oost will not be 
smaller than the optima! oost for the LQCP with stability roodulo ~ If we 
assume that the former oost is not larger than the latter one as well, then, 
obviously, the LQCP with stability roodulo '5" is completely understood since 
(LQCP}t, now is, by results in Section 3.2. This additional assumption turns 
out to be not too unreasonable, since it is satisfied in many singular and all 
regular problems. 
Next, we throw a light on the importance of Bohl functions in linear-quadratic 
optima! control theory and establish that the optima! oost of the LQCP with 
stability roodulo ~ over the input space of admissible Bohl distributions does 
not exceed the optimal cost over the space of admissible impulsive-smooth dis
tributions. Moreover, it is demonstraled that optimal controls for any nonne
gative definite LQCP can be chosen from the space of Bohl distributions. 
Finally, we present a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
positive semi-defini te element of r min and we shall see that this condition is 
equivalent to solvability of the LQCP without stability. 

3.1 Algebra and geometry in linear-quadratie control tbeory 
First, let us refresh our memories: We consider (Section 1.4) the LQCP with 
stability roodulo the gi.ven subspace '5": Determine for all x 0 J~x0)= 

00 

inf{ Jy'(x0 , u)y(x0 , u)dt!ueCi:y, such that d 00(x(x0 , u),~= 0} subject to the 
0 
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system ~:px=Ax+Bu+x0,y= Cx+Du and compute, if one exists, all 
optimal controts ueU1;. We have assumed that [B' D']', [CD] are of full 
column and row rank, respectively. From Theorem 2.1 we reeall that there 
exists a K!Terminnr+ sueh that all x 0, J'5(x 0)=x0'K'ifx 0 • As before, 
x+= K 0, x-= Ka·· Up till now, we have met the following subspaces of 
interest: the weakly unobservable subspace 'Y, the strongly reaebabie subspace 
lllll, their sum 'V'd and intersection ~ Finally, we remember that lllllc ker(K) if 
Kef and ker(K-)='V'd. 

This Section is divided into four subsections. We take off by doing some 
(linear-)algebraie exercises with a systemie ftavour, foliowed by the introdue
tion and investigation of two generalizations of 'Y, viz. 'V'!T and CV1t. both 
depending on ~ Then, we study the LQCPs with stability modulo these sub
spaces and state a necessary and suflicient condition for the existence of 
optimal inputs. Aetually, we will establish that, without loss of generality, we 
may limit ourselves to the input class of Bohl distributions instead of the larger 
space U~. Finally, the above-mentioned LQCPs and the LQCP with stability 
modulo 5 are related. We announce a conjecture, to be used in the next Section 
for solving (LQCP)!T, and demonstrate by means of several by-results that it is 
not easy to have this conjecture falsified. 
Section 3.1 betrays Wonharn's influence, especially the fust part. In the last 
half, however, mueh is relied on results that have been derived in Section 2.2 
by application of the dual strueture algorithm. 

The optima/ cost for LQCPs with stability modulo (A, B)-invariant subspaces. 
We start with the introduetion of a set of (A, B)-invariant subspaces L: 

L: (f.CR"I3FeR•"'•: (A+ BF)f.Cf.., (C + DF)f.= 0} 

and it is easily seen that the subspace f.eL if and only if 

(3.l.la) 

'dx
0
ee3u, smooth 'dt;;.O: X(Xo, U)(t)Ef. and J(Xo, u)(t)= 0 (3.l.lb) 

(compare e.g. [Hautus et al., 83, Theorem 3.10], Proposition 1.20). Clearly, 'V' 
is the largest element of L (also, note that 0 is the smallest element of L). For 
every f.eL we can define the set lfe(~):= (~R" ...... Rmi(A +BF)ece, 
(C+~F)f.=O}, lfe(~):F0 and lfcv(~)=~). Let lfe(~):=(lfe(~))n(l§(~)). 

Then lfe(~):F 0, because if F e'.fe(~) ~ given, then Flf. can be extend~ on 'V' 
sueh t!!at the resulting extension F:'V' ...... Rm is such that (A+ BF)'V'CC~fz 
(C+DF)'V'= 0. (compare Lemma 1.10 in [Schumaeher, 81D. Now extend F 
arbitrarily on R" and we have Felfe(~). More generally.!.. if f-1,2 eL and 
~~c~c'Y, then we define lfe,~):=(lfe,(~))n('.fe,(~)) where 
'.fe,(~)= (lfe,(~))n(l§(~)). The following Lemmas are instrumental in the sequel. 

LEMMA 3.1 
Let f.eL Thenfor every Ge@(~). (A +GC)(f.+"llS)Cf.+GIIf. 
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PRooF. Let lee, Fe~e(~) and Ge@(~). Then (A +GC)I= 
AI+G(C+DF)/-(B+GD)FI+ BFI= (A +BF)I- (B+GD)F/ee+ G((f (Pro
position 1.22 (ü)) and hence (A +GC) (f,+"lll)ce+G((f. 

In particular, (A +GC)'VdC'Vd for every Ge@(~) (see Propositio_!l 1.30, also 
oompare Proposition 2.18 (c)). Also, if eeL and Fe~e(~). then 
(A +BF)(qJL+e)Ct!ït+E. Now it is easily seen (IWonham, 79, Chapter 4]) that 
if Fe!J(~), then F0 e!J(~) if and only if B(F-F0)CifCCif and D(F-F0fv= 0. 
Dually, if Ge@(~). then G0 e@(~) if and only if (G G0)CG((fcG((f and 
im(G G0)D cG((f. In addition, since {BuiDu = 0} CG((f (Section 2.2, [Hautus 
et al., 83, (4.16)D, we ftnd that B(F-F0)Cifc(Cifn"ll\)= R and thus 
A + BFIC!.fl '8t = A + BF oiCVI '!it(F,F 0 e!J(~)) and by dualizing we get that 
A +GCj'Vdl"llf= A +GC0 1Cifdl"llf(G, Goe@(~)). Lemma 3.2 contains straightfor
ward generalizations of the last two statements. 

LEMMA 3.2 
Let eeL If F, Foe~e(~). then A +BFIC!.fl('!it+E>=A +BFoiCVI<'!It+E)· In addition, 
if Q, Goe@(~), then A+GCj'Vdl(e+G!Jl)=A+GC0 I'Vdl<e+G!ll)· Moreover, if 
Fe~e(~) and Ge@(~). then a(A + BFIC!.fl('!it+E))= a(A +GCj'Vdl(e+G!Jl)). 

PROOF. We only prove the last claim. Let Fe~e(~) and Ge@(~) be given. If 
À ea(A + GCjCifdl (f+G!Jl)), then there exists a vector x= v + w(v e'Y, 
v~l!ït+e,we"ll\) such that (A+GC)x-Axee+G((f. Since (A+GC)v= 
(A +BF)v-(B+GD)Fv + G(C+DF)v and im(B+GD)CG((f, CifCker(C+DF), 
we establish that (A +BF)v-Àve(e+"lll)n'Y= f,+qJL and thus 
Àeo(A + BFIC!.fl ('!lt+E)). Conversely, let Àea(A + BFIC!.fl ('!lt+E)), then there exists a 
v 1 e'Y, v 1 ~q}t+ e, such that (A + BF)v 1 - Àv 1 el!lt+ e. It follows that for every 
weG((f, (A+GCXv 1 +w)-À(v 1 +w)ee+G((f. If À bas order 2, say, then there 
exists a v2 e'Y, v2 ~l!lt+e such that (A+ BF)v 2 -Àv 2 -v 1 el!lt+e and if (Y1,2 
scalars) y1v1 +y2v 2 et!ît+e, then y1=y2=0. Again, we have for every weG((f 
that (A +GC)(v 2 +w)-À(v2+w)-(v 1 +w)ee+G((f and if y1(v 1 +w)+ 
y2(v 2+w)ee+G((f, then y1 = Y2= 0, etc. Note that 
dim (CV/ ('!lt+E)) = dim('Vdl (f+G!Jl))· 

For f=O we reobtain the result a·(~)= o(A + BFICV!'!It)= 
o(A +GCj'Vd/"llf)(Fe!J(~), Ge@(~)), see Section 1.4. Encouraged by Lemma 
3.2, we introduce thee-dependent subset of invariant zeros o~(~) as follows: 

DEFINITION 3.3 
Let eeL, Fe§-e(~). Ge@(~). Then we define the set of e-zeros by a~(~):= 
a(A + BFICV! ('!lt+E))= a(A + GCj'Vdl (f+G!Jl))· 

In Deftnition 3.8 we will see that every subspace ,-generales some subspace ~ 
and the set of cv}zeros a~(~) will play a role in the question whether for all 
x 0 there exists an optimal input for (LQCP}s or not. In particular, cv&·= 'V 
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and a~~)= 0; for all x 0 there exists an optimal control for the LQCP 
without stability. 

If feL, then it is readily found that <ffi,+ fiA + BF> = 
<ffi,+fjA -t_BF0 >(F,F0 e(j(~)) and hence, by Lemma 3.1, for every Ge\1(~) 
and every F E~e(~) we have 

<"llf+fjA +GC> = "l1f +f="llf+ffi,+f="llf+ <ffi,+fjA + BF> 

= "llf + <ffi, + fiA + BF> 

for every F e(j(~). In fact, this is a special case of 

LEMMA 3.4 - -
Let Ge@(~). Fe(j(~), ecCV. Then <"llf+fjA +GC>= "llf+<ffi,+fjA +BF>. 

PRooF. Write AG= A + GC, A+ BF. lt is clear from the above that for 
every G,G0 e!3(~) and F,FoECff(~) 

- - /OW .... 

<"llf+fjAG> <"llf+fjAG
0 
> and <ffi,+flAF> = <ffi,+fjAFo >. 

- - -
Now, we l!.ave <"llf+f!1G> = <"llf+f!AG> n("llf+(ffi,+f))=: "llf+~ with 
~= <"llf+f!AG>n(ffi,+f). We shall prove that ~= <ffi,+f!AF>· Since 
AGxo =: AFxo - (B + QD)Fx0 for every _ Xo eCV, we establish that 
<ffi,+fiAF> c <"llf+f!AG> and thus <ffi,+fiAF> c~. On_the other hand, 
we have AF~c~. from which it follows that ~C<ffi,+_f!AF>· For, let 
x 1 e~ and i:= AFx~> then x AGx 1 +(B+GD)Fx 1 e"llf+e. Next, AGx= 
A ~x 1 + AG(B +GD )Fx 1 e"?..L + ë, etc.; it follows that x E <"llf +~AG>. Write 
AGxl = W1 + lt(!YI E"l!f,/1 Ef), then x-11 = (B+GD)FXt +wt e"?.~Ln"Y= 0\., 
and thus x effi,+ e. We have found that x e~ and hence ~ C <ffi,+ f!AF>. 

Lemma 3.4 says that for every ec"Y the smallest (C, A)-invariant subspace con
tained in "llf+e €},quals the sum of "llf and the largest (A, B)-invariant subspace 
contained in ffi, + e. 

Now, we will provide a few applications of the above-given Lemmata in 
linear-quadratic optimal control theory. First, we reeall the second of the two 
statements in Theorem 2.8 (e). 

PROPOSITION 3.5 
Let ~ C ker(K 5). Then K5 is the largest element of the set { K E fiK~= 0}. 

COROLLARY 3.6 
Let fEL Then Ke= KeHt = Ke+Gilf and Ke is the largest element of the set 
{Kef!Kf= 0}. 

PRooF. We have Ke;;;ae:Ke+'il;;;ae:Ke+lll1;;;;ae:o and, since f+"llfcker(Ke+Gilf), we 
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establish that KL:r;;;,Ke+"'Jf and that Ke is the largestelement of {KEriKE=O} 
by Proposition 3.5. 

R..EMAu 3.7 
lf t>O is given and uEUI is such that x 0'Ke+"ll)x0 :r;;;,J(x 0, u):r;;;,x0'Ke+G!I)Xo+t 
and d~(x(x0, u),E+"llS)= 0, then there also exists a ïiEUI such that 
xo'Ke+"!l)xo:r;;;,J(xD, ïi):r;;;,_ xo'Ke+"ll)x0 +t and d~(x(x0, ïi),E)= 0, according to 
Corollary 3.6. If EC'Y, E~ L, then still Kè+~ = Kè+"!l)• and Kè+~ = K <ÈHijA,>, 

where AF= A + BF( F E~l':) ); note that the latter subspace is an element of L. 
We wi1l prove this in Proposition 3.29 by means of Lemma 3.4. 

Two genera/izations of the weakly unobservable subspace. 
The following subspace is an element of L (3.l.l). 

0EFINmON 3.8 
A point x 0 E Rn is called weakly unobservab/e with stability modulo '5' if there 
exists a smooth input u such that y (x 0, u) is identically zero on [0, oo) and 
such that d~(x(x0, u),~= 0. The subspace consisting of these points will be 
called the weakly unobservable subspace with stability modulo '5' and will be 
denoted by 'Y5 = 'Y~l':). 

lt is obvious that 'Y5 depends on '5' and that 'Y5 C'YR• 'V. The fact that 'Y5 EL 
is a consequence of the observation that if x 0 E'Y5 and u is such that 
y(x 0, u)= 0 and d~(x,ifJ)= 0, then for all t;;;:.O, x(x0 ,u)(t)E'Y~ ([Hautus, 80, 
Section 2.2)). 'Yo wi1l be called the weakly unobservable subspace with stability. 
This subspace can be easily characterized by means of the well-known 

LEMMA 3.9 
Let FE~l':), x 0 E'Y and uEC:,. Then y(x0, u)=O if and only if there exists a 
v EC:'m such that for all t;;;:.O, v(t)= u(t)- Fx(t) and v(t)E(ker(D)) C(B 1('V)). 

PROOF. If u is such that for all t;;;:.O y(x 0, u)(t)= 0, then x(x 0 , u)(t)E'Y. Thus, 
if v(t): = u)(t)- Fx(xo, u)(t) then x(xo, u)(t)= Apx(xo, u)(t)+ Bv(t) and 
Cpx(x0 , u)(t)+Dv(t)= 0 (bere Ap= A+ BF,Cp= C+DF). Since, for all 
t, x(x0 , u)(t) and Apx(x0 , u)(t) lie in 'V, we get Bv(t)E'Y and Dv(t)= 0. Con
versely, if u Fx+v with v(t)E(ker(D))n(B- 1('V)) (t;;;:.O), then x(x0 , u)(t)= 

t 

exp(Apt)x 0 + J exp(Ap(t-T))Bv('r)E'V and, consequently, y(x0 , u)= 
0 

Cpx(x0 , u)+Dv=<J. 

PRoPOsmaN 3.10 
Let FE~l':). Then 'Yo= ~-(A +BF!'V)+I!R. 

PROOF. 
Since 

If l':=(A,B,O,O), then 'Y=Rn and 'Yo=~-(A)+<Aiim(B)>. 
in this case, "llf=<Aiim(B)>=~ we indeed find that 
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'V(,='X-JA+BFI"V}+~forE'ery FE!§{l:)=Rnxn. Now let the left invertible 
matrix G be such that im(G)= (ker(D))n(B- 1("V}). Choose an FE!§(~ and 
x 0E'V: Then, by Lemma 3.9, u is output nulling if and only if u= Fx+Gq for 
some smooth input vec~r q. Substituting this feedback into x= Ax + Bu 
yields x (A + BF)x + BGq, and hence, by the above, the subspace of 'Y for 
wbich there exists a _ q such that x(x0 , q)~O equals 
'X-(A +BFI"V}+ <A +BFiim(BG)>= 'X-(A +BFI"V}+~ ([Wonham, 79, 
Chapter 5]). 

Observe that always 'Vö cker(K'!J). Moreover, it is not difiicult to show that 
'Vö Cker(K) for every K Er+. 
Next, we introduce a second generalization of 'V: 

DEFINITION 3.11 
A state x 0 ERn is called weakly unobservable modulo '5' if there exists a smooth 
control u such that y(x0,u>=O and such that, for all t;;ii:O, x(x0 , uXt)E5:. The 
space of these states will be called the weakly unobservable subspace modu/o '5' 
and denoted by ~ = 'V''!J(l:). 

We observe that ~C'Y'!JC'Y= ~·,~EL. Moreover, from Proposition 1.20 we 
establish immediately that ~ is the largest subspace ec'5' for which there 
exists a map F such that (A +BF)ece, (C+DF)e= 0. If '5' is of full row rank 
such that ker(T)= '5: we thus have that, for every FE~(l:), 

[
(C+DF)l 

~= < T jA+BF> 

and hence ~= <'3'\A + BF> n'Y(FE~(l:)). Note that for every FE~l:), 
<'3'\A + BF> n'Yc~. Also, trivially, '\18 =0 and thus '\lö = '\18 +CVQ. This is a 
special case of 

PROPOSITION 3.12 

'Y'!J= ~+'\lö. 

PRooF. Take a fixed F E!§{l:). From Lemma 3.9 it follows that ~ equals the 
subspace of points x 0 for wbich there exists a smooth input q such that 
Tx(x0, q)(t)-=0, where x(x 0, qXt) i~ the solution of the differential equation 
x= AFx + BGq,xo(AF=A + BF, im(_GJ= (ker(D))n(B- 1("V})), and T is of full 
row rank such that ker(T)= 5:. Let~ denote the space of points x 0 for which 
there exists a smooth q such that :{x(x0 , q)=O, then wededuce from [9eerts 
«zt al., 90, Theorem 2.2] that 'Y'!J= ~+'X- (A+ BFI:vJ+ <A+ BFiim(BG)> = 
~+'X-(A +BFI"V}+~ Now it is easily seen that ~= ~. and with Proposi
tion 3.10 we then have our result. 
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COROLLARY 3.13 
Let l:E L Then ~ and thus 'Ye = e + '\fó. 

In Definition 3.4 we introduced for every fEl:_ the notion of 1:-zeros: aê(~) = 
a(A +BFI'VI<t~t+f))= a(A +GCI'Vd/(f:!+"'ll)) (FE!Je(~). GE(j(~)). According to 
Proposition 3.14, a;(~) and a~(~) do not differ on the imaginary axis. 

COROLLARY 3.14 

a;(~)nC0 = a~(~)nC0. 

PROOF. We ~ave a(A +BFI'V!~+t~t))= a(A +BFI'VI·v;)U a(A +BFI 'V~I(t~t+~)) 
for every FE~~(~) and the latter set lies in c- (Propositions 3.10 and 3.12) 

Since for all x 0 there exists an optimal uEUI. for the LQCP with stability if 
and only if a • (~) n C0 = 0 ( see Section 1.6), the reader might get the feeling 
that the observation in Corollary 3.14 willlead us somehow to related linear
quadratic control problems. His feeling is right. As usual, K'5 represents the 
element of f min nr + that characterizes the optimal cost for the LQCP with 
stability modulo the subspace c:J. 

LEMMA 3.15 
We have K"'l;, = K~ = K"'l;,+"br= K~+"bf and K~ is the largestelement of the set 
{KEfiK"4= 0}. 

PROOF. By Corollary 3.6, K<v;, = K"'l;,+"br and K~ = K~+"bf is the largest ele
ment of the set {KEfiK~=O}. In addition, K~~K"'l;,, but also, by Proposi
tion 3.5, K~ ~K'V,• since 'V6JCker(K~) ('\ló Cker(K~) for all subspaces '5). 

REMARK 3.16 
Corollary 3.6 also yields that K"'l;, K~ is the largest element of the set 
{K EfiK'V'fr= 0}. This characterization of K'lf. seems different from the one 
presenled in Lemma 3.15. However, the reader will easily establish that both 
characterizations point at the sameelement of r. We can characterize K"''., in 
words as follows: K~ is the largest solution Kof the dissipation inequality for 
which a/so "4cker(K). Also, note that K"''.,Efmin and hence K~ also is the 
largest rank minimizing solution Kof the DI which satisfies "4cker(K). Note 
that for c:J= 0 we get that K'Vo K 0 = K+ is the largest element of 
{ K EfiKO= 0} = r. The case c:J= Rn is discussed in the next subsection. 

(LQCP)"'i;,+"bf and (LQCP~: Two close re/atives. 
Now we will discuss the issue of the existence of optimal controls for the 
LQCP with stability modulo "4 by solving the "simpler" problem with stabil
ity modulo 'V'fr+"llf. According to Lemma 3.15, the optimal cost for 
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(LQCP'h+û!lf equals the optimal oost for the "sharper" problem with stability 
modulo ~- Therefore we expect that if (for all x 0) optimal controls exist for 
the former problem, then (for all x 0) optimal inputs exist for the latter prob
lem as well. In Section 3.2 we shall prove that this is the case by means of a 
"subtle" state space decomposition. Here, a "coarse" state space decomposi
tion to tackle (LQCP'h+û!lf will do because we cao shift our attention from the 
system l: to the system l:a (2.2.10), since (x a-xXt)E6!tf(t>O) and 6!tfC'V~+6!tf. 
It is readily found that 'V~+6!tf= {xoER"I3uec:.":y(xo, u)= 0 and 
drx;,(x(x 0 , u),~= 0} (compare Proposition 1.25) and therefore we will call 
'V~. : = 'V~+ 6!tf the distributionally weakly unobservable subspace with stability 
modulo~ 

The solution of the LQCP with stability modulo 'V~. associated with l:a now is 
straightforward. Apply to (2.2.1 0) the preliminary feedback 

- - (D 'D )- 1D 'C A I Wa-- _a,. _a,. _a., Xa+Wa, 

then we get (2.2.11 (a)- (b)) 

-A B- Al Be c pxa- ,..,xa+ _a,.Wa + aWa +xo, 
A I 

y= Ca.,Xa+Da.,Wa· 

(3.1.2) 

(3.1.3a) 

(3.1.3b) 

By combination of Proposition 2.18 (b)- (d) and Lemma 3.1, we establish that 
A a., 6!tfc6!tf, A a., 'V~. C'V~ •• A a., 'VdC'Vd and 6!tfc~. C'Vd· Thus, we cao make the 
next state space decomposition (compare [Geerts, 89-1, (5.1) - (5.7)], [Geerts, 
89-3, (4.9)- (4.12)]). Let <!tt 6!tf= im(W0 ), ~ = im(Wcd, 'Xg im(Wcû and 
~ = im(Wc3) such that <!t1 EB~= 'V~ 'V'3", Ee'Xg = 'Vd and et.JdEe~ = R", all 
We; (i =_\• 2, ~are left invertible and W:= [W0 , Wel> We2• We31 is invertible. 
Let W =:L= [La',Lct',Le2',Le3']', xa:=Laxa, x~: Le;X 0 (i= 1,2,3), 
then it follows from the above that (3.1.3) transforms into 

- -x a Au Al2 A13 At4 x a Ht Hl xao 

xf 0 A22 A23 A24 xf H2 
A I 0 xf0 

p x~ 
= 0 0 A33 A34 x~ + Wa+ 0 w~+ x~o 

(3.1.4a) 
H3 ' 

x~ 0 0 0 A44 x~ H4 0 x~o 

x a 

xf 
"I 

y [0 0 0 C4] x~ + Da W0 , (3.1.4b) 
-" 

x~ 

with (C4 ,A44) observable and Da 'C4 =0. It holds that xf=Lc;x(i= 1,2,3) 
-" IX> IX> 

and jy'ydt= j[x~'C4'C4x~ + w!'Da"'Da"w!Jdt. Moreover, 
0 0 
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LEMMA 3.17 ([Geerts, 89-1, lemma 5.6]) 

[ 

A22 

(A, B) stabilizable <::::> ~ ~ :: ~ : , [~ :] stabilizable 

0 A44 H4 

hence (LQCP):v;,. is comp1etely determ.ined by the next regu/ar subproblem: 

For all [x~0 ', x~0 ']', determine 

inf{ [ruc,xl112 + un •• w! 11 2]dt jw! smooth sucb tbat ~:](oo )= o} (3.1.5a) 

subject to 

[X~] [A 33 A 34] ~x~] [H 3] A 
1 ~x~

0

] p b 0 A b + H w,. + bO • 
X3 44 X3 4 X3 

(3.1.5b) 

The solution of this subproblem is standard (e.g. [Willems et al., 86]). Dy com
bination of [Geerts, 89-1, Theorem 4.5] and [Geerts, 89-3, Theorem 5.2], it is 
not ~cu~ to establish the following. 

[
K33 K34] 

If Kj4, Kt. denotes the largest positive semi-defini te solution of the algebraic 

Riccati equation corresponding to (3.1.5), then 

[
Kt) Kj4] [Lc2] 

K'V"' = [Lel'• Lc3'] Kj4' Kt. Lc3 • (3.1.6) 

In addition, for all x 0 there exists an optimal input within U 2 if and only if 

a(A 33)nC0 = 0, (3.1.7) 

and a(A 33 )= a(A,.DI"Vdt'V .. >· Hence we observe that (Lemma 3.15) K<y;, = K"f. 
K'V., (indeed) is the largestelement of {KeriK~= 0}. Of more importance 
to us bere is 

PROPOSITION 3.18 
Consider (LQCP)'V._ with "V5", the distributionally weakly unobservable subspace 

with stability modulo 5. For all x 0, there exists an optima/ control within U-z ij 
and only ifa;.;('2.)nC0 0. 

PRooF. For all x 0 , there exists an optimal input if and only if a(A,.J'Vd/"1:.;,) 

nC0 = 0, according to the above. Combination of lemma 3.2 and Corollary 
3.14 now yields the result. 
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REMARK 3.19 
Let o;:(~)nC0 0. Then all optimal controts for (LQCP}v:_ can be cbarac-

5 ~ 

terized analogously to (Geerts, 89-1, (5.10)] of [Geerts, 89-3, (4.17)]. Actually, it 
can be shown by a translation of (Geerts, 88-4, Theorem 4.8] into our cuerent 
setting (see also Section 3.2) that if ueU1: is optimal for the above-mentioned 
problem, then d 00(x(x 0 , u),'Y5')= 0 and hence u is also optimal for (LQCP):v:,. 

However, x(x0 , u) may not converge to "4 (but there is an input ïi in U1: such 
that d 00(x(xo, ïi),"4)= 0 and J(xo, ü)= x 0'K'V.., xo, see the next Section). This 

phenomenon can be explained by the fact that possible nonuniqueness of 
optimal inputs is restricted to tiiL and tiitc~, but not necessarily tiitc"4 (take 
~=0). InJact, ~:= tiitn~= "4n6ll) depends on~ and (A +B~c~ for 
every Fe~~(~). but not necessarily (A +B~c~ for every Fe'.'j{~). 
If ~=R", then "4= 'Y5'= 'V. For all x 0 , optimal inputs for (LQCP)cv. exist and 
if ueU1: is optimal, then d 00(x(x 0 , u),CV}= 0. Reeall that, if ueU1: is such that 
J(x0, u)<oo, then d 00(x(x0 , u),'Yd)= 0 (Proposition 2.24) and hence 
(LQCP)a· and (LQCP)cv. are intrinsicly the same problems. Now, Lemma 3.15 
says that Kcv;,(= K-) is the largestelement of {KefiK'Y= 0}, whereas Propo
sition 1.37 tells US that K- is tbe smallest element of f min n f + (and therefore 
{KefiK'Y=O}n(rminnr+) {K-}). Apparently, there are two ways of 
characterizing x-. Another proof of this claim that leans on (3.1.3)- (3.1.4) is 
given in 

PROPOSITION 3.20 
x- is the largestelement of {KefiK'Y= 0} as wel/ as the smallest element of 
rminnr+. 

PRooF. It follows directly from Proposition 2.18 (e), (2.2.llc), (3.1.3) and 
(3.1.4) that Kef and K'Y=O if and only if C/C4 +A 44'K4 +K4A44 
K4H4(Da"'D .. IJ)- 1HlK4;;;oO where K4 Wc3'KWc3· The latter quadratic 
matrix inequality ([Willems, 71D bas a real symmetrie solution if and only ij tbe 
linear matrix inequality 

[

ClC4+A44'K4+K4A44 KH4] 
H 'K D 'D ;;;.o 

4 4 _aD_aD 

bas a real symmetrie solution and therefore, following the reasoning in [Wil-
1ems, 71] or [Schumacher, 83], we deduce that the largest solution of the 
above-mentioned quadratic matrix inequality equals the largest so1ution of 

C/C4 +A44'K4 +K4A44-K4H4(Da"'D .. IJ)- 1H/K4= 0. 

Since (A 44.H4) is stabilizab1e (Lemma 3.17) and (C4 ,A 44) is observab1e, we 
know (Section 1.6) that there exists exactly one positive semi-definite solution 
Ki of this ARE, and even Ki >0. Thus, x-= Kcv;, = Lc3'Ki Lc3 according 
to Lemma 3.15. On the other hand we establish from the above and from 
[ Geerts, 89-l, Section 6} that Lc 3' Ki Lc 3 is the smallest element of r min n r + . 
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We have found that both characterizations of K- determine the sameelement 
from r. 

In the second part of this Chapter the behaviour of optima! controls for a 
given LQCP will be of great importance. Here, we can a make a few straight
forward observations concerning their distributional features. 
lt is easily seen that optima! inputs for the LQCPs with and without stability 
can be chosen from the class of Bobl distributions, i.e. distributions dE U 1: for 
which the Laplace transform L(d) is a rationol function (for example: 
L(&)= 1, L(8<1>)= s, etc.). Note that Bohl distributions form a subspace of 
er and Bohl functions (linear combinations of functions of the form 
tk;t(k;;a.O, ÀEC)) form a subspace of c:,. Also for the LQCP with stability 
modulo 'Yr we may assume that optima! controls are Bohl distributions (the 
optima! Wa can bedescribed by a state feedback law and for w~ we can take 
any Bohl distribution in (3.1.4)). Let us denote the subspace of U1:, which con
sistsof Bohl distributions, by U~. In addition, for every subspace 5 there exists 
a real symmetrie matrix K~ er min nr + such that, for all x 0 , 

J~(xo):= inf{J(xo, u)lueU~ is such that dCX)(x(xo, u),'5}= 0} x0'K~xo, 
which follows from a re-interpretation of Theorem 2.1 combined with [Mol
inari, 77]. lt is trivia! that K~ ;;a.K"J and hence KC= K 0 = K+. Next, let 
cvf: {xoER"I3u., Bohlfunction: y(xo,uB)=O, dCX)(x(xo,uB),'5}=0} and 
~8 : {xol3u., Bohlfunction: y(xo,uB)=O and Tx(xo,uB) 0} with ker(T)=5 (T 
of full row rank). Obviously, ~B c~, cvf c'Y"J. On the other hand, with 
u= Fx (FE~(~)) we find that y(x 0 , u)=O, Tx(x0 ,u)=O for all x 0 e~ and 
thus ~ c~8. In addition, it is directly understood that 'VU CVö and 
cvf= ~B +CVC (Propositions 3.10, 3.12) and hence ~= 'Y<!f. Consequently, 

PR.OPOSITION 3.21 

K!ft.=K!{=K<i:;. 

PR.ooF. We have ~+CVö Cker(K~ ). Hence, analogously to Lemma 3.15, 

KI{= K~ = K~+6!1f= K!{+6!1f and K~ is the largest element of 
{KefiK~=O}, i.e. K~ =Kc(. 

From a practical point of view, the space U~ as allowed input class for LQCPs 
seems much too restrictive. On the other hand, we have found that Kf!t = K ct,. " ., 

Moreover, we will show in Proposition 3.38 that if fora given x 0 there exists 
an optima! input for (LQCP~ within U1:, then there also exists an optima! 
control for this problem within U~. However, this does not necessarily imply 
that Kas= K~. 

Before entering the final subsection, where the LQCP with stability modulo 5 
and the LQCP with stability modulo ~ are related, we will provide a 
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characterization of the space of points for which the optima! costof (LQCP~ 
equals zero. Remember that ker(K-)= CVd=CV+6(Jf. A generalization of this 
result might be: ker(K"{;,)= CV~+GUf. However, if ker(D)= 0 and '5= 0, then 

ker(K+)= 'X-(Aoj'\I)Efl~(Aoj'\1)= 'VOEfl~(Aoj'\1) 

with A 0 =A-B(D'D)- 1D'C, according to [Geerts, 88-3, Corollary 3.10]. 
Hence CV5"+6(Jf is too "small" to span ker(Kct); it even holds that 
CV5"+ker(K+)= ~+ker(K+) Cker(K"{;,) (Propositions 3.10, 3.12). According 
to Proposition 3.22, we may reverse the inclusion sign. 

PROPOSITION 3.22 

ker(K«t)= ~+ker(K+) 

fROOF. Let K:=Kê with ê= ~+ker(K+). AClearly, êcker(K}, butA also 
eck~r(K"{;,). Hence, by Proposition 3.5:. K«t'>.....;.K. Since, trivially, K"{;, ;?J:K, we 
get K=K"{;,. We will prove that ker(K)= e by solving (LQCP)ê associated 
with .};:,. (3. 1.3) ( reeall that (x a-x )(t) EGUf fqr all t >0). By Lemma 2.25, w,.,e 
have A,. ker(K+)cker(K+) and thus A,. e= A,. ((~+61ll)+ ker(K+))ce. 

D - _D ._. D 

As in (3.1.4), let_GUf= i",!(W,.)., and 'fc~> Wc 2 Wc3, allleft_invertible, be such 
that _ GUfE1'im(,.Wc~)= f, _ eazim(!J"c2)_:= CVd, 'VdEFlim(Wc3)= Rn. Let 
[W,., !!'ei> Wc2• Wc3]- 1 =: [L,.',Lc 1',Lc2',Lc3']', then the transformed matrices 
(A,.

0
,!!_,.

0
,Ca,) are of the form 

A 11 A 12 A 13 A 14 H1 

0 A22 A23 A24 H2 

0 0 A33 A34 ' H3 '[O O O C4]' 

0 0 0 A44 H4 

with (C4 ,A 44) observable and D[:'+'c_4;

1
o.[:-n]alogously[_t~ ~3}l·4) - (3.1.6), 

A - - K33 K34 Lc2 K33 K34 
it follows that K= fLc2'• Lc3'] - +,- + - with - +,- + the largest 

K34 K44 Lc3 K34 K44 

positive semi-definite solution of the conesponding ARE. In fact, · s matrix is 
positive definite since its kemel consists of points [x03 '0]' with 
x03e(~C(A 33)Efl~(A 33 ) ({Geerts, 88-3, Corollary 3.10]) and a(A 33)cc+ 
([Geerts, 88-3,A Proposition_ 3.11], oompare Remark 2.29). Therefore 
ker(K«t,)= ker(K)= GUfEFlim(Wc 1)= ~+ker(K+). 

Proposition 3.22 states that every x0 eker(K~) can be written as 
x 0 = x 01 +xo2 with xo1 E~ and xo2Eker(K+), i.e., for every E:>O there exists 
a ÜEU:r. such that O....;.J(x02 ,ü)....;.E: and x(x02,ü)(oo)= 0. 
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(LQCP}5 and (LQCP)cv:: another two close relatives? 
In this final part of Section 3.1 we will investigate the ties that exist between 
(LQCP}5 and (LQCP)cv:. To start, we have ~c'Yn~c~ and thus 

LEMMA 3.23 

KGJ ~ Kcy'! 

Proposition 3.22 enab1es us to derive a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the statement Kg= Kcy'!. 

COROLLAR.Y 3.24 

Kg= Kcy'! ~ker(Kg)= ~ + ker(K+) 

PRooF. lf ker(Kg)= ~+ker(K+), then K'!f=TI(KGJ) (Proposition 2.28) = 
TI(K"f;) (Proposition 3.22) = Kcrt. (again Proposition 2.28). The converse is 
trivial by, again, Proposition 3.22. 

REMARK 3.25 
For every eeL it is trivial that Ke=Kcy:, since ~=e (Corollary 3.13). Also, 
we observe (again) that K- =K"'l. Below we will prove that for every subspace 
~. KGJ_=Kcrt. if ker(D)=O. Moreover, we will see that Kg= Kcy'! if ker(K) 
with Kef min nr +· 

We believe that if ker(D}=FO, then KGJ equals Kcv", for every subspace ~as well, 
but we have not been able to prove this in its full generality. Therefore we will 
solve (in the next Section) the singular LQCP with stability modulo ~. lf our 
conjecture that Kg= K<1f, is satisfied, then we thus have solved the LQCP with 
stability modulo ~as well. Here we will demonstrate that this conjecture is rea
sonable. The reader who will take this demonstration for granted, we hereby 
invite to go to Section 3.2. 
Our demonstration will run along a string of by-results, of interest in their own 
right. This is number one. 

LEMMA 3.26 

Consider the system };; (A,B,C,D) with C= [~]. D; [~m] and (C,A) is 

assumed to be detectable. IJ Jor a given x 0 and u we have J(x0 , u)<oo, then 
x(oo)= 0. 

PRooF. Let G be such that (A +GC) is asymptotically stable. If j: = Cx, then 
- 00 00 

x=(A+GC)x-Gj+Bu, Xo, and Jj'jdt<oo, fu'udt<oo. lt now follows 
0 0 

from straightforward estimates that x(oo)= 0. 
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REMARK 3.27 
Lemma 3.26 also holds if ji( oo )= 0 and u is square-integrable over IR+, if ji is 
square-integrable over R+ and u(oo)= 0, and ifji(oo)= 0, u(oo)= 0. 

COROLLARY 3.28 
Let x 0 eRn and ueU'Z be such that J(x 0,u)<oo. Then d 00 (x(xo,u), 'Vd)= 0. 

PRooF. In terros of (3.1.3) - (3.1.4) we have y = C 4x~ + D «o w! with D «o Ie ft 
invertible, Da/C4 = 0 and (C4 ,A 44) observable. Hence, by Lemma 3.26, 
x~(oo)= 0, i.e. d 00 (x(xo, u),'Vd)= 0. 

Observe that this Corollary is a relaxation of Corollary 2.16, because we do 
not need (A,B)-stabilizability for obtaining the result. 

lf eeL, then (Corollary 3.6) Ke=KeH. = Ke+"'JS· If the subspace eis merely 
contained in 'Y, then we have the following. 

PRO!'OSITION 3.29 
Let ec'V and Fe~~). Then Kè+~ = Kè+"'JS= K<ê+~r>• where AF= A +BF. 

PROOF. First, we prove that if 50 is a subspace with the property "iifc50, then 
K!i. = K <'501A.o>n'V.,· The optimal cost for the LQCP with stability roodulo 5o 
can be found by analyzing (LQCP}!i. associated with ~a (3.1.3). Now let ~ be 
such that ( <50 !A "o > n'Vd)EB~ = 'Vd and ~ be such that 'VdES~ = Rn, and 
choose suitable basis matrices. Let T 0 (of full row rank) be such that 
ker(To)=5o, and set z:=Tox=Toxa. The system (3.1.3) and z=Toxa 
transform into 

and 

[

XI 

z={OTo2To3] x2 

XJ 

w~ + [::, 
xo3 

0, 

[ [
T 02 T o3] [A 22 A 23]] , 0 C 

3 
, 0 A 

33 
observable by construction 

lf ueU'Z is such that J(x0,u)<oo and z(oo)=O, then, from Corollary 3.28, 

[ [
To2To3] [x2]] 1 

x 3(oo)=O and thus 0 c
3 

x
3 

(oo)=O. The control wa is smooth and 
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square-integrable over IR+, and hence (Lemma 3.26, Remark 3.27) also 
x2(oo)=O. This means that d 00 (x(xo,u), <~oiAao> n'Yd)= 0 and, since 
K<.,.i" >ncv:;;a.K?J., we thus find that K"S. K<<ti" >n'Y. if ~0 :::>6JJS. Next, let 
,.... "'r"ç è 0 0 uvr•D il 

ec'Y. Then KeHt;;a.Ke+6Jif= K<e+Gl!!JA.o> by the foregoing. By combining Pro-
position 2.18 (c) and Lemma 3.4, we get K<e+Gl!!JAoo> = 

K6Jlf+<':Hf!A,>(AF=A+BF with Fe~l:)) =K<eHIJA,> (Corollary 3.6) 
;;a.KeHt and hence KëHt = Kê+6Jlf= K <fHIJA,>· 

COROLLARY 3.30 
Let ~ be a subspace, then K ('Vn~+~ = K'Yn(H~) = Kc(+'!l· 

PRooF. Since ~ccv, we have ('Yn~+~= 'Yn(~+~). Also (Definition 3.11), 
~+~= 'Yn <~+t1J4AF>(AF= A+ BF (Fe~l:))), and hence ~+~= 
<'Yn(~+~)IAF>= <('Yn~+t34AF> and the claimthen follows from Pro
position 3.29. 

COROLLARY 3.31 
Ij ker(D) 0, then K"J= K'Vn"S= K~ with ~=<~A-B(D'D)- 1 D'C> n'Y. 

PRooF. lt bolds that (2.2.3) 'Y= <ker(C0)jA 0 > with C0 =(/-D(D'D)- 1 

D')C and ~= 'Yn <~0>. Now combine Corollaries 3.28 and 3.30. 

CoROLLARY 3.32 
Assume that the system l: is left invertib/e. Then Kc(= K'Yn'!f· 

PRooF. Write ~= 0 (see Proposition 1.29) in Corollary 3.30. 

REMARK 3.33 
For left invertible systems, the statements K'!f= Kc( and K'!f= K'Yn'!f are 
equivalent: lf K"J= K'Vn'!J, then (Corollary 3.32) K"J= Kc( and if K"J= K"f. then 
K'Vn"S= K"J since K'l/'., ;a. K'Yn'!f;;a.K"J. In Remark 3.52 it is noticed that 
K~ = K~n'!f and theref~re K~ = K~ if l: is left invertible. 

We have seen that Conjecture 3.48 inSection 3.2: 

K'!J=Kc( 

is satisfied in all of the following special cases: 

(i)~= R", 0, ~EL 

(ü) ker(D)= 0. 

(3.1.8) 

(3.1.9a) 

(3.1.9b) 
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Furthermore, we have established 

K' = K/!t 
' 

(3.1.10) 

if I is 1eft invertible. 
From Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.28 we know that, if 'fl(K)(Ker) represents 
the optimal oost for the LQCP with stability roodulo ker(K), t!!en 'fl(K)~K 
and the equality ~ holds if K Er min n r + . Hence, if for some K Er min n r + 
it turns out that K=I=K<f. -, then, apparently, (3.1.8) is not generally satisfied. 

~ - -
We wil1 now prove that (3.1.8) also holds if '3'= ker(K) with Kerminnr +· 

LEMMA 3.34 
Let Ke~ and Fe<§{I). Then "Vn_<ker(K)IA +BF>= CVnker(K) and thus 
C'\fnker(K)EL and 'Vlker(i) = C'\fnker(K). 

PRooF. Let x 0 e"Vnker(K) and take any Ge!j(I). Then there exists a w 0 e6l!S 
such that (A+BF)x 0 =(A+GC)x0 +w0 (see the proof of Lemma 3.1) and - -
hence K(A + BF)x 0 = K(A + GC)~. Combining Proposition 2.18 (c)_ and 
Lemma 2.25, then, yields that_K(A +BF)x0 = 0 and hence_ CVnker(K) is 
(A+ BF)-invariant, i.e. CVnker(K)eL. Finally, observe that ~'V". - (l:)= ~I) - ~~ 

and hence "Vier(i) = "Vnker(K). 

CoROLLARY 3.35 
Let K er min· Then for every G e!j(l:), (A + GC)ker(K) Cker(K) Cevj. 

PRooF. From Propos!!ïon 2.18_(c) we have that there exists a G0 e~(l:) such 
that (A +GC0 )ker(K)Cker(K)Cker(!_-)= "Vd· Let 
{g G0)CCVJC W and hence, if Kx 0 0, we get 
K(A +GCo)xo= 0. 

G~!j(l:). Then 
K(A+GC)xo= 

lf ke!_(D)= 0,_ then we reobtain the well-known fact that 
A 0ker(K)Cker(K)C"V = <ker(Co)IAo> (2.3.3) for every solution Kof the 
ARE (1.6.3) (compare e.g. [Geerts, 88-3, Lemma 3.4]). 

PROPOSITION 3.36 
Let K Er min n r +. Then 'Vker(Kl = "Vier(i) = cvn ker(K). In addition, K "'' .... (K> = K. 

PROQ.F. We have 6l!S+("Vnker(K))= ker(K)n("V+GUI)= ker(K)nker(K-)= 
ker(K) and hence, ~ combination of Lemmas 3.15, 3.~ and Proposition 2.28, 
K"''...;, = K~cer(i)= K. Moreover, CVQCker(K+)cker(K) and "V0 C'Y, whence 
(Proposition 3.12) "Vker(Kl = cvoker(Kl· 

R.EM.ARK 3.37 
If K er min n r +' then for every XJL there exists an optimal input for the LQCP 
with stability roodulo ker(K) (see Proposition 2.28). In fact, 
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a(A ao (K}l'\ldl ter<iJ) cC+ (Remark 2.29) with ker(K) = ('Vn ker(K)) +"àf, 
'Vnker(K)eL and hence, by Proposition 2.18 (c) and Lemma 3.2, 
a(A +BFI'VI<vnker(K))cC+(Fe~~)). This is a partial generalization_Qf [Geerts, 
88-3, Proposition 3.11]. In addition, a~(~)nC + = 0 for ~= ker(K) and we 
re-establish from Proposition 3.18 that for all x 0 there exists an optimal con
trol for the above-given prob1em. 
Also, we deduce from Proposition 3.36 that K"J= K"f..,.(X;) :t;;.K"f" since 
~C'\12er(K,)= 'Vnker(K"J)· This is in accordance with Lemma 3.23. 

The reader will agree with the author that conjecture (3. 1.8) seems not unrea
sonable. We will finish this Section by considering the conjecture's reliability 
from a different point of view: Let us try to check whether it invokes any illog
ical consequences or not. 
Por instance, if K"J= K"f", then K~ ;;a.K"J= K'V'! = K~ (Proposition 3.21) ;;a.K~ 
(Lemma 3.23) and hence K~ = K"J= K~, i.e., (3.1.8) ho1ds for the input space 
U~. In addition, the optimaloost for (LQCP)'!I over this class does not exceed 
the optimal oost over U'E.. Proposition 3.38 is not in contradiction with this 
statement. 

PROPOSITION 3.38 
Let x 0 eRn and assume that ueU'E. is such that J(x0,u)= x 0'K"Jxo and 
d 00(x(x 0, u),'5)= 0. Then there exists a control u8 eU~ such that 
J(xo,uB)= J(xo,u) and d 00(x(xo,uB),'5)= 0. 

PROOF. According to Lemma 2.22 there exist real matrices Cx,, Dx, such that 
[Cx,Dx,] is of full row rank and F(K"J)= [Cx,Dx,]'[Cx"Dx.J. Let 
~K. = (A,B,Cx,,Dx). Set x 02 := x(x0 ,u 1)(0+), where u1 denotes the impulsive 
part of u, then x(x0hu 1)(0+)= 0 with x 01 : =x0 -x02 and hence x 01 e"àf. If u2 
denotes the smooth part of u, then x(x0,u)(t)= x(x02 , u2)(t) and y(x0,u)(t)= 
y(x02,u2)(t) (t>O). Now from Proposition 2.24 we have Yx,(x0 ,u)=O with 
YK" Cx_x+Dx_u and hence y(xoz,Uz)=O, doo(X(Xoz,u2),'5)= 0. Thus 
(De~ti~n_ 3.:.8)! ·~o2 e'V"J(~x.) and we reeall that ~(~)= 'V"J(i) for every sys
tem ~= (A,B,C,D). Therefore there exists a Bohl function u28 such that 
y(xo2,u2B)=O and d 00(x(xo2·u2B),'5)=0. lf uB:=u1+u2B, then 
uBeU'E. =u~ and thus UBEU~. Also, necessarily, J(xo,UB)<oo, whence 

lt; 

(again Proposition 2.24) (x'(x0,u8 )K"Jx(x0,u8 ))(t)-+0 (t-+oo). It follows that 
J(xo,uB)= xo'K"Jxo and d 00(x(xo,uB),'5)= 0, i.e. u8 is optimal for (LQCP)"S. 

Note that Proposition 3.38 does not give an answer to the question whether 
K'!f= K~. However, optima/ controts apparently can be chosen from the input 
class U~. In particular, if l: is left invertib1e, then optimal inputs, if existent, 
are unique and hence every optimal control then is a Bohl distribution. 
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3.2 Nonnegative definite problems associated with state space transformeel sys
tems 
The present Section deals with the solution of (LQCP).s associated with the 
system ~= (A,B,C,D). In the first half of this Chapter we saw that (LQCP)5 
and (LQCP)cv: are strongly related - in many cases K5= K«f.. Here, we will 
solve the LQCP with stability modulo ~ completely. Moreover, we will derive 
a necessary and sufticient condition for global finiteness of its optimal cost. If 
the conjecture: K5= K«f. is true, then this providesus with a complete solution 
of the LQCP with stability modulo ~ as well. We will tackle the singular 
(LQCP)cv: by means of a combination of material that we have gathered in 
Section 3.1 and a certain state space transformation, to be applied to the 
underlying linear system. This state space transformation, in detail given in 
[Geerts, 89-4], leans on the generalized dual structure algorithm (Section 2.2). 
If ker(D)= 0, then the dual algorithm is a void concept and so is the mechan
ism of this state space transformation in case of regular LQCPs. On the other 
hand, we do not need any kind of state space transformation to solve the regu
lar (LQCP).s. We have solved it already, in Corollary 3.31. For, if (2.3.3c) 

A0 : =A -B(D'D)- 1D'C, C0 := (I-D(D'D)- 1D')C, (3.2.1) 

then 'Y= <ker(C0 )1Ao> and K5= K<'Vn'5]A.>· More precisely, 

THEOREM 3.39 
Consider (LQCP).s associated with ~ and assume that ker(D)=O. Then there 
exists a K5=K5'EIRnxn such thatfor all x 0, J".ï(x 0 )= x 0'K5x 0• This matrix K5 
has the following properties: 
(i) K5Ef min nf +, i.e. K5 is a positive semi-definite solution of the ARE 

0= C0 'C0 +A 0'K+KA 0 -KB(D'D)- 1B'K, 
(ü) K 5 is the largestelement ofthe set {K Efi<'Yn'5]A 0 > Cker(K)}. 
F or all x 0 there exists an optimal u E c;:,. if and only if 
o(A 0 I'Y/<'Yn'5]A.>)nC0 = 0. Assuming this to be the case, then for every x 0 

this optimal control is unique and it can be given by the feedback law 
u=- (D'D)- 1(D'C+B'K5)x. 

PRooF. Since ~= 'Yn <'5\Ao> and o;:(~)= o(Aoi'YI«f.), the claims follow 
from Corollary 3.31, Theorem 2.1, Lemma 3.15, Proposition 3.18 and Corol
lary 2.9. 

REMARK 3.40 
Let us try to re-interpret the above-given characterization of K 5 in terms of 
the classification of all positive semi-definite solutions of the ARE as presented 
in [Geerts, 88-3]. Since ~0 : = <'Yn '5}A 0 > is A 0-invariant, we have 
~o = cx-(Aol~o)E9CX0(Aol~o)E9'"Vj with 'Yt: = cx+(Aol~o)C'X+(Aol'\1). There 
exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set of A 0-invariant subspaces 
of 'X+ (A 0 I '"V) and the set of positive semi-defin!te solutions of the ARE 
0= C0 'C0 +A 0'K+KA 0 -KB(D'D)- 1B'K and if K~O is supported ([Geerts, 
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88-3]) by <Yccx+(Aol~. A 0<Vc<Y, then ker(Ï<)= ker(K+)e<V with 
ker(K+)= CX0(Aoi~Ea'X-(Aol~· This is shown in [Geerts, 88-3, Theorem 
3.12, Corollaries 3.10, 3.15]. Now let Kt be supported by CVj. By Proposition 
3.22, ker(K~)= <50 +ker(K+) and thus ('X- (A 0 j6j0)E9CX0(A 0 16j0)Cker(K+)) 
ker(K'!J)= ker(K+)EaCVj = ker(Kt). Consequently, by applying Proposition 
2.28 twice, we deduce that K 6J = Kt· 
Next, observe that {Kef+ IK<5o= 0} = {Kef+ IKCVi = 0} =: r +(CVj), because 
~er(K+)cker(K) for every_Kef +· CJearly, Kt er +(cyj). Now assum~ that 
Kef+('Yt)nfmin and that 'Ysupports K. We have ker(K)=ker(K_+)Ea'Vand 
CVj Cker(K). It follows from [Geerts, 88-3, Lemma 3.8] that CVj C'V and thus 
({Geerts, 88-3, Theorem 3.13]) that Kt ';;II:K. We establish that Kt is the largest 
solution of the ARE which satisfies K'Yt 0. Hence for all x 0 , 

J'!J(xo)=J~(xo)=Jcv;(xo)=xo'Ktxo, i.e., K~=K1. Finally, if Kef and 
K6j0 = 0, then K tt;K 1 from Lemma 3.15. 

REMARK 3.41 
In [Soethoudt et al., 89] the regular LQCP with stability modulo 6j is solved in --case of (A, B)-controllability. There, the matrix K'.J is linked toK , the overall 
small~~ stution of the ARE q,(K)= 0 (1.5.6). Since we k.now from Section 1.6 
that K may not exist if (A, B) is merely stabilizable, Theorem 3.39 can be 
considered a generalization of the afore-mentioned paper for the nonnegative 
definite case. 

The case ker(D~: A statespace transformation. 
From now on we will assume that q0 = rank (D)<m. As in Section 2.2, let 
u= S 0[w0', w0 1' be such that DS0 = [D0, 0] with D0 left invertible. The system 
:I transfarms into (2.2.5) 

px = Ax + Bowo + Bowo + xo, 

y= Cx+Dowo, 

with B 0 of full column rank. Applying the preliminary feedback 

wo=- (Do'Do)-t Do'Cx +vo 

to (3.2.2) then yields (2.2.12) 

px = A 0x + B0vo + B0wo + x 0 , 

y= Cox+Déo· 

(3.2.2a) 

(3.2.2b) 

(3.2.3) 

(3.2.4a) 

(3.2.4b) 

The state space transformation we have in mind for solving the singular 
(LQCPk will be applied to (3.2.4). 
We reeall from Section 2.2 that the mechanism of the generalized dual struc
ture algorithm yielded the two system inlegers a and aD (Ott;aD tt;a) and the 
sequence of nonnegative integers q I> ••• , q a.D. lt holds that 
q ... D = (qo+qt + · · · +q ... D)= p= normal rank (T(s)) (Proposition 2.18 (a)), 
ïi<X> = l.qt +2.q2 + · · · aD.q ... D, where n 00 denotes the number of infinite zeros 
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of T(s) ([Geerts, 88-01, (3.16)]) and p=qo<=xxD=O (Remark 2.35). Also, we 
found a basis matrix for UZif, namely W a• and this matrix counts 

1 (r0 +r 1 + · · · +ra-l) columns, all r1>0 and r0 = m-q0 (we have 
a;;ïill:l since q0 <m). From [Geerts, 89-4, Theorem 3.1, Remark 3.2, lemma 4.1] 
and the fact that a·(l:)= a(Aa"I'Vdi6Jlf) (Propositions 1.30 and 2.18 (c)) we can 
derive the next result. 

THEOREM 3.42 
A A 

There exist left invl!ftible,.ra-lXnw ra-,;lx(ra-1;-noo) rpatr!ces F,.1 F2 and left 
invertible matric,.es Web w.;2 such thif.i W= TWaFJ, W."Fz, wel,( Wc2l is in!erti-
ble, im(WaFû= <31. ~$ im(Wc~)='Y, and F1 = [Fill,(F121,Fl22), 

A A A A A A Á 

(Fl3J,Fm,Fm), ... , (FJ , F1 , ... ,FJ )1 rank (Fw)= q;(i= 1, ... ,aD, 
_ . ..._~-liiDl .".~ ... _ ... J,,..2, ... b, ... b,, . 

1- 1, ... ,1). Let x- W x and wnte x- [x ,x ,x1 ,x2 ], wtth 
Al_(l'(l' I') (I' J, I') (I 1:1' ,- I'))' I x - xu , x21 ,x22 , X31 ,x32 ,x33 , ... , Xa"l ,x.""2 , ... ,x."_."" , X;t 
;;ounting q; variables (i= 1, ... ,aD, I= l, ... ,i). IJ, in addition, we write 

I ( I 1 I 1 I ')' h h { ' fi h {' . x.,= xu ,x21 , ... ,xa 1 , t en t e system resu tmg rom t e app tcatwn to 
D A ". -1 

(3.2.4) of the statespace transformation x= W x is of the following form. 

Let i l, ... ,aD and I= l, ... ,i. Then 

Next, 

and 

I- 11 I I -I A I pxu- Au.1x.1 + x;(t+l) + B0;1v0 + Lux0 , (3.2.5a) 

I 11 I "'" "'" 11 I 12 " 2 px;; A;;,.JX·J + ~ [ ~ au,tkXtkl +A;; x 
k=Q+~I=k -

lb Ab lb Ab -I A -I - I 
+A;;, 1x 1 + A;;, 2x2 + Bo;;Vo + Bo;;w0 + L;;x0• (3.2.5b) 

A2 2l I 22A2 2b"b 2b"b -2,. -2- 2 p~ =A.1x·1 +A ~ +A1 x1 +A2 x2 + Bovo + Bowo + L xo, 

(3.2.5c) 

(3.2.5d) 

(3.2.5e) 

I b"b A y =D. 1x.1 + C2x2 + Dovo. (3.2.5f) 

Here [D0 , D. t1 is of Juli column rank, D0'D. 1 +_q. D. 1 'C~ = 0, D0'C~ = 0, 
( q, A~) is observable. Exactly (m- q a ) rows of Bo have non-zero entries and 

" -· -1 these rowsform logether with the (q,':!- · · · +qa) rows of[Bou',B022'• ... , 
B~_" ']' an invertible matrix of dimension r0xr0• Moreover, the I-th row, of B~ 
consists of zero entrie!

2
if and only if the 1-the row of [Af A~] consists of zero 

entries. Finally, (A 22 , B0 ) is controllable and a( A 1'1') = a • (l:). 
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Discussion. 
. 21 A I - 21 I DI A I DI I . - A A I - I If we wnte A x - A.1 X.t. A1 x Ai'1x.1 (j- 1,2) and Dx - D.1x.l> then 

tbe block deconïposition from 11ieorem 3.42 can be describeO in short as fol
lows: 

Au A 12 AID A~D 
-I 

_, 
Bo Bo L' 

A21 A22 Ajb Af 
-2 -2 
Bo Bo L2 A 

x+ vo + wo+ px= 
Af1 0 At'{ A~ -D 0 Lt xo, 

Bot 
(3.2.6a) 

A~t 0 0 A~ -D 
Bo2 0 L~ 

A b A A 

y= [DOOC2]X + Dovo, (3.2.6b) 

and it is easily undeArstood from tbe above tbat the pair (A 11 ,B~) is controll
able and tbe pair (D,A 11

) is observable (see also [Geerts, 89-4, Lemmas 4.1 
and 5.1]). Also, observe (3.2.5a) tbat the /-tb row of B~ consistsof zero entries 
if and only !.f tbe /-tb row of [A 12 A fD A ~D] consists of zero entries. Therefore we 
can choose F 0 such tbat 

B~F0 = 0 and B~F0 +(A 12AlDAiD1= 0, (3.2.7a) 

and if we apply to (3.2.6a) tbe preliminary feedback 
_ ; r2, AD, ADT _ 
wo= o x ,x1 ,x2 + w01 , (3.2.7b) 

tben tbe resulting system is of tbe form 
-I -I 

A" 0 0 0 Bo Bo L' 
A2t A22 Af' Af 

-2 -2 
Bo Bo L2 A 

x+ vo + wm + (3.2.8) px= 
At' 0 Att A~ -D 0 Lt xo. 

Bm 

A~' 0 0 A~ -D 
Bo2 0 L~ 

The combination of tbe feedbacks (3.2.3) and (3.2.7) represents an element 
Fe~l:). We can simplify this system representation even further by tbe feed
back 

- F (D' AD']' -Wot = 01 x, , x2 +Wou. (3.2.9a) 
-

where F o1 is chosen such tbat 
_,- -2-
BoF0, = 0 and BoFot + [Ajh Af]= 0 (3.2.9b) 

(check tbat this is possible). Then tbe system (3.2.8) beoomes 
-I 

_, 
A" 0 0 0 Bo Bo L' 
A 21 A22 

-2 -2 
L2 A 0 0 Bo Bo 

px= 
At1 0 At'{ A~ x+ -D Vo + 0 Wou + Lt Xo. (3.2.10) 

Bo1 

A~' 0 0 A~ -D 
B02 0 L~ 
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Now let us rearrange these system equations as follows. Define the subsystem 
~reg by the equations. 

[x~]- [A0tt A~] [x~] [B~1 At\] [vol p ~b - Abb ~b + B-b Abl 1 + 
X2 22 X2 02 2.1 X.l 

y= [0 ~] [~!] +[Do D. t1 [v~ l· 
X2 X.l 

(3.2.lla) 

the subsystem ~;"" by 
~I n~l -1~ -I- I I I p:_ =A :_ +Bovo+Bowo11 +L xo,y =x.J, (3.2.llb) 

and the subsystem ~- by 

(3.2.1Ic) 

Observe that the dimensions of the respective state spaces are n-dim (6(I\), n 00 

and dim(q{,). The system (3.2.10)- (3.2.6b) now can be considered as the inter
conneetion of the systems ~reg• ~;"",~non in the following way. 

I ~reg I 
I I 

y• 
~ 

vo I ~;"" I 
I I 

y• 

I ~- I 
I I 

FlGURE 2 

From this diagram we observe that 
~- has no in.ftuence on either ~reg or ~;"". 
~i"Y' influences ~reg as well as ~-· 
~- is in.ftuenced by ~m"· 

Furthermore, we have that 

y 

wou 

the input w011 can be chosen in such a way that only one of the two subsys
tems ~non and ~;"" is (directly) influenced, 

the direct feedthrough matrix of ~reg• [Do D. 1 ], is left invertibie, whereas 
~reg and ~ have the same output equation. 
Also, note that the variabie xt a state variabie in the original system ~. is 
considered as output of~;"" and input variabie in both ~non and ~reg· 
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The case ker(D);;60, the statespace transfo1711Lf.lion qnd f.JDin. 
Let KEffmin (Proposition 2.18 (e)) and set K:= W'KW. Then w.r.t. the new 
basis, K is of the form 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 K33 K34 ' 

0 0 K34' K44 

(3.2.12) 

and the 2 X 2 right lower block matrix of this partition is a real symmetrie 
solution of the reduced order ARE 

[
Att A~] [K33 K34] [K33 K34] [Att A~] 

O= [Oq]'[OC~] + 0 A~ I K34' K44 + K34' K44 0 A~ <3·2·13) 

_ [K33 K34] [~~~ Af.\] [(Do'Do)-
1 0] [~~~ At.\], [K33 K34] 

K I K b bI 0 (D 'D )-1 b bI K I K ' 34 44 Bol A2-1 ·I · 1 B01 A1.1 34 44 
which is established directly from the observations made in [Geerts, 89·4, 
Remark 3.2]. Of course, also the converse is true: Every partition of the form 
(3.2.12), with the 2X2 right lower block matrix a real symmetrie solution of 
(3.2.13), corresponds to an element of r min· Compare with (2.3.24) • (2.3.27). 
Hence every K er min corresponds in a one.ta.one manoer to a real symmetrie 
solution of the ARE associated with .l":reg (3.2.lla). This ARE bas both a smal
lest and a largest real symmetrie solution, because of 

LEMMA 3.43 ([Geerts, 894, Lemma 4.4]) 

[ [
·.fbb .1bb [B-b "bi]] n ll n ll OI n 1·1 

(A,B) is stahilizable <=t> 0 Abbl, -b b 1 is stahilizable. 
22 Bol A2-1 

The claim in Lemma 3.43 is aetually equivalent to the statement in Lemma 
3.17. Also, compare Remark 2.39. 

The case ker(D);;60, the statespace transformation and (LQCP)o. 
Next, let us reconsider the LQCP with stability ([Willems et al., 86], see also 
Section 1.6]) in terms of the transformed system from Theorem 3.42. The 
ma~ Q_lat represents the optimal cost for this problem, K+, corresponds to 

1
K33 K34] 
Kt4'Kt4 , the largest pos::ive semi-defini~: solution. of (3.2.13). Q~ly, .if 

x( oo) = 0 then necessarily x 1 ( oo )= 0 and x1 ( oo) = 0, 1.e., the state vanable m 
.l":reg (3.2.11a) is required to converge to zero as time tends to infinity. Now the 
inputs in .l":reg are v0 and x.11 (see also fig. 2) and v0 is a control variabie in .l":, 
but x!1 is a state variabie in the system resulting from the statespace transfor· 
mation. However, we will demonstrate that w.r.t . .l":,eg, x.11 as wellas v0 can be 
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chosen jreely, because there always exists a w011 that, together with v0 , gen
erales this x~1 in l:;mp· 
The solution for the regu/ar problem with stability associated with l:,eg can be 
obtained direcJ8 from Th~rem 3.39 by taking ~= 0: The optimal cost equals 

x o'!Lt 'Ll 'I [ K~, ;~] [ ~;] Xo xo' K + Xo and lor every initia! condition 

[Lf' L~']'x 0 an optimal input exists if and only if a(Aft)nC0 = 
a • (l:) n C0 = 0 . Assume this to be the case, then the optimal choices for v0 
and x.11 can be given by the state feedback laws 

[:~} - [~Do'Do)-l (D.
1
'D 1 )-~l[!~: ~;;}[~~' ~~l[~l] (].2.14a) 

and the resulting optimal state traject~ry for l:reg equals the solution of the 
differentlal equation p[i~ I x~']'= A~1Hxl',x~ ']' + [Lf' L~'J'xo with A~ = 

[
Aft A~] 
0 A~ [!t ~::] [~Do'Do)-1 (D I'D ,)-~] [!t ~::u~~' ~~] 

(3.2.14b) 

and A~ is asymptotically stabie (since a(A~)= a(Aa (K+)IRn/lll!f)cc-, see 
Remark 2.43 and [Geerts, 89-4, Section 4]). Hence i~ (j= 1,2) converge to 
zero exponentially fast as time tends to infinity. 
Now consider (3.2.5a). Since from (3.2.14) x}1 (i= 1, ... ,aD) and v0 are known, 
we also have xh (i l, ... ,aD); it exhibits an impulsive component of order (at 
most) 0 (i.e. a vector-valued 6-distribution). Hence, again from (3.2.5a), we 
know xl3 (i= l, ... ,aD) and it has an impulsive component of order (at most) I 
(some linear combination of 8 and 8<1>). Finally, we get x!oao and it shows 
impulsive behaviour of order (at most) o:D-2. We thus have found the trajec
tory for x 1 

and it converges to zero exponentially fast. Moreover, we deduce 
from (3.2-:-5b), (~.2.7) and (3.2.9) that B~1w011 now is determined uniquely. For 
all i= l, ... ,aD, B~;;Wott is expressed in terms of the optimal state trajectory for 
l:,eg and it has an impulsive component of order (at most) i- I since xl1 exhi
bits impulsive behaviour of order (at most) i -2. On the other hand, if in 
(3.2.10) we choose for all i= l, ... ,aD the input trajectory for B~uw011 we just 
found, together with the feedback for v0 in (3.2.14a), then the resulting trajee
torles for x; (j = 1,2) are optimal for the LQCP with stability associated with 
l:,eg, and x 

1 
converges to zero exponentially fast. In order words, if v0 is 

chosen in ]lccordance with (3.2.14), w011 is chosen such that B~w011 = 0 and 
such that B!w011 and v0 generate in l:1~ (3.2.1lb) the trajectory for x 1 

that is 
determined by the optimal choice for x.1 (3.2.14), then this trajectory for x!1, 

tg~ether with v0 , will yield the optimal state trajectory for l:reg· Note that 
B0w011 does not (directly) inftuence l:11011 • The name of the subsystem (3.2.11b) 
might be explained by the fact that in general x 1 

consists of an impulsive and 
a regular component. -
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The choices for B~won and v0 described above are optimal for the LQCP with 
stability associated with ~ if we can show that, without extra oost, also x 2 , i.e. 
the state variabie of ~non• can be made arbitrarily small for large t. -: 
Remember that xt vo and won are input~ ip. ~non· Now choose any F on of 
approppate dimensions such that a(A 22 + B~F 011 ) CC-, and choose w011 such 
~at B~w_..l.IJL equals the desired trajectory for x 1 

and such that 
B0w0n = B0F on x 2 

(note again that this is possible). fhen the resulting x 2 

will converge to zero exponentially fast and thus x( 00) = 0, i.e., the latter coiii
bined input indeed is optima/ for the LQCP with stability. It is clear that ~non 
represents the nonuniqueness of optimal controls. 

We thus have provided a straightforward solution of (LQCP)o in the sense 
that optimal inputs can be given immediately. The impulsive part of an optimal 
control [v0',won'1' bas order (at most) aD-1 and the regu/ar component can 
be given as a state feedback. The resulting optimal state trajectory shows 
impulsive behaviour of order (at most) aD-2 and for t>O it lies on a linear 
manifold of dimension (n-n 00 ) since (3.2.5a) represents n 00 linear equations. 

In particular, we have noticed that if v0 and x~1 are given, then the state tra
jectory of ~;"Y' is uniquely determined. Generally speaking, it will exhibit 
impulsive behaviour. Moreover, there always exists a won such that w0n and 
v0 genera te this state trajectory. 

The optimal controts for the LQCP with stability have an impulsive com
ponent of order (at most) aD -1. In general, the impulsive parts of optimal 
inputs for the LQCP without stability will be of this maximal order as well. 
For, the optimal v0 and x~1 for the LQCP wi9iout ~tability associated with ~reg 

(3.2.lla) are to be found in (3.2.14a) with [:~ ,;; ] replaced by [~ K~l the 

smallest positive semi-definite solution of (3.2.13), i.e., K44 is the unique posi
tive definite solution of 

0= q'C~ + A~'K44 + K44A~ 
- K44(B~2 (D0'D0)- 1 B~2' +A~.\ (D. 1 'D. 1 )- 1A~.\ ')K44 (3.2.15) 

([Geerts, 89-1, Theorem 5.2], see also the proof of Proposition 3.20). It fol
lows that the resulting x~ conve~es to zero exponentially fast and hence the 
optimal trajectories for x 1 

and B0w0n are then found directl~ from (3.2.5a) 
and (3.2.5b), after havmg applied (3.2.7) and (3.2.9), and x thus bas an 
impulsive part of maximal order aD- I. In ad<!ition, x 1 

converges exponen
tially fast to zero (t-+oo). The combination of B~won and v0 is also optimal 
for the LQCP without stability associated with ~. since the state trajectory of 
~non is irrelevant (nevertheless, d 00 (x, CV)= 0). 
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In the above we have seen how to make use of the state space transformation 
from Theorem 3.42 and the resulting interconnection of subsystems in fig. 2 
when investigating the LQCPs with and without stability. These two problems 
are special cases of the general LQCP with stability modulo ~ (Definition 
3.11), where 5 is a given subspace, name1y the cases 5=0 and 5=Rn. Now we 
will solve (LQCP):v: for arbitrary '3: Reeall (Remark 3.19) that ~= ~n~ 
depends on 5, ~C<:îl, but not necessarily ~=~ Therefore we have to be 
more careful than in the two foregoing LQCPs. 

The singular LQCP with stability modulo ~. 
We decompose the subspace 'V as follows. Let ~1 $~=~ 01$EI1~ = ~ and 
(~+~)$~= 'Y. Hence there exist regular matrices G=JGJ G2], [Xt XI] and 

A A [[Gt G2]Ym Ym 
matrices Y 121 , Y 122 such that im ([ W ,.F 2 Wc t1 0 0 "' "' ] ) = 'Y, 

[Xt x2 
im(WaF2G2)= ~. ~$im(W,.Ê2 Ym + Wc~X1)= "W. These matrices 
repcesent a state space transformation additional to the one of Theorem 3.42; 
we will write 

[

A 2, A b ,1,_ [A 21, A 22 1 A b f b ']' 

[

[GI G2] Ym Y122] 
~ ,x1 - 0 0 [XI _x

21 
:: .;: ,xu XI2 (3.2.16) 

d A -["I, ... 2I, A22, Ab' Ab I "'b']' an x 1 - x ,x ,x ,x 11 ,x12 ,x2 • 

Next, if in 13.2:7} we choose, instead of (3.2.9) (generally, ~~), 

- F- ["'2I, .. 22, Ab' .. b ']' +- (3217 w 01 = OIX ,X ,Xu,XI2 Woll ··) 

with B~F 01 = 0 and such that the comb!!tation of the feedbacks in (3.2.3) and 
(3.2.17) represents an element F of ~<v:(~)= (~<((~))n(~)), then (3.2.8) 
transforms into 
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All 0 0 0 0 0 
-I 
Bo 

A211 A2121 A21b A~lb 
-21 

0 0 12 Bo 

A 221 A222l A2222 A22b A22b A~2b 
-22 

11 12 Bo 
A xl + vo + pxl= Abt 0 0 At'fu At'fl2 At'f2 -b 

11 Bo11 
A bi 0 0 0 A~12 Afb22 -b 

12 Bo12 

A~! 0 0 0 0 A~ -b 
B02 

~1 

Bo 
Ll -21 

Bo L21 
-22 
Bo L22 

0 wou + 
Lft 

xo, (3.2.18a) 

0 
Lf2 

0 
L~ 

and (3.2.6b) beoomes 
". b ". ,... 

y= [DOOOOC2JX1 + Dovo. (3.2.18b) 

The additional zero blocks in the system matrix of (3.2.18a) are explained by 
the invariances (A +BF)~C~, (A +B~C§t and (A +BF) 
(§t+~)C§t+~. Also, we have that a(A~12 )= a.;:(l:) (Detinition 3.3). More-
over, 

LEMMA 3.44 
-21 

(A 2121 , Bo ) is controllable. 

PROOF. Acoording 00 Theorem 3.42 it hdds iliat [ r~::~un l [!~]] is 

controllab Ie. 

- . 2121 -2! -U
1 
F 011 IS such that A + B0 F 011 is asymptotically stabie and we choose 

Fou such that 
-t-1 -21-t -21-
BoFou = 0 and Bo Fon = Bo Folh (3.2.19a) 

then, by applying to (3.2.18a) the state feedback 
- -I ,.. 21 ~ 
won= Foux + wo12• (3.2.19b) 

we :fiet ~~ _same system as in (3.2.18), but with A
2121 and w 011 replaced by 

A 21 1 + B0 F 011 and w012, respectively. 
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The oomputation of optimal controts for (LQCP}<t: now runs oompletely 
analogous to the determination of o~timal inputs for the LQCP with stability. 
If d00(x,~)= 0, then, necessarily, i~2(oo)= 0, x~(oo)= 0. Now oonsider the 
subsystem 

~N< = [ [ :r,12 ~; l , [!t' ~:n, [0 C! [, [Do D. ,] l (3.2.20) 

( h A bl • d . ed b Abl I Abl A 1) Th . A d 1 . w ere lH ts etermm y 12.1x.J = 12 x . e mputs are v0 an X.J> JUSt 

as in i:,eg (3.2.lla) - however, the state space of i:,eg has dimension n -
dim(ûllf+~) ins!ead of n - dim(ûllf). We will solve the LQCP with stability 
associated with I,eg in the way we did before: Let (Lemma 3.43) 

[
Kts K56] 
K~' K6i, (3.2.2la) 

be the largest positive semi-definite solution of the ARE 

_ b, b [A~12 A~2l' [Kss Ks6] [Kss Ks6] [A~12 A~2] 
O- [OC2] [OC2] + 0 A~ K56' K66 + Ks6' K66 0 A~ -

[~:. ~= l [!t' ~:;Ij [~o'Do)-l (D. I' D. I) -1 [!l:' ~~']- [ ~=' ~= l' 
(3.2.2lb) 

then it is no difficu1ty to see from (3.2.12)- (3.2.13) and Lemma 3.15 that 

00000 0 
00000 0 
00000 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 Kts K56 
0 0 0 0 K~' K6(, 

(3.2.2lc) 

oorresponds toK"''.· 1t follows that for all [Lf2 ' L~']'x0 , t~e ~timal F.st for 

(LQCP)o associated with ~""is equal to xo1Lt,• L!1 [~~,K~l [~~']xo= 
x 0 'K"''.xo (the optimaloost for (LQCP}<t: associated with I), and for all initial 
oonditions an optimal input (v0 ' x\']' exists if and only if a=t.(I)nC0 = 0. 
Assume that this is the case. Then this optimal input can be given by 

r~~l -r~D· D,)-1 (D. t' D. )] r:t, ~~~ H ~::. ~= H~l'J (3.2.22) 

and the resulting closed-loop matrix for [x~2' x~']' is asymptotically stable. 
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Hence x 1 
is completely determined and will converge to zero exponentially 

fast (t...:;~) by (3.2.5a). But then by combining (3.2.5b), (3.2.7), (3.2.17) and 
(3.2.19), ~Oiiwo12 is determined for all i= 1, ... ,o:n. Hence, if we plug in the 
controts Bruiw012 (i= 1, ... ,o:n) we found a minute ago togeth~r with the feed
back for v0 in (3.2.22), then the resulting state trajectory for l:reg as wellas x 1 

':'i\1 converge to zero exponentially fastf~S_time tends to infinity. Moreover, 
x 1 

will converge to zero since o(A 2121 + B2 F 011 )CC-. Thus, these inputs are 
älso optimal for the LQCP with stabilitl modulo ~ associated with ~; what 
happens to the trajectories for ~ 22 

and x 11 is of no importance. 

We will summarize the main conclusions concerning optimal inputs and state 
trajectories for the LQCP with stability moduo ~. 
(a) Optimal inputs and state trajectories exhibit impulsive behaviour of order 

at most o:n-1 and o:n-2, respectively. The regular component of an 
optimal control can be given by a state feedback law. 

(b) For positive times the optimal state trajectories tie on a linear manifold of 
dimension n • n 00 • 

(c) Possible nonuniqueness of optimal state trajectories is restricted to 'iït. 
Optimal controts should be chosen such that d 00(x, 'V})= 0; if ~ then 
this can be done in infinitely many ways. 

Moreover, we establish from Proposition 3.18 and the above that if for every 
Xo an optimal input within u~ exists for the problem (LQCP}v._, then for 
every x 0 there exists an optimal control within U~ for (LQCPH: as well. 
Finally, we noted in Remark 3.16 that the characterization of Kctf.; in Lemma 
3.15 determines this element of r min nr + uniquely. For reasons of complete
ness, we state 

THEoREM 3.45 
Consider the LQCP with stability modulo ~- Then Jor all x 0 eR" the optima/ 
cost Jctf.;(Xo) is equal to x 0'Kctf.;x 0• Here Kctf.; is the rea/symmetrie matrix with 
the Jollowing properties: 
(i) Kctf.;erminnr+, 
(ü) Kctf.; is the largestelement ofthe set {KefjK~= 0}. 
For all x 0 there exists an optima/ control within U~ Jor the above-given problem 
if and only if a.;:(~) n C0 = 0. 

REMARK 3.46 
Remember that in (3.2.17) we applied a feedback law different from the one in 
(3.2.9). As we already mentioned there, this had to be done because in general 
~ will be a real subspace of 'iït. Indeed, we cannot guarantee anymore that 
the last two blocks in the second block row and the last three b1ocks in the 
third block row of (3.2.18a) can be kicked out by means of a suitably chosen 
feedback for w011 (compare with (3.2.9)- (3.2.10)). Hence, if ~ then the 
interconnection of subsystems (3.2.11) as depicted in fig. 2 needs arefinement 
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that, unfortunately, damages the elegance. Therefore we have left it out. 

REMARK 3.47 
1t is well known (e.g. [Willems, 71], see also Section 1.6) that optimal feedback 
control laws for the regu/ar LQCP with stability yield an intemally stabie 
closed-loop matrix. If, however, ker(D)=t=Q, then the closed-loop matrix of 
(3.2.10), resulting from the optimal inputs w011 and v0 for the LQCP with sta
bility, need not be intemally stable. Nevertheless, in [Geerts, 89-4] it has been 
shown that, if a*(l:)nC0 = 0, then for every x 0 there exists an optimal input 
for (LQCP)o with its regular component described by a feedback law that 
yields an intemally stabie closed-loop matrix. Thus, the resulting state trajec
tory will converge to zero even after the occurrence of a disturbance on the 
system. Section 6 of [Geerts, 89-4] contains two numerical examples to 
demonstrate the proposed method for computing intemally stahilizing optimal 
inputs. 

It might seem otherwise, but we have not yet solved the singular LQCP with 
stability modulo 5- we merely solved (LQCP).y;. However, if 

CONJECTURE 3.48 

K~=K"J'! 

then, trivially, by Theorem 3.45, 

THEOREM 3.49 
Consider the LQCP with stability modulo 5 and let Conjecture 3.48 be satisfied. 
Then, for all x 0, J~x0)= x 0'Korrx 0 where K"J= K"J' is the real matrix that is 
determined by the following properties: 
(i) Korrerminnr+, 
(ü) K"J is the largestelement ofthe set {KeriK~= 0}. 
For all x 0, there exists an optima/ input u* eU1:. if and only ifa~(l:)nC0 = 0. 

REMARK 3.50 
By oomparing the Theorems 3.39 and 3.45 we observe the following similarities 
between the regu/ar and the singular LQCP with stability modulo ~. 

- The element of r min n r + that represents the optimal cost is the largest 
solution of the set {KeriK~= 0}. 

- For every initial condition there exists an optimal control if and only if the 
intersection of thesetof cvO-rr-zeros and the imaginary exis is empty. 

- The regular component of an optimal input can be given by a feedback 
law. 

- The optimal cost over the space U~ does not exceed the optimal cost over 
the space of admissible inputs U 1:.. 

- lf for a given initial condition there exists an optimal input u e U 1:., then 
there exists an optimal control u8 e U~ as well. 
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The last two observations suggest tbat every u EU l: can he uniformly approxi
mated by a u8 EU~. The author, however, is not too sure about that. 

PROPOSmON 3.51 
Let XoERn and let u8 eU~ be such that J(x0 ,u8 )<oo. Then 
d 00 (x(xo,uB), 'V)= 0. 

00 

PRooF. For every Bohl function v(t) we have J v'(t)v(t) dt<oo<=>v(t) con-

verges to zero exponentially fast. Now let u8 euf be such that J(x0 ,u8 )<oo. 
It is clear that x(x0 ,u8 ) is a Bohl distribution. Then (Corollary 3.28) 
x~(oo)= 0 in (3.2.10). On the other hand, since [D 0 D. t1 is left invertible and 

00 

C~'[Do D. t1 0, it follows from (3.2.5!) that J x.\ 'x~1 dt<oo and hence, by the 

foregoing, x.\(t) converges to zero exponen~y fast. Thus (3.2.5a), x
1
(oo)= 0 

and we have found that d 00(x(x0 , u8 ),'V)= 0. -

REMARK 3.52 
lf ueU'E. is such thatJ(x0,u)<oo, then (Corollary 3.28) d 00(x(x0 ,u),C\Ij)=O 
and if ueU~, then even d 00(x(x 0 , u), 'V)= 0 (Proposition 3.51). lf Gllf=O (i.e. 
ker(D)= 0), then, apparently, for all ueU'E. such tbat J(x 0, u)<oo we estab
lish that d 00 (x(x0 , u),'V)= 0. However, if Gllf+O, then there exists controts 
ueU'E. such that J(x 0 , u)<oo, but not d 00(x(x0 , u), 'V)= 0. For instance, in the 
example of [Hautus, 83] the cost criterion is finite, 'Y=O and the state trajec
tory does not converge at all, let alone to zero. Hence, since every Bohl distri
bution, for which the cost criterion is finite, generates a state trajectory that 
converges to 'Y, it is not very likely that every ueU'E. can be uniformly approx
imated by a UB EU~. 
Also, Proposition 3.51 makes us aware of the fact that singular LQCPs over 
the space of admissible Bohl distributions are easier to solve that singular 
problems over Ul:. For instance, it yields immediately that KI= K~n'!f, 
whereas we have oot been able to show that, geoerally, K6J= K'YM (unless 
(Corollary 3.31) ker(D)= 0). Finally, we observe that 
('Y6J+6llf)n'Y= 'Y6J+l!it= cy6J· Hence, if for a given Xo, UsE u~ is optimal for 
(LQCP}v. +6ftf (Propositioo 3.38), theo, by Proposition 3.51, 
d 00(x(x 0 , u8 ),'Y<J)= 0. This was also stated in Remark 3.19. 

We will put an end to this Chapter by relaxing the standing assumption w.r.t. 
(LQCP}I that (A, B) is stabilizable; it is obvious that (A, B)-stabilizability is 
sufficient but oot necessary for finiteness of JR•(x0) for all x 0 (if C= 0 then 
u=O is optimal for all x 0). 
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A necessary and sufficient conditionfor finiteness of I«f:(Xo)for all x 0• 

We start with a generalization of (1.2.9) concerning (A, B)-invariant or ~
invariant subspaces ([Hautus, 80, Definition 2.2]); note that every element of L 
is ~-invariant. We introduce the notation 11e: = {TJ/j/ Ef}, where 11' een and 
ecRn. Also, ':Ç(A) denotes the stabie subspace of A. 

PROPOSITION 3.53 
Let fC Rn be ~-invariant. Then ~-(A) + <A jim(B)> + e= Rn if and only if 

'f;t..ec+'f11·ec-:(TJ[A - Àino B]= 0 and ."e= O)~TJ= 0. 

PRooF. let im(L)= f with L a matrix of appropriate dimensions. Then 
(A, [B, L]) is stabilizable if and only if ~-(A)+ <Ajim([B, L])> = Rn 
([Hautus, 80]). Now <Ajim([B, L])> = <Ajim(B)> + im(L)= 
<A lim (B)> + e since L is ~-invariant. On the other hand, (A, [B, L ]) is sta
bilizable if and only if for all Aec+ and all 1J'ECn such that TJ[A - Àin, 

[B, L]] 0 it follows that 11= 0 ([Hautus, 70)). Clearly, TJf= 0~11L= 0, and 
this completes the proof. 

COROLLAilY 3.54 
Let fc Rn be ~-invariant. Then ~-(A) + <A lim (B)> + f= Rn if and only if 

'f;t..ec+'f11•ec·: (TJ[A - Àin, B]= 0 and TJ(e+G!IS)=O) ~11= 0. 

PROOF. lf ÀEC, TJECn and TJ[A -Mn, B]= 0, then TJ<Aiim(B)> = 0. Since 
"'..fc <A lim(B)>, in particular 11"1.1f= 0. Now apply Proposition 3.53. 

THEOREM 3.55 
For all Xo, I<!f.(Xo)<oo if and only if ~-(A)+ <Aiim(B)> + ~= Rn. 
Assume this to he the case. Then there exists a matrix K<!f. er min n r + such that, 
for all xo. J <!f.(Xo)= xo' K<!f.Xo. This matrix K«f: is the largest element of the set 
{KerjK~= 0}. 

PRooF. Consider the transformed system (3.2.18). Then, from Corollary 3.54, 
we establish that ~-=(A) + <A jim (B)> + ~= Rn if and only if the first two 
block matrices of ~reg (3.2.20) form a stabilizable pair (recall that ~eL). 
Now assume that for all x 0 , J<t.(x0)<oo. Then, necessarily, for ev~ initial 
condition of i:,e8 there exists a [~0 ' x!1'Y such that x~2 (oo)= o and x~(oo)= o, 
and hence the first two blocks of (3.2.20) form a stabilizable pair ([Hautus, 
70)). If this pair is stabilizable, then there exists a feedback law for [vo' x.11 ']' 

such that the resulting x~2 and x~ converge to zero exponentially fast for all 
initial conditions. By applying the feedback (3.2.19), we find that x1 

and .X 21 

converge to zero and thus for all x 0 there exists an input ue u; such tliat 
J(xo, u)<oo and d«:>(x(xo, u),~)= 0, i.e. for all x 0 , Jcf.(x 0 )<oo. We have • 
proven the first claim. The second claim is clear from (3.2.21). 
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COROLLARY 3.56 
Let f-EL Then for all xo. J e(xo)< oo if and only if 
lX-(A) + <Aiim(B)> +f-= Rn. Moreover, for all Xo. Je(xo)<oo if and only if 
J e+~(xo)< oo. 

PRooF. If we decompose 'Y such that 1X1 E9(t3tnf-)= '3t, (t3tne)E9%.z= e and 
(t3t+f-)E9~= Rn, then (3.2.8) can be transformed into a system with the same 
kind of block configuration as (3.2.18). The claims then follow from an obvi
ous generalization of the proof of Theorem 3.55. 

COROLLARY 3.57 
Fora/I Xo, J'V.. (xo)<oo ifand only iflX-(A) + <Aiim(B)> + ~= Rn . .. 
PRooF. Since CVöClX-(A)+ <Aiim(B)>, we have that (Proposition 3.12) 
lX-(A) + <Aiim(B)> + 'Y~= lX-(A) + <Aiim(B)> + ~. Of course, 'Y~EL 
and the result is now clear by combination of Theorem 3.55 and Corollary 
3.56. 

A special case of Corollary 3.57 is 

PllOPOSITION 3.58 
For all Xo, JA•(xo)< oo if and only iflX-(A) + <A lim(B)> + 'Y= Rn. Ij this 
is the case, thenfor all x 0, J a-(xo)= Jcv.,(x0)= J<v(x 0 )= x 0'K- xo. with K- the 
smallest element of r min n r +. 

PRooF. Combine Corollary 3.28, Theorem 3.55 and Corollary 3.57 (with 
Rn) and Proposition 3.20. 

REMARK 3.59 
In [Geerts et al., 90] the same result has been derived: For all x 0, (LQCP)a· is 
solvable if l: is output stabilizable. See also [Geerts, 88-2, Remark 5]. 
If in Theorem 3.55 we take~= 0, then we reobtain the known result that for 
all x 0 , the optima! cost for the LQCP with stability is finite if and only if 
(A, B) is stabilizable ([Willems et al, 86, Theorem 3 (i)]). 

Theorem 3.55 and an alternative tormulation of Conjecture 3.48 now yie1d a 
necessary and sufficient condition for finiteness of J ~x0) for all x 0 • 

CONJECTURE 3.60 

For all xo,J~xo)=J""(xo). 

COROLLARY 3.61 
Let Conjecture 3.60 hold Then for all xo. J ~xo)< oo if and only if 
lX-(A)+<Aiim(B)>+~=Rn. Ij this is the case, then for all xo, 
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JOJ(x0)= x'Kcrt"xo with Kcrt" er min nr + and Kcrt" is the largestelement of the set 
{KefiK~=O}. 

Our last contribution in this Chapter concerns a necessary and sufficient condi
tion for the set r min n r + to be nonempty. 
In Chapter 2 we found that if (A, B) is stabilizable, then f min n f + + 0 (for 
every ~ and all x 0, J'5(x 0)=x0 'K<:Jxo and K<:JEfminnf+)· Stabilizability of 
the pair (A, B) thus is sufficient for f min n f + to be nonempty. However, this 
condition is not necessary since for every right invertible system l: we have 
thatK- oerminnr+. 

PROPOSITION 3.62 

fminnf ++0 #'X-(A) + <Aiim(B)> + 'Y= IR 11
• 

PRooF. let Kefminnr+. Then (Lemma 2.22, (2.2.15c), Proposition 2.18 (e)) 
00 00 

for every x 0 and ueU~, jy'ydt:s;;;. J wx.'wx. dt+x 0'Kx0 • If we take wx.=O 
0 0 

and w~ arbitrary in (2.2.15a), then the corresponding u EU l: is such that 
J(x0 , u):s;;;.x0'Kx 0 <oo. Now apply Proposition 3.58; the converse is trivial by 
the sarne Proposition. 

By combining Propositions 3.58 and 3.62, we get that f min n f + + 0 if and 
only if the LQCP without stability is solvable, because if for all x 0 , 

JR•(x0)<oo, then for all x 0 there exists an optimal input u EU~ for (LQCP)R· 
(see [Geerts, 88-2], [Geerts et al., 90]). 
Note that if ker(D)= 0 then Proposition 3.62 contains a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of a positive semi-definite solution of the 
ARE 0= C'C + A'K +KA- (KB+C'DXD'D)- 1 (B'K + D'C). This is also 
stated in [Geerts, 88-2, Corollary 2], in a different tormulation though. 

Smf.MARY OF ÛIAPTER 3 
The LQCPs with stability modulo ~ and with stability modulo ~ are closely 
related. The latter problem bas been solved completely and, in particular, we 
have derived a necessary and sufficient condition for global finiteness of its 
optimal oost. We have characterized the matrix that represents this optimal 
oost and we have found a formula for its kemeL For all initial conditions there 
exists an optimal input for the LQCP with stability modulo ~ if and only if 
there are no CVO~zeros on the imaginary axis. These ~-zeros form a subset of 
(J (l:), the set of invariant zeros, and if ~= 0 then both sets coincide. Optimal 
inputs can be chosen from the space of Bohl distributions and the optimal oost 
over this space does not exceed the optimal oost over the class of admissible 
controls. 
Obviously, if Kcrt" does not exceed K<:J, then the LQCP with stability modulo ~ 
is completely solved. It bas been shown that Kcrt" = K':J for the cases ~= R11

, 
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0, CSE L, CS= ker (K) witb K Er min n r + ' and for every subspace CS if 
ker(D)= 0. 
Furtbermore, we have found that if we restriet ourselves to admissible Bohl 
distributions instead of the larger class ul:,, then for every subspace CS, 
K~ = K~ if l: is left invertible. 
Finally, we have presented a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a positive semi-definite rank minirnizing solution of the DL 
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Limiting behaviour of perturbed endpoint constrained 

linear -quadratic control problems 

So far we have computed optimal controts for linear-quadratic control prob
Ieros directly in termsof certain distributions. We have seen inSection 3.2 that 
the impulsive part of an optimal control is easily found by difl'erentiation (
convolution with p) of known state trajectories; the resulting impulse has at 
most order aD 1, i.e. it is of the form ao+atp+ · · · aaD-tPaD- 1

• Intuitively, 
we feel that the 8 distribution looks like a "peak" lunetion with very small 
support around the origin. its derivative p is even more ''peaky" (has more 
peaks), and so on. But how to capture the "height" of these impulses? 
A popular metbod for getting hold of impulsive optimal inputs for singular 
LQCPs is the cheap control technique: Solve the associated cheap control prob
lem and try to produce asymptotic power series expansions (in the perturba
tion parameter) of optimal inputs and state trajectories. 1bis has been done in 
e.g. [O'Malley et al., 75, 77], [Jameson et al., 75], [Grasman, 82], [Sannuti et 
al., 85]. The point is, however, that in these articles either the time horizon is a 
finite interval or the infinite horizon LQCP under consideration is the one with 
stability. 
A few years ago, it was noted in [Trentelman, 87] that the optimal oost for the 
cheap control problem without stability need not converge to the optimal oost 
for the unperturbed LQCP without stability; Trentelman came with a coun
terexample. Hence it may not be worth the trouble to tire oneself with the con
struction of approximations for inputs and state trajectories of perturbed 
LQCPs; it seems rather unlikely that optimal inputs for the perturbed problem 
converge to optimal controls for the unperturbed problem if the optimal cost 
for the perturbed problem fails to converge to the optimal cost for the unper
turbed problem. 
Nevertheless, several questions remain. lf the optimal oost for the perturbed 
problem converges, then what is the limit? Is it possible to interpret this limit 
as an optimal oost for a certain LQCP? Is it possible to indicate when this 
optimal cost will turn out to equal the optimal oost for the unperturbed prob
lem without stability? The author asked bimself the same questions in [Geerts, 
89-3]; the answers given there are also contained in the present Chapter. But 
that is not all. In fact, we will generalize the results of the afore-mentioned 
paper in two ways by investigating a large class of perturbed linear systems 
together with the associated LQCPs with stability modulo ~ for arbitrary sub
space ~. We will solve these problems (under the assumption that Kos= K"<), 
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study the limiting behavioor if the pertorbation parameter tends to zero and 
establish that this limiting behavioor is determined by a eertaio unpertorbed 
LQCP. Since the proposed class of pertorbed LQCPs includes the cheap con
trol problems with stability modulo 'S (IJ arbitrary), the results from [Geerts, 
89-3] will be reobtained. 
InSection 4.1, oor class of pertorbed Iinear systems and associated LQCPs will 
be presented; we will specity the "limiting'' LQCP and prove that the optimal 
cost, inputs and state trajectories of the pertorbed problem converge to the 
optimal cost, inputs and state trajectories of this unpertorbed .. boundary" 
problem. In the final Section of this monograph we will investigate the special 
case of cheap control separately, since it is of special interest from an engineer
ing point of view. 

4.1 Continuous or not continuous: Tbat is the question 
We will consider the following family of Iinear system ~c (EE[O, EO] with EO>O, 
to be specified later): 

px=Ax +Bu +xo, 

y ( = C(E)x + D(E)U 

together with the perturbed cost functional 

00 

(4.l.la) 

(4.l.lb) 

P(xo,u)= jy/ycdt. (4.1.2) 
0 

For each EE[O, EO], C(E) and D(r are Iinear mappings from Rn to R'"• and Rm 

to R'•, respectively, aDel [»~O) is assumed to be injective. However, we will 

not assume [C(O)D(O)] to be surjective - the reader will find out why in Sec
tion 4.2. Further, we assume (A, B) to be stabilizable, u E C~ (Section 1.4) 
and x(xo, u), Yc(x 0 , u) denote the state trajectory and output of (4.Ll), respec
tively, that result from x 0 and the control u. H IJ is a given subspace, then we 
can state (LQCP)~ i.e. the pertorbed LQCP with stability modulo IJ 
(EE[O, EO]), as follows: 
For all x 0 , determine 

J;.(xo): = inf{P(xo, u)lu eC;"",. such thatd00(x(x0 , u), '5)= 0} 

and characterize (if one exists) all optimal inputs. 
Now take a fixed EE[O,EOJ. Then fora given symmetrie KeRnxn wedefine 
(compare (1.4.15)) the perturbed disspation matrix 

[

C'(E)C(E) + A'K +KA KB+ C'(E)D(E)l 
F(K):= B'K + D'(E}C(E) D'(E)D(E) ' (4.1.3) 

and the set of solutions of the perturbed Dissipation Inequality is denoted by 

f'!: = {K ERnxnl K= K',F(K);a>O}. (4.1.4) 
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lf T'(s): D(t:)+ C(t:)(s/-A)- 1B (seC) denotes tbe transfer tunetion of l:, 
and (Lemma 1.36) 

f~:= {Kef'!rank(F(K))= normal rank (T'(s))}, (4.1.5) 

tben, by Theorem 2.1, tbere exists an element .r~er~ nr+ such that 
J;-(x0)= x0'.r~x0 for all x 0• Here, f'+ := {Kef'IK;;;;,.O}. 
Next, let U x_ denote tbe space of admissible controts (recall tbat u eet:,. is 
called admissible if yc(o, u) is smootb), Gilf,: = GZif(l:,) and cv;:= "V{l:,) denote tbe 
strongly reaebabie and weak.ly unobservable subspace, respectively, associated 
with ( 4.1.1 ), and ~: = cv; n Gilf" 'Vd,: = cv; + Gilfc- Finally, let 

Z(t:): = [C(t:) D(t:)]1C(t:) D(t:)], (4.1.6) 

tben tbe functional J'(x0 , u) (4.1.2) can he written as 

00 

J'(xo, u)= j[x'u']Z(t:) [~]dt. 
0 

(4.1.7) 

We are ready for tbe specification of our standing assumptions on C(t:) and 
D(t:). 

ASSUMPTION 4.1 
(A) The functions C(t:): [0, fo]- R'•x" and D(t:): [O,fo]- R'•xm are continuous 

from tbe right at t: = 0. 
(B) Por all t:1 and t:2 satisfying O.s;;;t:1 .s;;;t:2 .s;;;'o it holds that Z(t:1).s;;;Z(t:2) and 

there exists a subspace ~ such tbat ker(Z (t:))= ~ for all t: e(O, fo]. In 

addition, [ D~<)] is injective lor all • e [0, <ol· 

ItEMARK 4.2 
These assumptions are basicly equivalent to tbe ones made in [Trentelman, 87]. 
Altbough Trentelman only required Z (t:) to be monotonically decreasing witb 
decreasing t:, it is very easy to see tbat tben ker(Z(t:)) must be constant fort: 
sufficiently small, because if t:2 ;;;;,.t:1 tben ker(Z(t:2))Cker(Z(t:1))CR". Further-

more, we note that [B' D'(O)] [v~o)] is posiûve definite and thus we may 

assume that [D~•)l is ~e lor all <E[O, <ol· Finally, observe that lor all 

t:e[O, fo], ker(Z(t:))= ker([C(t:) D(t:)D, but not necessarily ker([C(O) 
D(O)D= 'l>t. 

The first assumption of 4.1 may he considered mild. However, tbe author 
disagrees witb tbe statement of Trentelman tbat tbe second one is rather mild 
too. In fact, we believe tbat tbe monotonicity assumption on Z (t:) significantly 
restricts thesetof allowed mappings C(t:) and D(t:). Nevertbeless, tbe class of 
LQCPs tbat are associated witb pertorbed systems l:, =(A, B, C(t:), D(t:)), 
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(with C(E), D(E) saûsfying Assumpûon 4.1) is large enough to include the 
cheap control problems as well as Trentelman's "priority control" probieros 
([Trentelman, 87, Secûon 5D. One indicaûon for our conjecture that Assump
ûon 4.1 (B) is rather "heavy" is the following result. 

PRoPOsiTION 4.2 
- N - -

There exist _subspace~ ct.{ and "lll such thgt, fo! all_ EE(O, fo1 'V;= ct.{ and "lll€ = 6llf. It 
holds that C!.fC'Vö. "lllCG!Iîo and ~ = ~ = C!.fn"lllc~. Moreover, there exists a - - -
space U such thatfor all EE(O, fo1 Ul:.. =U and UCUl'.o. 

PRooF. If ~E): = ker([C(E) D(E)D (Ee[O, foD, then ~E)= ~Ee(O, fo]) C~O). 
Now everything is clear from Proposiûon 2.2 in [Geerts, 89-2) and (1.4.12) -
(1.4.14). 

COROLLARY 4.3 
IJ~ is left invertible, then for all EE[O, fo1 ~€ is left invertible. 

PRooF. If ~= 0 then ~= 0 by Proposiûon 4.2. Now reeall Assumpûon 4.1 
(B) and apply Proposiûon 1.29. 

Next, let EE[O, fo), ~he a fixed subspace and let (CV1), denote the weakly unob
servable subspace roodulo ~ (Definiûon 3.11 ). Then 

(CV1),= {xoeR"I3.., smootlr 'V1~o:[x'(xo, u),u1'(t)e ker(Z(E))n(~XRm)} 

and hence, by Assuppûon 4.1 (B), there exists a subspace ~ such that, for all 
EE(O,fo), (CV1),= ~c(CV1)o. Analogously, if (Ee[O,fo]}(C!.f5), denotes the 
weakly unobservable supspace with stability roodulo ~ (Def!niûon 3.8), then 
there exists a _subspace ~ such that for all EE(O, fo], (cv;.h = C!.f5 c(C!.f~)o and, in 
particular, 'Vó_C('Vó}o.. froposiûon 3.12 then yields that (C!.f5)o = 
('\lö)o + (CV1)o =>'Vó + éV;= C!.f~. Moreover, let for every EE[O, fo], l..(E) denote the 
set of weakly invariant subspaces (3.1.1) associated with ~' and let for every 
fel..(E). a~(~,) denote the set of e- zeros (Definition 3.3) associated with ~,. It 
is clear that l..(E2)Cl..(EJ) if fc};;;,:f2;;;,:fJ>0 and hence, if ezel..(E2), then we can 
make distinction between the sets a:(~, and a:(~,). However, if E1 >0, then 

Jo't 1 ""2 I -

we establish that a~(~,)= o(A +BFIC!.f/(!i+e,)) =a~(~,,) 
(Fe"ie,(~,.)ci"e,(~,,)) and, especially, we find that the set of c\?~zeros associ
ated with ~u a~(~€), is fixed if EE(O, fo]. These observations have been put 
together in 

PRoPOSITION 4.4 
'[bere exists a subspace ~ such that for all Ee(O, fo1 (CV1), = ~c(CV1)o and 
~el..(E)Cl..(O). Moreover, there exists a set a;: of at most n complex numbers 
such that for all EE(O, fo1 the set of~-zeros associated wilh ~,. a;:(~,), is equal 
toa ·;v:. 
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The limit of the optima/ cost for the perturbed LQCP with stability modu/o ~
Theorem 3.45 enables us to solve (LQCP)(<f.>. (te(O, fo]) immediately. 

PROPOSITION 4.5 
Let te(O, fo]. Then for all x 0, J(f.1(x 0 )= x 0'r;y:x 0 where the matrix r;y: is 
determined by the following properties: 

(i)r;y: er~ n r+, 

(ü)r;y: is the largestelement of the set {Kef"!~= 0}. 

For all x 0, there exists an optima/ control ue U if and only if a;: nc0 = 0. 

Now consider the unperturbed LQCP with stability modulo ~- lts solution is 
straightforward as well. 

PROPOSffiON 4.6 
Consider (LQCP)0;y:. For all xo, JO;y:(x0)= x 0'X0;y:x 0 with XO;;:, determined by 
the properties: 

(i)XO ;y: er~ n r~ 

(ü)XO;y: is the largestelement ofthe set {Ker<'IK~=O}. 

For all x o. there exists an optima/ control u EU l:o if and only if 
a·;y:(l:o)nC0 = 0. 

PRooF. We have ~eL(O) and hence (Corollary 3.13) (cv<';;:,)o= ~- Now 
apply Theorem 3.45. 

Tbe last two Propositions show a striking resemblance. This observation is 
used in Tbeorem 4. 7. 

THEOREM 4.7 

Lim r;v. = XO ;y:. 
qO 

-
PROOF. Let 0EO;;t1 EO;;t2 E;;fo, x 0 eRn and u e U be such that 
d 00 (x(x 0 , u),~)= 0. Due to Assunption 4.1 (B), we find that 
f>(x 0 , u);;;,J('(x0,u);;;,J0(x 0, u) and hence we establish that r;;:, is monotoni
cally decreasing with decreasing t and r;y: ;;;;, X0;;:,. I t follows that 
K: = lim r;y: exists, x;;,~ and, by Assumption 4.1 (A) and Proposition 4.5, 

pO(K)~o and K~= 0 since F(r::.t.);;;,O and ~cker(r~) (te(O, fo]). But - ~ -~ 

then, by Proposition 4.6, KEO;;XO;y: and we have found that K= XO;y:. 
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Hence the optimal cost for the pertorbed LQCP with stability modulo ~ con
verges to the optimal cost for the unperturbed problem with the same endpoint 
constraints. 
With Conjecture 3.48 in our minds, we want to ask the question: When will 
r~>. conve~ae to XO~>o? In other words: When will we have X0 .V, = XO~>o 'l 
~ecall that cv;.c(~)o_c'V0, and that all three subspaces areelementsof L(O). lf 
F~(~0)= ~(~)n(~~>o(~)) (see the fust subsection of Section 3.1), then 
a-:v.(~)= a(A +BFI"'Jöi<<Jo+.:V.>>= a(A +GC(O)I'V0 +6Molc<Y,+6!Ifo>) and 
a(f.>.J~)= a(A +BFI"'Jöi<<Jo+~>.>>= a(A +GC(O)I"'Jö+"llfol<~>o+6Jlf.>) 
(Fe~(~). Ge~(~)), by Definition 3.3. Moreover, it cao easily be found (see 
Lemma 3.2) that 

a(A + BFI~ +(~)o/ (<Jo+.:V.>)= a(A + GC(O)I(~)o +"llfo/ «Y.+"11fo>). 

We set a(«t.>oi'Y.(~):= a(A +BFI~+(~)o/(<Jo+<Y.>) (and thus a~>. 
(~0)Ua~,_rY,(~)= a-:v.(~)). Theorem 4.8 contains a necessary and sufficient 
condition for xo~ to be equal to xo~,.. 

THEOREM 4.8 

XO;v, = XO~l> <:9a~,_1<?,(~0)cC-. 

PRooF. By Proposition 2.18 (c) and Lemma 3.1, Aa.,("llf0 +~) C"llf0 +~. 
Aa.,("llfo+(~)o)C 6Mo+(~)o. Due to Lemma 3.15, XO~ X0<Y,+6Jlfo• Kf«t.,_ = 
Kf«t.).+"11fo• and thus, for the computation of these matrices, we cao act in the 
same way as in Chapter 3 concerning the determination of K 'Y. • Let 'X.z be 
such that "llfo$<Xz umo+~. ~ be such that (6Mo+~)$~::: 6Mo+(~)o. 
and ~ be such that ("llfo + (~)o)$~ = Rn. Choose suitable basis matrices 
besides the one we already have for 6Mo( W a) such that 'X.z = im ( Wc1 ), 
~=im(Wc2), ~=im(Wc3), and let [La',Lct'• Lc2',Lc/J'= 
[Wa, Web Wc2• Wc 3r 1

• Then (3.1.3) transforms into a system with the same 
kind of matrix block partitions as in (3.1.4) (however, the pair (C4,A 44) is oot 
necessarily observable) and a(A 33)= a~.1<Y,(~). Consider the ARE 

0= [OC,]'[OC4[ + [:n ~:]' [~:, ~:] + [~:, ~:] [:n ~:] 
- [~:, ~:] [~:](».;» .. nH,' H4( [~:, ~:} 

If K14 denotes the largest positive semi-definite solution of 0= C4 'C4 + 
A44'K44 + K44A44- K44H4 (Da.,'Da.,)- 1H4'K44 (which exists; reeall Lemma 
3.17!), then A 44(K14 ): =A 44-H 4(D a..' D a.,) -t H 4' K14 bas all its eigenvalues in 
-- - - [0 0] C . lt is clear that XO~,_ = LcJ'K14Lc3 and O Ktt is a solution of the ARE 
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given above. In addition. it is obvious that every other solution [~:. ~=] of 

this ARE corresponds toa solution [~:. K::K./4] of the ARE 

O== [A33 A34(KJ4)l' [L33 L34] [A33 A34(KJ4)] [L33 L34] 
0 A44(Ki4) L34' L44 + 0 A44(KJ4) L34' L44 

- [~:. ~:] [::] (D • .'D •• nn,• H,1 [~:. ~:] 

if and only if 

o(A 33)CC by Corollary 2.27. 

We wi1l apply tbe Theorem 4.7, 4.8 to tbe important special cases 5'=:; Rn and 
5'== 0. We set rR. =:(XC)- and Kó ==: (r)+ (Ee[O, fo)}. Reeall tbat Cl(= "V{l:() 
for EE(O, f()). 

PROPOSITION 4.9 
We have lim(K()- = X.O~. Moreover, X.O~= (XO)- if and only if a*<V(l:0)cë-. 

q,o 

PROOF. For every EE[O, fo], KL·= r'v.+6!lf, (Corollary 3.28) =r'v. (Lemma 
3.15) and ('\~&·)(= "'J;. Thus, if EE(O, fo], tben (K()- = r;, and r~ converges 
to X.O;, according to Theorem 4.7. In addition, a;l;v<l:o)= a*;v<l:0) (by 
definitionl_ and hence, by Theorem 4.8, X.O~ equals (XO)- if and only if 
a~)CC-. 

R.llMARK 4.10 
The statements of Proposition 4.9 are also proven in [Geerts, 88-5, Theorems 
3.3, 3.4]. Proposition 4.9 implies tbat (K()- in general does not converge to 
(XO)-. 
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PROPOSITION 4.11 

Lim(K')+ = (K0)+. 
•J.O 

Chapter4 

PRoOF. For every fE[O, fo], ('\1!). = 0 and thus ëfo = 0. App1y Theorem 4.7. 

REMARK 4.12 
Since ('\1!)0 = êfo< = 0), the condition in Theorem 4.8 is trivially satisfied. Pro
position 4.11 is (as Theorem 3.2) one of the the main results in [Trentelman, 
87]. 

The limit of the optima/ cost for perturbed (LQCP).s. 
Reeall that for every fE[O, fo], x;., K(~). represent the _oytimal oost for 

(LQCP)~ and (LQCP)(~>.· respective1y; if f>O then (~). = ~ and K':V,, XO;:;, 
have been specified in the Propositions 4.5, 4.6, respectively. If we make 

ASSUMPTION 4.13 

"i/<E(O, <"):x;.= K(~). 
then Theorems 4.7, 4.8 provide an immediate answer to the question whether 
the function f~-+K;- is continuous from the right at f = 0 or not. 

THEOREM 4.14 
Let Assumntion 4.13 he satisfied Then lim.K;- = ~ <=>a(·'lf.,l:v.'(~o)CC-

r •J.O '"' ' 

Discussion. 
In particular, (K') + is continuous from the right at f = 0 (Proposition 4.11 ), 
but for arbitrary subspace '5" in general we do not have lim.K;- = ~ and hence 

<.j,O 

it is not reasonab1e to approximate optimal inputs for the possib1y singu1ar 
unperturbed (LQCP).s by means of a limiting procedure for the optimal con
tro1s of the perturbed prob1em with the same endpoint constraints (unless 
Assumption 4.13 and the condition in Theorem 4.14 are satisfied, of course). 
On the other hand, suppose that we have reason to believe that Z(f) (4.1.6) is 
decreasing with decreasing f, and that Assumption 4.13 is satisfied (maybe 
because of a specific choice for ~- Then, taking the continuity assumption 4.1 
(A) for granted, we know from Theorem 4.7 that for f small, x;. is approxi
mated by XO;y: and by ~ if the eigenvalue condition of Theorem 4.14 is 
satisfied. Hence we then have a reliab1e estimate of x;. for f small, perhaps 
without having access to all entries of C(f) and D (f). 

In the begining of this monograph, we promised to deal with infinite horizon 
LQCPs only. This promise will not be broken; all unavoidab1e matters about 
finite horizon LQCPs have been put away in the Appendix. Nevertheless we 
fee1 that in the regular text we must make the following remark about the 
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relation between receding horizon LQCPs and LQCPs without stability. 

Continuity properties of large horizon perturbed LQCPs. 
Consider, insteadof (4.1.2), for fixed T>O and t:e[O, t:o] the finite oost criterion 

T 

Ji{xo, u):= jy.'y.dt, 
0 

together with the system ( 4.1.1 ). 

lf wedefine .!Hxo): = inf{.!Hxo, u)lueCi:y,}, 

then ([Hautus et al., 83, Theorem 5.8 - 5.10]) 

J'r(xo)= inf{.!Hxo, u)lu smooth on [0, T]} 

(4.1.8) 

(4.1.9) 

(4.1.10) 

and there exists a symmetrie matrix lunetion K':[O, T]-+Rnxn sueh that, for 
all x 0 , Ji{x 0 )= x 0'K'(T)x0 (Appendix). Assuming that Assumption 4.1 is 
satisfied, then, for fixed T>O, K'2(T)~K''(T)~K0(T) (t:o~t:2 ~t: 1 ~0). More
over, 

PROPOSITION 4.15 

LimK'(T)= X0(T). 
<J,O 

PRooF. Let x 0:#(). Then for every smooth control u on [0, T], 

T 

/: = j[x'(xo, u).x(xo, u)+u'u]dt>O. 
0 

Let P>O be arbitrary and u be a smooth control on [0, T] sueh that 
x 0'X0(T)x 0 E;;; ~r(x0 , u)E;;; x 0'K0(T)x0 + P/2. For a positive semi-definite 
matrix P, let IIPII denote the largest eigenvalue of P. Then, due to (right) con
tinuity of Z(t:) at t:= 0, there exists a (e(O, t:o] sueh that, if t:e[O, 'ij, then 
IIZ(t:)- Z(O)IIE:;;.,/(21). Hence 

T 

J'r(x 0 , u)-~r(x0, u)= j(x' u')[Z(t:)- Z(O)] [~]dtE;;; pf2 
0 

if t:e[O, 'ij (bere x= x(x0 , u)). Thus, for t:e[O, 'ij, x 0'X0(T)x 0 E;;; Ji{x 0 , u)E;;; 
x 0'X0(T)x 0 +.,,i.e. K'(T)J,X0(T)(t:J,O). 

Since we know that for fixed t:e[O, t:o], lim K'(T)= (K')- (Appendix (Lemma 
T-+oo 

2), see also Remark 2.3), we observe from Propositions 4.9 and 4.15 that 

lim limK'(T)= (K0)- and lim lim K'(T)= J<!l~. (4.1.11) 
T -+oo <J,O <J,O T -+oo 

Hence we caooot "interehange" the two limit operations. Schematieally, we 
cao indieate this by the arrows in the diagram below. 
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x•(T) T~oo (K•)-

.• o j 
T~oo : fqo 

Ko(T) (Ko)-

FIGURE 3 

From Proposition 4.9 we then establish that this diagram "commutes" if and 
only if a·~~0)CC-. 

Now we wil1 proceed with the limiting behaviour of optima! controls, state tra
jectories and outputs for (LQCP)~. In Chapter 3 we saw that uniqueness of 
optima! controls is related to left-invertibility of the system under considera
tion. The author does oot want to make life more difficult than it already is, 
neither to the reader nor to himself, and therefore he wil1 assume that, for 
every fE[O, fo], ~. is left invertible, i.e. (Corollary 4.3) that 

ASSUMPTION 4.16 
~0 is left invertible. 

Now reeall that a ·;v.(~.) denotes the set of <?~zeros associated with ~. 
(fE[O, fQ]) and a·<Y,(~~·)= a·;v,, fixed, if f>O (Proposition 4.4). The next result 
expresses that a ·;v,(~0) contains a ·;v, if ~0 is left invertible. 

PR.OPOSITION 4.17 
IJ Assumption 4.16 is satisfied, then for all fE[O, fo1 a ·;v:(~.) Ca ·;v,(~0 ). 

PRooF. The claim is trivia! if f= 0; fix fE(O, fo]. Then ~= "'"n <TIA + BF> 
for every FE<!J!~.) (Definition 3.11). _ Choose any FE<S{~.); we have 
a·;v,=a(A+BFIY"~;v:) and (C(f)+D(f2F)'Y=O. Thus, by Assumption 4.1 (B), 
(C(O) + D(O)F)'Y= 0. Now extend FI'Y on "Vö such that for the resulting exten
sion F0 :'Y~ Rm we have (A+ BF0 )"Vö C"Vö, (C(O)+ D(O)Fo)"Vö = 0, and extend 
F 0 arbitrarily on Rn. lt follows that F0 E~cV,'(~0) (=<S{~0)) and a·<Y.(~0)= 
a(A + BFoi"Vöi<Y,). Now it is clear that a·;v: ca·~(~0). ' 

If 5= 0, then ~= 0 and hence we reobtain Theorem 2.3 of [Geerts, 89-2]: 

COROLLARY 4.18 
If~o is left invertible, then for all fE[O, fo1 a·(~.) ca·(~0). 

REMARK 4.19 
Once more we establish that Assumption 4.1 (B) is rather restrictive w.r.t. the 
mappings C(f) and D(f). However, Corollary 4.18 is not valid without the 
l!SSUip.pti9n !)lat ~o is left invertible. This finds its ~ause in _!he fact that 
C!it= 'Yn61lfc'Yn61lf0 = ~ ncv; but oot necessarily C!it= ~ n'Y. We wil1 
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demonstrate this by means of an example in the next Section (Example 3). 

Finally, we will assume that for every initial condition, an optimal input exists 
for the unperturbed LQCP with stability modulo ~.in other words, that (Pro
position 4.6} 

ASSUMPTION 4.20 

,7~(~)nC0 = 0. 

Consequently, by Propositions 4.5 and 4.17, 

LEMMA 4.21 
lf Assumptions 4.16 and 4.20 are satisfied, then for every E:E[O, E:o] and for every 
x 0 eRn there exists an optima/ control for (LQCP)·~. 

REMARK 4.22 
In particular, if Assumptions 4.16 and 4.20 are satisfied and for all x 0 there 
exists an optima! control for (LQCP}8, then for all x 0 there exists an optimal 
input for (LQCP}ó with E:e(O, fo]. Hence the assumption A.3 in [Trentelman, 
87] can be rep1aced by the weak.er Assumption 4.20. 

The limiting behaviour of optima/ inputs and stote trajectories for (LQCP}•;y:. 
At this point, we know that for every E:E[O, E:o] and for every x 0 there exists a 
unique optimal input "~x. eU(~) for the problem (LQCP}';;;.. Let x •. x. and 
y ~x. denote the resulting state trajectory and output, respectively. In imitation 

of [Trentelman, 87], we are going to prove that u •. x. --+Uo,x. and 
x •. x. --+Xo,x.(E:.J-0} in distributional sense. In short, a sequence of distributions 

u.eD'1o,co) is said to converge (weak.ly) to ueD'to.co) (E:.J,O} in distributional 
sense if <uuf/J>--+<u,q,> (E:.J,O} for every fj)eD _ (see Section 1.4). In addi· 
tion, a sequence of j-vectors of distributions in D'to.co> is said to converge to a 
j·vector of these distributions, if convergence holds componentwise. Moreover, 
we will show that y ~x. --+Yo,x. strongly (E:.J,O}; a sequence y • eL;• (R +) converges 
to y eL2" (R +} strongly ( E:.j,O} if convergence ho1ds componentswise in the 
topology of L 2(R+}. Reeall that Assumption 4.1 is standing. 

THEOREM 4.23 
Let the Asswnptions 4.16 and 4.20 be satisfied Thenfor all xoeRn, u.,x.--+Uo,x. 
and x •• x. --+Xo,x. (E:.J,O} in distributional sense and y •.x. --+Yo.x. (E:.J,O) strongly. 

PRooF. It holds that K0
:= Jél;;;. ef:!unnr~ (Proposition 4.6) and hence there 

exist matrices cy, D;', [er' D;'] of full row rank =m, such that -o 
F'(K }=[er' DK'f(cr' er'] and U~= U:z;;o, with l':;'= (A, B, q, D;'). 
This follows from [Geerts, 89-3, Ap~dix] (see also Lemma 2.22) and the fact 
that rank ([er' DK']}= rank (F'(K }}= m (combine Proposition 1.29 and 
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Lemma 1.36). Take a fixed Xo and write u,=ut.x.• x,=x,,x.• y,=y,,x. 
(t:e(O,fo}) and, analogous1y, u0 , x 0 , y 0 • If y.K(xo, u):= (CK)x + (D.K)u, 

00 

J.K(xo, u):= J y.K'y.K dt and y,: (C.K)x, +(D.K)u,, then we find that 
tP. -o .::::.o -o 

J.K(x0 , u,)= J (xJ!.bu,)- x 0'K x 0 ('v'!Scker(K ), see_ Proposition 4.6) 
~JE(x0 , u,)-x0 'K x 0 (Assumption 4.1 (B)) =x0'(Kfc?, -K

0
)x0 • Therefore, by 

Theorem 4.7,y,--+0 (t:~O) strongly in Li'(R+) and hence, a fortiori,y,--+0 (t:~O) 
in distributional sense. Set 1[((s ): D.K + CK(sln-A) -I B (seC), then we 
establish from Proposition 2.31 (d) that l":.K is 1eft invertible, and thus that 
normal rank (1f?(s))=m (Proposition 1.29). Hence 1f?(s) is invertible as a 
rational matrix, and since y, (Ti?(p ))u,+ CK(pln-A )- 1 x 0 (1.4.9), we get 
that 

u,= (1[((p))- 1(j,-CK(pln-A)- 1xo)--+- (1[((p))- 1CK'(pln-A)- 1xo : Ü 

(t:~O) in distributional sense. In addition (1.4.7), y.K(x0 , ü)= 0 and ü eC~, ü 
even is a Bohl type distribution. Again by Lemma 2.22, we then find that 
J 0(x0 ,Ü)<oo and thus (Proposition 3.51) d 00(x(x0 ,Ü),'Yo)=O. Now let 
G0 e@(l":0) be such that A +G0C(O)=A .. » (Proposition 2.18 (c)), the prelim
inary closed:J..~op matrix gener_!~ed by the dual al&.<brithm (Section 2.2). It holds 
that o(A .. D(K )l!in'6!+6!1fo))CC (2.2.15b) since K is the largest solution Kof 
[<I for which (~+6!1îo)Cker(K) (see Propositions 2.18 (e) and 4.6, compare 
the proof of Proposition 4.8). However, since we have assumed that 
o(A .. DI(Y8+6!Iîo)l6!+6l!f

0
))nC0 = 0 (Definition 3.3), we observe that even 

o!A 119(K )1Rn/6:+6!1fo))CC and we establish from (2.2.15) that_d 00 (x(xo, ü), 
~+~))= 0. But then we have found that d 00(x(x, Ü), ~)= 0 since 
cvo n(<\t;+6!1îo)= ~- Hence lim (x'(xo. u)K0 

x(xo. ü)Xt)= 0 and therefore 
1-+00 

J 0(x0 , Ü)= J.K(x 0 , ü)+x0'K
0
x 0 and we have shown that ü is optimal for the 

problem (LQCP)0CV,. Note that üeUY.. = U~"K·· Since optimal controts are 
unique, we have that ü u0 and we have obtained that u,--+uo (t:~O) in distri
butional sense. Since x,= (pin-A)- 1(Bu, +x0), we also find that x,--+xo (t:~O) 
in distributional sense. The remainder of the proof is completely analogous to 
the last part of the proof of [Trentelman, 87, Theorem 4.3] and is left to the 
reader. 

REMARK4.24 
The case if=Rn, !f=O have been treated before in [Geerts, 88-5, Theorem 4.2] 
and [Trentelman, 87, Theorem 4.3], respectively. 

Continuity of optimal contro/s and state trajectories for (LQCP)'!S. 
If Assumption 4.13 is satisfied, Theorem 4.14 tells us when IQr converges to 
A1. Moreover, if l":o is left invertible, then Theorem 4.23 gives additional infor
mation about the convergence of optimal controls, state trajectories and out
puts for the perturbed LQCP with stability modulo !f. 
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TIIEOREM 4.25 
Let Assumpt_!g!!S 4.13, 4.16 and 4.20 be satisfied and assume that 
o~l?.(~o)CC . Then for every xo, the unique optima/ control and the resulting 
state Irajeetory for (LQCP)~ (f:e(O, ~D converge in distributional sense to the 
unique optima/ input and resu/ting state Irajeetory for (LQCP)~. In addition. the 
optima/ output for (LQCP)~ converges strongly to the optima/ output Jor 
(LQCP)~. 

Discussion. 
The Theorems 4.23 and 4.25 look more stout that they are, in the author's 
opinion. Apparently, optimal controts for pertorbed LQCPs convergein distri
butional sense to optimal controts for the unperturbed LQCPs. So what? Both 
Theorems do not yield us any insight in the quantitative impulsive-like 
behavioor of optimal controts for pertorbed problems if the pertorbation 
parameter f: is sma11 (compare e.g. the papers mentioned at the beginning of 
this Chapter). On the other hand, such a rigid kind of singular pertorbation 
analysis is believed to be beyond the scope of this monograph, although we do 
have confidence in any attempt, based on the structore algorithm, to pursue 
such matters like asymptotic power series expansions and boundary layer 
corrections (compare [Sannuti et al., 85D. More concretely, we have oor own 
ideas in this direction, and we will lift a corner of the veil in the next Section, 
where we will translate and extend the results from this Section for the special 
case of cheap control. 

4.2 Theory in practke: Cbeap control problems. 
In the concluding part of this monograph we will take it easy - that is not 
unreasonable after all we have been through. We shall investigate the well
known cheap control problems. Since they turn out to form a special class of 
the pertorbed linear-quadratic control problems that we treated in Section 4.1, 
the only thing we have to do is to specialize results from that Section into oor 
current setting. Then, we will demonstrate how oor material can be exploited 
by studying some numerical examples. The Section is rounded by some loose 
ends, subjects for further research, conjectores conceming a few unanswered 
questions and the like. 

The general cheap control problem 
First, let us reeall the linear system ~of Section 1.4: 

px=Ax + Bu + xo, 

y= Cx +Du, 
00 

(4.2.la) 

(4.2.lb) 

with ueC~. and the quadratic cost criterion J(x0,u)= jy'ydt. As usual, 
0 

[B' D']' and [CD] are of full column and row rank, respectively, and the pair 
(A, B) is stabilizable. In addition, for O<f:E;;; 1, let 
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C(<)= [ ~]· D(<)= [:.]. (4.2.lc) 

and let~. denote the corresponding system (4.1.1). If J'(x 0 , u) stands for the 
cost criterion (4.1.2), then fort:= 0 we have J 0(x 0 , u)= J(x 0 , u). Note, how-

ever, thaty0 = ~] and thus that ~=#=~0 • Nevertheless it is clear that all results 

in Section 4.1 carry over. Now, if <JcRn is a given subspace, then for every 
t:E[O, I] we can consider the (LQCP):y associated with ~«> and for positive E 

such a problem is usually called a cheap control problem with stability roodulo 
~ 

If in (4.2.1) D = 0, then in the unperturbed (LQCP)'!I the inputs are not penal
ized at all, whereas in the perturbed problem they "are not too expensive" if E 

is small. In other words, in the latter case controts are cheap and behold, a 
name is bom. In the course of time, these perturbed LQCPs were also called 
cheap if D=#=O ([Trentelman, 87]). On close examination this is somewhat con
tradictory, since, if D=#=O, then certain controts are already penalized in the 
unperturbed problem- if ker(D)= 0 they all are. Nevertheless, we stick to the 
label "cheap control", because it immediately evokes the right associations; 
further on in this Section we will define another perturbed system that is 
believed to be in consonance with the concept of cheap control as decribed 
above. 

Now it is obvious that [D~•)l is of full column rank lor every <E[O, 1], since 

[n~o)] is. However, note that [C(O)D(O)]= [~ ~] is not surjective. Also, 

Z(t:) (4.1.6) is monotonically decreasing with decreasing E, and 
ker(Z(t:))= (ker(C))x 0 if t:E(O, 1]. Hence, Assumption 4.1 is satisfied 
(observe that the upper bound Eo of t!'e intervaJ [0, t:o] is ,!rre1evant~here - we 
take Eo = 1). Nex!, reeall that CV='\, G1tf= G1tf,, ~= ~. ~= (~),, 
a*;;z= a*;v.'(~,) and U= U~ fort:E(O, 1]. . . . 
COROLLARY 4.26 

'V= <ker(C)!A >, c,fu-= 0, i= 0, ~= <~ > ncV, 
a·~ a(AI'YI('Yn<~>)), Ü= C';,.. 

PRooF. let x 0 eRn and t:>O. lf t)le smooth control u is such that 
y,(x 0 , u)=O, then~ u=O. Hen~ CV= <ker(C)!A >. Next, we have 
ker(DJJ))=._ 0, i.e. G1tf= 0 and thus ~= 0. !t now follows from Definition 3.11 
t)lat ~= cvn <~ + BF> and, since FE\f= O(Fe<!l{~,). t:>O), we find that 
~= <ker(C)n~A >. Thus, a·~= a(AjVI~) (Definition 3.3), andy,(O, u) is 
smooth if and only if u is smooth. 
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Here is our first main result of this Section. 

THEOREM 4.27 

Lim lOs= ~ker(C)n!ljif > · qO 
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PltooF. We have <~-B(D'D+;lm)- 1D'C>n<ker(C)jA>= 
<ker(C)n~ > and hence the claim is clear by combination of Corollary 
3.31, Corollary 4.26 and Theorem 4.7. 

COROLLARY 4.28 

Lim(K')- = (~)- if and only if o~ker(C)JA>(.Io)CC-. 
qO 

PltooF. Proposition 4.9 and Corollary 4.26. 

REMARK 4.29 
Theorem 5.4 in [Geerts, 89-3] and Theorem 4.27 express~ the same result; reeall 
that ~ = ~+611î for every eeL(O) (Corollary 3.6) and CV is clearly an element 
of L(O) (3.1.1). In addition, the Remark below [Geerts, 89-3, Theorem 5-4] con
tains the claim from Corollary 4.28 (see Deftnition 3.3). If '!ris arbitrary, then a 
necessary and sufficient condition for convergence of lOs to ~(ttO) is given in 
Theorem 4.14 (note that in general we do not have a straightforward expres
sion for o~:tof<V:(.Io)). 

Numerical examples. 

E:xAMPLE I. 
Consider the system .Io: 

[:: l = [! -~] [:: l + [!]•· [::].y' = [0 I][:: l +u 

It is clear that (A, B) is stabilizable. Also, for every u, x 2 e _, x 02 • Now 

(2.3.3) Co= 0, Ao= [A_:) and thus 'Yo <ker(C0)IA 0 >= R2
• Conse-

quently, (~)- = OlkerlJrO)- = 'Yo +~). Further, we have 

'V= <~~C)JA >= { x~, lx01 arbiuary} and therefoo: .~ ... <CJI<>(l:g)= 

{- I} cC . Hence, according to Corollary 4.28, (K')- converges to 0 (ttO). 
We will check this by considering the ARE associated with :l':,. lf 

jkJ(f:) k2(t)l 
K' = k

2
(t) k

3
(t) , then (Proposition 1.37) (K')- is the smallest positive 

semi efinite salution of 
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0= C'C + A'K" + K•A - (K"B + C'D)(D'D + fll)- 1(B'K" + D'C), 

i.e., of 

0= 2kl(f)- (kl(f))2(1 + f2)-l, 

0= -kl(f)(k2(f)+ 1)(1 +fl)-1, 

0= 1- 2k3(f)- (k2(f) + 1)2(1 + fl)- 1. 

The only possible real symmetrie solutions of this ARE can be classified as fol
lows. 
(i) Let k 1(f)= 0. Then k 3(f)= [1- (k2(f) + 1i(l +f2)-1JI2. 
<ü> Let k1(t:):~o. Then kr(f)= -1. k2lf>=~. kJ(f)= 2(1 +fl). 

2(I +fl) -1 . 
Case (ü) yields (K")+ = _ 1 ~ . In accordance with Proposition 4.11, 

we establish that (K•)+ J.,(XO)+ = [:_ 1- h] (f~O); note that 

o((K0)+)= {2~, 0}. Case (i) yields infinitely many indefinite solutions, but 

only one positive semi-definite solution, namely (K")-= [~ ~i( 1 ~fl)-l]• 
and (K•)- ~0 (f~O). 

Note that for every x 0 the optimal control for the unperturbed LQCP without 
stability is given by the feedback law 

u - Cx, 

and the resulting state trajectory is x(t)= exp(A 0t)x0 (t;;a.O), with 

[
exp(t) - x(t)l 

eA•' 0 exp( -t) , x(t)= *{e 1 -e sinh t. 

Thus, for all x 0 the optimal control is square-integrabie over R+, but this is 
not the case for the optimal state trajectory; take e.g. x 0 = [x01 OJ' with 
x 01 ::;#:0, then lexp(A 0t)x012-+oo. 

ExAMPLE 2. 
Given the system l:0: 

As in Example 1, C0 = 0, whence 'Yo = R2. Here, for every u, x 1(t)= e1 x 0 , i.e. 
(A, B) is not stabilizable. However, according to Theorem 3.55 ~ this has no 
consequences for the validity of Theorem 4.27 with ~= R2, §ince CV is the same 
as in Example I and hence ~Ç(A) + <Aiim(B)>+CV= Rn (note that 
~Ç(A)=O!). Next, we have A 0 =I2 and hence a·<\<(~)= {I}. According to 
Theorem 4.27 and Corollary 4.28, then, lim(K•)- = XO;y::j=(K0 )- 0. We will 

<,j,O 
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[

kJ(E) k2(E)] 
compote X.O~ by means of Theorem 3.39. Let K' = k

2
(E) kJ(E) . Then the 

dissipation matrix F(K() (4.1.3) for the system l:, (EE[O, 1]) beoomes 

[

2JcJ(E) 3k2(E) k2(E) l 
3k2(E) (4kJ(E)+ l) (k3(E)+ 1) 

k2(E) (k3(E)+ l) } +El 

and hence K 0 E ro if and only if 

pk1(0) k~(O) k2(0)(2- k3(0))l 

lk2(0)(2- k3(0)) k3(0)(2- k3(0)) ;;;, 0· 

Since, from the above, J<!1 ~ is the largest solution of the set 

( K" er"iK"= [~ ~]· O<A<2), 

we find that X.O~= [g ~]=#=(). For E>O we know from Proposition 3.20 that 

(KY = [~ k;(•)l witb ki (<) tbe lmxest solution of tbe ffiequality 

- khE) + 2Jc3(E)(l + ~)+ ~= 

((I +5fl +4i)ss -(1 +~)+k3(E)]. 

((1 + 5~ +4E4)SS +(1 +~)-k3(E)j;;;,O, i.e., 

ki (E)= (I+~)+ (I +5~+4E4)ss. 

lndeed, (K')- J,Jél~ (E~O), as was predicted. Note that f'l does not contain a 
largest solution. 

The first example we solved by means of the ARE, whereas we tackled the 
second one by using the DI and Theorem 3.39. The nicefeature of the latter 
approach is, that the computations are considerably simplified when some of 
the entries of (K')- are a priori known to he zero. 

Remark 4.19 says that Proposition 4.17 is not true without the assumption that 
l:o is left invertible. We will demonstrate this for t;!te cheae_ control case. In 
that case, for positive E, we have that o • (l:,) = o(A I~ with CV'= <ker( C)!A > 
(Corollary 4.26). If lffio=#=(), then o • {l:o) = o(A + BFI'Yq_l ~) (F E~l:o)) and there 
exists a F0e~~) such that F 0 1'V'= 0 (note that 'V'C'Vo). However, it may 
occur that lffion~. and hence not necessarily o·_!l:c)_co·(l:0). In Example 3 
the system l:0 is not left invertible and lffio n CV'= 'Y, o • (l:,)::#: .0, whereas 
o • (l:o) = .0. Thus we establish that Assumption 4.16 is indeed essenrial for the 
last part of Section 4.1. 
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ExAM.PLE 3. 

[Xtl = [l 0] [Xtl [0 ]] ["t] [Xotl = [X1] ,X
2 

0 l X2 + 1 0 u2 ' x 02 ,y (O 1) x 2 ' 

We have D 0. Since im(B)c6lil'0 , we establish 6lii'0 =Rn. ]'Jext, if y= x 2=0, 
then x 02 =0. On the other hand, 'Y= <ker(C)IA > = 

{[x ~']1x01 ..-bitwy} C'V0 and thus "10 ~ iir. lt follows that ~ ~ "1llO n "10 ~ "10 

and therefore a·(~)= 0. However, a·(~,)= {1} if t:>O. According to Corol
lary 4.28, (K')- converges to (~)- (qO). We will give another proof of this as 
follows. If 

is a real symmetrie element of r (4.1.4) with t:~O, then 

2kt 2k2 k2 k1 

2k2 (2k3+1) k3 k2 

k2 k3 t:2 0 ~o. 

kt k2 0 ; 

Let t:>O. 'fhen (Theorem 3.49) (K')- is the largest solution K er which 
satisfies K('Y= 0. Hence ki (t:) is the largest solution of 

2;k3 +; k~= 

[t:(l +;)*-; +kJit:(l +;)*+;-kJ]~ 0, 

and thus (KT ~ [~ .' +<( ~ +<')" l J,O~ (K
0
)- (<J,O); note that "JJ +"lllO ~ 

ker((K0 )-)= Rn. 

Analogously, it can be found that (K') + ~ [ 
2
; <' + <( ~ + <' )"] J,O (<J,O). Note 

that f'l = {0} since 6lil'= Rn Cker(K) for every Kef'! (Proposition 2.18 (e)). 
This can also be seen from the dissipation inequality given above. Conse
quently, for every subspace '5" we have that K';,;>. converges to 0! Finally, we 
mention that a=an = 1 (which follows readily from Section 2.2), but ~0 is not 
left invertible! In Remark l on page 165 of [Geerts, 89-l] it is stated that 1eft 
invertibility implies that the two system integers are equal. Apparently, the 
converse is not true. 

Since Theorem 4.23 and 4.25 do not contain any quantitative statements on the 
limiting behaviour of optimal controts and state trajectories for pertorbed 
LQCPs, we will not consider their interpretations for our cheap control case. 
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Theorems in this spirit are presented in Section 4.4 of [Saberi et al., 87]. 

Discussion. 
In [Saberi et al., 87] cheap control problems (in the original sense, i.e., D = 0) 
are investigated in the following manner (for details, see [Saberi et al., 87]). 
First, the cheap control problem is converted to a well-deftned singular pertut
bation problem with multiple time-scales by appropriate multiple amplitude 
sealing of controts and state variables. As a result, the parameter t: is 
transferred from the cost criterion to the dynamic system equations and since 
the state variables with predominant slow variations can be separated from 
those with fast variations, it is possible to partition the given problem in a 
number of regular subproblems by nesting the evolution of the various time
scales ([Dragan et al., 82]). The central role in [Saberi et al., 87] is played by a 
state space transformation (based on the primal structure algorithm), which 
was constructed in [Sannuti et al., 87]. We quote the next statement; reeall that 
D =0 {lSaberi et al., 87, Theorem 3]). 
Let" denote the number of algorithm steps. Then, for all x 0 , 

JMx0)= ~(x0) + O(t:111
') (t:..l,O). (4.2.2) 

We will return to this assertion in the sequel. 

In [Geerts, 89-4], the author builds a statespace transformation basedon the 
(generalized) dual structure algorithm. With this state space transformation it 
is possible to solve general singular LQCPs, as we saw in Section 3.2. A 
number of arguments, deftning the strategy to tackle singular LQCPs by means 
of a "dual" instead of a "primal" state space transformation, are given in 
[Geerts, 88-4]; probably the best one of them is the observation that the dual 
structure algorithm yields an explicit basis matrix for the strongly reaebabie 
subspace, which is nontrivial if and only if the LQCP under consideration is 
singul ar. 
Moreover, in [Geerts, 89-4] non-strict causality (i.e. D=#)) is allowed. There
fore [Geerts, 89-4] may be looked upon as both an extension and a counterpart 
of [Sannuti et al., 87] but, on the other hand, the paper does not elaborate on 
cheap control problems in the sense of [Saberi et al., 87]. Since the representa
tion of cheap control as given in (4.2.lc) is conceptually wrong if D=#), this 
raises a question. How exactly should cheap control be formulated for arbi
trary systems l: = (A, B, C, D)? The author proposes the following way. 

A cheap control representalion for non-strictly causallinear systems. 
The system (4.2.1a -b) can be weitten in the form 

px = Ax + B0w0 + B0w0 + x 0• (4.2.3a) 

y = Cx + D0w0 , (4.2.3b) 

wj.th Do and B 0 left invertible, rank (Do)= q0 = rank (D), rank 
(B0)= r0 = m-q0 , by means of the input transformation u= S 0[w0'w01' with 
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S 0 such that DS0 = [D0 0], BS0 = [B0 B0 ] (see Section 2.2). Let us assume that 
Sö 1 = S0'. Observe that w0 is fully penalized. Now for E:E[O, 1] define 

y,:= [~]x+ [:']wo+ [~.]wo (4.2.4a) 

and 

= [~]x+ [[o :.~.} 

00 

P(x0,u)= jy/y(dt. 
0 

(4.2.4b) 

00 

Then it follows that y( = [y' E:w 0']', P(x0 u)= j(Y'y +ilw0'w0 ]dt. Since for 
0 

E:=O we reobtain the unperturbed cost criterion and for E:>O the singular con-
trol w0 is mildly penalized, the perturbed system (4.2.3a), (4.2.4a) with the 
corresponding oost criterion ( 4.2.4b) forms an appropriate representation of 
cheap control for general systems (A, B, C, D). In particular, it covers the case 
D = 0 discussed in [Saberi et al., 87]. 
We saw that in the unperturbed system w0 is fully penalized. However, this 
does not necessarily imply that w0 is smooth if y is smooth! A counterexample 
is given below. 

ExA.MPLE 4. 

Assume that 

theny is smooth if and only ify;=O withy;= xt+ul (i= -2, -1,0) and 

[x;2]=o, [x;+t]= [x;]+ [u;l(i= -2, 1,0) 
X-2 X 1 +I X 1 U1 

(see Section 1.4). Thus, we get •'-• = 0, [x;'] = [ ? ] and •'-• =-u~,. 
whence [x!]= [ 2 -u+~22] and, fi:~~. uA :-

2 
u~2 -u:. I. Since 

Xo U-2 U-t 

uf(i= -2, -1,0) can be chosen freely, we establish that there exist controls 
u 1,2, both impulsive, such that y is smooth. 

Hence we feel somewhat ill at ease if in (4.2.3a), (4.2.4a) we call the inputs w0 
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and w0 "regular" and "singular", respectively. However, by application of the 
feedback 

(4.2.5) 

weget 
- N 

px = Aox + Bovo + Bowo + xo. (4.2.6a) 

y,= [~•]x + [:•]•• + [:..]w., (4.2.6b) 

with A 0 = A -B0(Do'D0)- 1D0'C, Co= (l-D0(D 0'Do)- 1D 0')C. Observe that 
we did the same in Section 3.2. Now we have D 0'C0 = 0 and therefore y is 
smooth only if \1 0 is. Hence if y is smooth then we are sure that \1 0 is a regular 
conttol, "!hereas w0 (still) might be singular. 
Let CV", (~)11 denote the weakly unobservable subspace and weakly unobserv
able subspace modulo ~ with ~CR11 a given subspace, respectively, but now 
corresponding to (4.2.6) for t:>O. In addition, let (K";-)11 denote the optimal cost 
for the associated cheap control problem with stability modulo ~ and 
(K•);; = (.K'<a· )11 , (K•);i = (A1, )11• Then the next statements are immediate gen
eralizations of Corollary 4.26 - Corollary 4.28. 

PROPOSITION 4.30 

éV;, = <ker(Co)JAo>. (~)11 = <5JAo> néV;,, 

afV:>. = a(Aoi'Yn1fv.n<5JA0 >))· 

/im(K;-)11 = ~ker(C0)05JA 0>· <J.O 

lim(K•);; = (~)- ~a::.ker(C )'A >(~)cë-. qO o r'O 

Let us see what happens in Example 4 if we consider both the former and the 
latter cheap control version. 

ExAMPLE 4 continued. 
First, we find directly that rank (T(s))= rank (D)= I and hence T(s) is right 
invertible; it follows that 'Yo +6!if0 = R11 by Proposition 1.29 and thus 
(~)- = 0. Actually, it is easily seen that even 'Y0 = R11

• Furthermore, we have 
av=O, but not a=O! By applying the generalized dual structure algorithm 
(Section 2.2), we establish that a= 2 and 6!lfo = R11• Hence <!fto = R11 (!) and 
o*(l:0)= 0. Moreover, fO= {0} 1Proposition 2.18 (e)). 

kt k2 
Now let <e(O, 1]. 11K'= [ k, k, , then K' el" (4.1.4) ü 

2k2 kt kl 

(2k3 + 1) (k2 + 1) k3 

(k2 + 1) (I+;) 0 

0 

;;;.o. 
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We have <ker(C)IA >as in Example 3 and therefore (K'r (in the former 

cheap control interpretation!) fm: positi .. • is equal to [ ~ k :( <)] with k3 (<) 

the largest salution of 

:zc2 +~:4/(1 +~)-k~ = 

[~:2 [(2 +~)/(1 +~)]* + k3 -~:1[~[(2 +~)/(1 +~)]*- k3 +~];;:.:0. 

Thus, k3 (~:)=~[I +[(2+~)/(1 +~)]12]!0, i.e., jK')- J.(K0
)- (in acc~)fdance 

with Corollary 4.28). Next, have A 0 = [ ~ } 1 and C 0 0, thus 'Y,. R 11
• 

Hence (K•); 0 (!). Finally, we will compute (K');i (~:>0). We have that 
(K•);i is the Iargest salution of the ARE (see (4.2.6)) 

_ _ [(D0'Do)-
1 

0 l [Bo'K + Do'C] 
O= C'C+A'K+KA -[(KB0 +C'Do) KBo] 0 ~:-21,. Bo'K 

Co'C0 +Ao'K+KA 0 -K[B0 B0 ] [(Do':o)_, ,-~/,,] [!::]K 
Since, in Example 4, C 0 = 0, A 0 is antistabie (i.e. has all its eigenvalnes in C +) 

- - --1 -
and (A 0, [B 0 B 0]) is clearly controllable, it follows that (K');i = L , with L 
the unique positive definite salution of the Lyapunov equation 

LAo'+A 0L-B0(D0'D0)- 1 B0'-~:- 2B0B0' 0, 

_ [(1 +2~) I] 
and we find L= (4€2)- 1 

1 2 . Thus, (K');i O(~)(~:J.O). 

It can be shown that the integer 11: in [Sannuti et al., 87], [Saberi et al., 87] is 
equal to the largest system integer a. Thus, according to ( 4.2.2), 
(K')+ = (K0)+ +0(~: 11") (~:J.O) ü D=O. In Example 3 we have a= I and indeed 
(K')+ = 0(~:) (€J-O). 
If D=#), then the approach in [Saberi et al., 87] can be applied to the system 
(4.2.3a), (4.2.4a) (or (4.2.6)). As a result, we thus get 

(K');i (K0);i +0(~:11") (~:J.O). (4.2.7) 

In Example 4 it is found that (K');i = 0(~) (~:J.O). This is not in conflict with 
(4.2.7) since, in Example 4, a=2 and 0(~)= 0(~:*) (~:J.O). However, the 
author is rather convineed of the following sharpening of ( 4.2. 7). 

CONJECTURE 

If aD;;;.: I, then 

(K');i = (KO);i + 0(~:1/ao) (~:J.O). 

If aD=O, then 
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Although the author bas not found the time to prove this in full detail, some 
preliminary results which are available at the moment clearly point out that 
not the integer a (~e in [Saberi et al., 87]), but the integer aD determines the 
"size" of the most significant t:·depending term in the approximation for 
(Kf);t. For instance, in Example 4 we have o:D =0 and (Kf);t = O(t:2~ (t:~O). 
Moreover, the author bas reason to think that (K');; = XO;;,_ +O(E 

1"D) if 
o:D~l and (K');; =K!';v. +0(~) if o:D=O (t:~O); however, these error estimates 

• N 

might even be improved by the fact that CV" Cker((Kf);;) (recall that in Exam
ple 4 we found that (r);; =0). In a word, the problem of determining the 
convergence rate of the optimal cost for the cheap control problem without sta
bility may be more complicated that the case we treated in the above. 

A detailed analysis concerning the quantitative limiting behaviour of optimal 
costs, inputs, state trajectories and outputs of general cheap control problems, 
although beyond our scope in this work, might be a rewarding issue for further 
research. Let us set the vogue bere with a first attempt to investigate indefinite 
cheap control problems, just before closing time. 

The indefinite cheap control problem with stability. 
In Section 2.3 we discussed the singular indefinite LQCP with stability. There 
we defined for every ueU= U~". such that x(x0 , u)(oo)=O 

00 

J(xo, u):= J YKYK dt+ xo'x0xo, (4.2.8a) 
0 

and we established that this definition coincides with (3.2.23) if u is smooth. 
For simplicity, assume that ~=0. Let Ee[O, 1]. Then the indefinite cheap con
trol problem with stability can be statedas follows. For all x 0 , define for every 
ueC':m 

and set 

00 

Jk-(xo, u):= j[yJt'yx-+~u'u]dt, 
0 

(4.2.8b) 

J~(xo): = inf{Jk-(xo, u)lueC:,, x(xo, u)(oo)= 0} + xo'K!'xo. 

(4.2.8c) 

Observe that thus, if u is such that x(oo)=O, we have 

00 

j[w(x, u)+~u'u]dt=Jk-(xo,u)+xo'K!'xo, (4.2.8d) 
0 

and that for t:=O we reobtain the unperturbed (totally) singular LQCP with 
stability. Reeall that, for all x 0 , and all t:e[O, 1], 
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(4.2.9) 

with (KL)+ the largest solution of P:= (KER"x"IK= K', F(K);a.O}, where 

_ [Q+A'K+KA KB+S'] 
F(K)- B'K+S ~Im (4.2.10) 

(e.g. Et-oposition 2.8 (e)). Clearly, (K')+;a.J.K2)+;a.(_KO)+ (I;a.~;a.t2 ;a.O) and 
thus K:=lim(K•)+;a.(_KO)+. In addition, KE:rG and therefore K~(_KO)+, i.e. 

- r.j.O 
we get K= (K0)+ (of course). Let aD, a denote the two system integers that 
were found in Section 2.3 (O~aD~a. a;;;;.. I). If the previous Conjecture is 
valid, then also the 

CONJECTURE CONTINUED 
If aD;;.. I then (K•)+ = (_KO)+ +O(t11

""), else (K•)+ = (K0)+ +0(~) (t!O). 

lbis can beseen as follows. If wedefine (tE[O, ID 
f~ = (K ER"x"IK= K', Pr>(K);a.O} 

with 

_ [Cr>'Cr> + A'L +LA ~ 
Pr>(K)- B'L ~Imj' 

then (L .) +' the largest element of r~' is equal to (K•) + = (L E) + + xo. Now 
if (L")+ and (L0)+ = (_KO)+ -K0 are related as stated in the Conjecture, then 
the rate of convergence of (K•) + to (XO) + is as indicated above. 

Closure. 
Here are a few unsolved items. 

In this Section we investigated the limiting behaviour of optimal costs for 
cheap control problems. The limiting behaviour of optimal contro/s and state 
trajectories is quite another problem, in particular if the unperturbed system is 
not left invertible. If this is the case, then the unperturbed LQCP has infinitely 
many optimal inputs, whereas in the conesponding cheap control problem the 
optimal input is unique. 1bis observation leads to two questions. First, if the 
optimal input for the cheap control problem converges, then does it converge 
to an optimal control for the unperturbed problem? Second, if this is the case, 
then which of these controts is the lucky one? Probieros like these were dis
cussed in [Grasman, 79], [Grasman, 82] and, recendy, [Saberi et al., 87]; all for 
the case with stability (~=0). The case ~=R" seems much more involved. For 
instance, take D =0 so that the two cheap control versions do not differ; the 
çptimal state trajectory for gte cheap control problem converges to 
CV= <ker(C)IA>, whereas ~nC'\fneed not be trivial (see Example 3). There
fore we have extra probieros in cons~cting optimal inputs for the unper-. 
turbed problem with stability roodulo CV. as we saw in Section 3.2 - and the 
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author is rather certain of the claim that the "lucky" optimal input for tl!e 
unperturbed problem will force the resulting state trajectory to converge to 'V. 
Reeall that optimal controls for the LQCP without stability are Bohl_ distribu· 
tions and thus the resulting state trajectories merely converge to 'Yo :.> 'Y (Propo. 
sition 3.51). 
In short, bere we have a problem, still in chains, awaiting its liberator. It will 
have to wait some more, because our time is up. Nevertheless, the author con· 
jectures that an approach, starting from the state space transformed system in 
Section 3.2 (see also [Geerts, 894]) and teading along papers like [Chow et al., 
76], [Kokotovic et al., 76], [Sannuti et al., 85], will shed more light upon these 
hazy spots in the contact area of cheap and singular controL 

A second uncleared matter is the limiting behaviour of general indefinite cheap 
control problems; however, in the author's opinion, singular pertorbed LQCPs 
can only be fully understood if the unperturbed problems are and, as we saw in 
Chapter 2, there are still piles of work to be removed in the latter field. 

This observation brings us to perhaps the key conciosion of this monograph. 
Although linear·quadratic optimal control problems sometimes are considered 
to be antique, the answers to all possible questions apparently are not. Of 
course, one fooi can ask more than ten wise men can answer, but several of 
these questions turned out be either hard to answer or hardly to answer at all. 
Not to mention any new questions that may arise from the material that we 
have come across in these pages. 
Nonetheless, the author hopes that the present work bas not missed its twofold 
aim: To provide a sufficiently specified overview of the contributions on 
LQCPs known so far, and to present a coherent picture of the activities in this 
area ondertaken by the author during the last four years. 
Undoubtedly, also in the future linear·quadratic optimal control problems will 
be a subject of scientific dispute. Even after the appearance of this work. Or 
for that very reason. 
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In tbis Appendix we will consider the finite horizon nonnegative definite 
LQCP without endpoint constraints. It is formulated as follows. Given is the 
linear system of Section 1.4: 

px=Ax + Bu + xo, 

y= Cx +Du, 

(A.la) 

(A.lb) 

with ueCt:y,, and [B' D1', [CD] are of full column and row rank, respectively. 
In addition, for any T>O, any x 0 eR" and any ueU1:, let 

T 

JT(x0 u):= Jy'(xo, u)y(x0 , u)dt. 
0 

Then, delermine 

JT(xo):= inf{JT(xo, u)jueUl:}, 

and compote all controls u· eU1: such that JT(x 0, u·)= JT(x 0 ). 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

At tbis point we must make one minor remark. In fact we are only interested 
in the trajectory of u • on the time interval [0, T]. In order to be able to iden
tify u. with a distribution in er""' it is understood that we extend its domain 
by defining u·=o for t<O and by choosing any smooth extension of u· for 
t ;;ll= T. This was also noted on page 389 in [Hautus et al., 83]. 

Insteadof the dual algorithm in [Hautus et al., 83], we use ours ([Geerts, 89-1, 
Section 4], see also Section 2.2). First, (A. I) transforms into (2.2.5) 

- -
px=Ax+B0wo+Bowo+x0,y= Cx+Dowo, (A.4) 

with Do left invertible, and then the algorithm leadsus to (2.2.10) 

px 11 = ÁXa + ~11"w11 + B~w~ +O.w: + xo,y= Cxa + Da)v0 , (A.5) 

with D 11 = [DoDadd] left invertible and im(B~)CGl!S. The original input u and 
" - -

the control for l':a are linked by u= H .(p )[w a' w~' w: 1' with H .(p) the 
matrix-valued distribution that is obtained by writing s = p in a known inverti
bie polynomial matrix H .(s ). 
By applying the preliminary feedback (3.1.2) 
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Wa -(Da/Da,)- 1Da/CXa + w! 

to (A.5) we get 

Appendix 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

and A 110 , C 110 (2.2.1l a - b) are such that A 110 6hf C 6hf, 'Yd = <ker( C 110 )jA 110 > 
(see Proposition 2.18). Moreover, if "V{.I11 ) denotes the weakly unobservable 
subspace of .I11 , then it follows directly from (A.7) that 
"Vë:.Ia)= <ker(C110 )jA 110 >= cv;,. On the other hand, we have 

T 

JT(xo, u)= j[x 11 'Cao'C110 X11 + w!' D 11/D 110 w!]dt, 
0 

because D 110
1C110 0. 

(A.8) 

Since it cao be readily seen that the outputyin (A.7) is independent of w~. we 
may take w~ =0. This 1eaves us with a regu/ar linear-quadratic control prob
lem, described by (A.7) with w~ =0 and (A.8), and therefore ([Anderson et al., 
71], [Kwakemaak et al., 72D for all x 0 , 

JT(xo)= xo'K(T)xo. (A.9a) 

where K(T) is the value at t=T of the matrix function K(t) (t;;;a.O) that is the 
unique solution of the Riccati differentlal equation 

together with the initial condition 

K(O)= 0. 

Furthermore, K(t);;;a.O for all t;;;a.O and, if O<t 1 <t2, then K(t 1)<K(t2). 

LEMMA 1 

'9',..,.0 : Wcker(K(-r)) and Wcker(K(-r)). 

(A.9b) 

(A.9c) 

PR.OOF. Since K(O)= C 11/C110 ;;;a.O and 6hl"C'Yd, the claim is trivial for -r= 0. 
Let -r>O. For every ie6hf there exists a uECI:.p such that x (X, uXO+)= 0 and 
y(x0 ,u)=<>. Hence (A.2) J .,.(X, u)= 0, i.e., J ,.(X)= 0 (A.3) and thus (A.9a) 
6hl"Cker(K(-r)). Finally, from (A.9b) it is now trivial that 6hl"Cker(K(-r)). 

Now let K- be the smallest positive semi-definite solution of 

0= Ca0

1C 110 +Aa/K + KA 110 - K!110(D 11/D 110)-
1! 11/K. (A.IO) 

LEMMA 2 
\fT;;.o:O<K(T)<K- and lim K(T)= K-. Moreover, ker(K-)= 'Yd. 

T..-.® 
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PRooF. The finite horizon LQCP described by (A.1) with w~ =0 and (A.8) is 
regular and (A.IO) is the associated algebraic Riccati equation. It then follows 
from the proof of the main Theorem in [Geerts, 88-2] that O:r;;;.K(T):r;;;.K-, that 
K(T) converges to K- and that ker(K-)= CV{Ia)· In the above we saw that 
CV{Ia)= CVd· 

LEMMA 3 ([Hautus et al., Theorem 5.10]) 
Vr;;.oVx.eR•:Jr(xo)= inf{Jr(xo, u)iu smooth on [0, T]}. 

PRoPOSITION 4 
Vr;;.o: K(T)= O~I right invertible. 

PRooF. lf for every T;;;a.O, K(T)=O, then x- =0, i.e., C'IJd=R" by Lemma 2. 
Thus, by Proposition 1.29, I is right invertible. Conversely, if I is right inver
tible, then K- =0 and thus, by Lemma 2, K(T)=O for every T;;;a.O. 

COROLLAR.Y 4 
Vr;;.oVx.eR•: inf{Jr(xo, u)iu smooth on [0, T]} = O~I is right invertible. 

PRooF. Combine (A.9a), Lemma 3 and Proposition 4. 
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general 

LQCP: 
x: 
n: 
u: 
m: 
C~: 
l':: 
x(xo,u): 

J(xo,u): 
<t(xo): 
~= 
T: 
d 00(X, 5): 
d 00(x(x0 ,u), 5): 

(LQCP):r: 
J~xo): 
Dl: 
F(K): 
f: 
KO: 
p: 
rmin: 
K'5: 
1J(K}: 
f:k: 
K+: 
K-: 
q,(K): 
c-: 
c : 
co: 

List of Symbols 

Linear-Quadratic (optimal) Control Problem 
state variabie 
dim( x) 
control variabie 
dim( u) 
space of inputs that are smooth on [0, oo) 
linear system, described by x = Ax + Bu, x(O) = x 0 
state trajectory of l':, resulting from initial condition x 0 
and input u 
infinite horizon oost criterion depending on x 0 and u 
the subset of C~ containing all u for which J(x0 ,u) exists 
subspace to which x bas to converge as t tends to infinity 
matrix of ful1 row rank which is such that ker(T) = ~ 
distance from x eR" to ~ 
limd(x(xo,uXt),'?i) 
1-+00 

LQCP with stability modulo ~ 
optimaloost for (LQCP):r over C~ 
Dissipation Inequality 
dissipation matrix, depending on rea1 symmetrie matrix K 
set of solutions of the DI F(K);;r.O 
negative semi-definite element r of r 
if Kef, then rank (F(K));;r.p 
{Keflrank(F(K)) = p} 
element pf r min that represents JA~xo) (J ~Xo) = Xo' K'5xo) 
1J(K) = K, with Jker(K)(x0) = xo'Kxo and K real, symmetrie 
{K er minl'rJ(K) = K} 
K 0 (the optimaloost for the LQCP with stability) 
KA· (the optimaloost for the LQCP without stability) 
Q + A'K +KA -(KB+ S')R - 1(B'K + S) (if R>O) 
{s eCIRe(s)<O} 
{seCIRe(s)E;O} 
{seCIRe(s) = 0} 
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-+ c : 
c+: 
im(B): 
ker(K): 
?.Ç(A): 

(Aiim(B)): 
o(A): 

{s eCjRe(s);;a.O} 
(s eCjRe(s)>O} 
{BulueRm} 
{xeR11 1Kx = 0} 

List of symbols 

subspace spanned by the (generalized) eigenveetors 
conesponding to eigenvalues of A with negative real part 
im(B) + A(im(B)) + ... + A 11 1(im(B)), the reaebabie space 
spectrum of endomorphism A 

nonnegative definite LQCPs 

~= 

y: 
r: 
T(s): 
p: 

Cm • 
imp· 

U~: 
VB. 
~· 

J~(xo): 
K~: 
p: 
(pi -A)- 1: 

(ker(C)jA ): 

c-1im(D): 
CV: 
G!Jf: 
CV"d: 
~ 
L: 
!f(~: 
~e(~): 
g(~): 

0'~(~): 

0' *(~): 
CV~: 
CV"o: 
~: 

linear system, described by the quadrupte (A,B, C,D), i.e., 
x =Ax +Bu, x 0,y = Cx +Du 
output 
dim(y) 
D +C(sl-A)- 1B(seC), the transfer funetion 
normal rank (T(s)) 
number of infinite zeros of T(s) 
{K efiK;;a.O} 
C'C+A'K +KA -(KB+C'D)(D'D)- 1(B'K+D'C) if 
ker(D)=O 
elass of impulsive-smooth distributions 
space of admissible controls (system dependent) 
space of admissible Bohl distributions (~-dependent) 
optimal cost for (LQCPh over U~ 
element of r min n r + that represents ~~ (xo) 
8<1) 

exp(At)IA+(t) with IA+(t)= l(t;;a.O), IA+(t)= O(t<O) 
n-1 n ker (CA;), the unobservable subspace 
i=O 
{qeR11 ICqeim(D)} 
wealdy unobservable subspace ( (ker( C)jA ) c "V) 
strongly reaebabie subspace (G!Jf c (A lim(B))) 
CV"+G!Jf (distributionally wealdy unobservable subspace) 
cvnG!Jf 
{eCR11 13F:(A +BF)ece, (C+DF)e= 0} 
{FeRmxni(A + BF)ece, C + DF)e = 0}, eeL 
~e(~) n IJ(~). with IJ(~) = ~'V(~ 
{GeR11 x'I(A +GC)G!JfcG!Jf, im(B +GD)CG!lf} _ 
o(A +BFICV1('3t+f.1) = o(A +GCjCV"d/(e+"ll!)) (Fe'Je(~). 
G eg(~)), the set of ~zeros associated with ~ 
o~(~). the set of invariant zeros 
the wealdy unobservable subspace with stability modulo ~ 
the wealdy unobservable subspace with stability 
the wealdy unobservable subspace modulo ~ 



List Of Symbo/S 

~: 
~-= 
Ao,Co: 
aD, a: 

~n~ 
~+"'lf 
A -B(D'D)- 1D'C, (1,-D(D'D)- 1D')C if ker(D) = 0 
system integers; O:E;;aD:E;;a and aD = ~6llf = 
"'!fn{C-1im(D))),a = ~ker(D) = 0 
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(A,[~ ..... B~].C,[D .. ",O]), the system that is found alter having 
appli~ the dual structure algorithm to the system l: 
A - B .. " (D .. " 'D .. ")-ID .. "' C, the preliminary closed-loop matrix 

- - T -r. ' 
(1,-D .. "(D .. " D .. ") D .. " )C 

c .. "'c .. " +A .. "'K +KA .. "- .KB .. "(D .. "'D .. ")-
1 'B .. "'K 

basis matrix for 6llf - - - -

PertuTbed nonnegative definite LQCPs 

~: 
Z((): 
'2t: 
cy: 
6llf: 

~ 
U: 

ê\?: 
• ocv;: 

o~>oi.V:(l:o): 

(A,B,C((), D(()) with (E[O,to] 
[C(()D(()f(C(()D(()] 
ker (Z(())((>O) 
~((>0) 

6llf€((>0) 
~((>0) 

U:r.,((>O) 

("\\t>«((>O) 

o~(l:€) 

o(A +BFI~+~)ol<~+;;,.:>) (Fe~(l:o)) 



Samenvatting 

Dit proefschift valt uiteen in twee grote blokken. In deel I worden algemene 
Lineair-Kwadratische optimale-Besturings Problemen (LKBPs) behandeld. 
Deel 11 daarentegen is gewijd aan de niet-negatief definiete LKBPs. 
Deel I is op zijn beurt samengesteld uit twee hoofdstukken (net als deel 11 
overigens). In Hoofdstuk I beschrijven we het eindig-dimensionale tijds
onafhankelijke LKBP met oneindige horizon in zijn meest algemene vorm: De 
kostenfunktie mag kleiner dan 0 worden en de toestandsbaan dient te kon
vergeren naar een voorgescheven deelruimte. Een aantal belanrijke begrippen 
worden opgesomd zoals regulariteit, singulariteit, de algebraische Riccati ver
gelijking en de dissipatie ongelijkheid (DO). Het is eenvoudig in te zien dat, 
ingeval van stabiliseerbaarbeid alsmede de existentie van een negatief semi
definiete oplossing van de DO, de optimale kosten van het bovenvermelde pro
bleem eindig en kwadratisch zijn. 
De klasse van distributies in Sectie 1.4 is zeer geschikt voor het bepalen van 
optimale besturingen en banen voor niet-negatief definiete problemen omdat ze 
gesloten is t.a.v. konvolutie. Deze konstatering wordt in dit werk regelmatig 
dankbaar gebruikt. Sectie 1.6 bevat een beknopt overzicht van de (in mijn 
ogen) meest relevant artikelen over LKBPs die sinds 1960 verschenen zijn. 
Bovendien wordt er informatie gegeven omtrent de jongste ontwikkelingen op 
dit gebied. 
Hoofdstuk 2 bestaat uit drie forse Secties. De buitenste twee handelen over het 
indefiniete LKBP terwijl in de middelste de verbanden tussen niet-negatief 
definiete problemen en systeemstruktuur wordt toegelicht. In Sectie 2.1 wordt 
onder meer bewezen dat de reele symmetrische matrix die de optimale kosten 
van een algemeen LKBP representeert, noodzakelijkerwijs een rang 
minimaliserende oplossing van de DO is. Kortom, de verzameling van deze 
oplossingen is van belang en in de Secties 2.2 en 2.3 wordt deze verzameling 
gekarakteriseerd. De centrale rol hierbij wordt gespeeld door het gegenerali
seerd duaal struktuur algoritme, een generalisatie van de duale versie van 
Silverman's geesteskind. Vanaf nu zal dit gegeneraliseerd duaal algoritme de 
leidende rol in dit werk op zich nemen. Zo kun je er niet alleen de rang 
minimaliserende oplossingen van de DO mee karakteriseren, maar ook is dit 
apparaat zeer geschikt om optimale besturingen voor niet-negatief definiete 
LKBPs te bepalen. Dit laten we zien in Hoofdstuk 3. 
Dit hoofdstuk tesamen met Hoofdstuk 4 vormt deel 11. De opdracht in 
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Hoofdstuk 3 is simpel: Los het niet-negatief definiete LKBP met willekeurig 
voorgeschreven eindvoorwaarden op. Dat lukt net niet helemaal in zijn volle 
algemeenheid. In Sectie 3.1 treffen we onze voorbereidingen; het blijkt dat de 
gegeven deelruimte waarnaar de optimale banen dienen te konvergeren een 
belangrijke deelruimte genereert. In Sectie 3.2 lossen we het LKBP modulo 
deze afgeleide deelruimte op en het blijkt dat we dat op een elegente manier 
kunnen doen door middel van een toestandstransformatie, toe te passen op het 
gegeven systeem. Deze toestandstransformatie is gebaseerd op de werking van, 
jawel, het gegeneraliseerd duaal algoritme. Als nu de optimale kosten van het 
LKBP modulo de oorspronkelijke deelruimte gelijk zijn aan de optimale kosten 
van het zojuist opgeloste probleem, dan zijn we dus klaar. In Sectie 3.1 laten 
we zien dat ons vermoeden dat deze kosten inderdaad aan elkaar gelijk zijn 
zeer lastig te weerleggen is. Bijvoorbeeld, als we ons beperken tot Bohl 
distributies in plaats van impulsief-gladde distributies en het lineaire systeem is 
links-inverteerbaar, dan is het vermoeden waar. De bovenvermelde beperking 
lijkt niet ongerechtvaardigd, want als voor een bepaalde beginkonditie een 
optimale besturing voor een gegeven LKBP bestaat, dan bestaat er ook een 
optimale ingang uit de ruimte van Bohl distributies. 
Verder laat de methode voor het bepalen van optimale besturingen en daar
bijbehorende banen in Section 3.2 precies zien welke orde van impulsief gedrag 
te verwachten is. Dit gedrag blijkt bepaald te worden door de kleinste van de 
twee systeem-integers. Bovendien wordt in Sectie 3.2 een nodige en voldoende 
voorwaarde afgeleid voor globale eindigheid van de optimale kosten voor het 
LKBP modulo de afgeleide deelruimte. 
In het laatste hoofdstuk onderzoeken we de samenhang tussen de problemen 
die we in Hoofdstuk 3 hebben bestudeerd en verstoorde problemen. De klasse 
van gestoorde problemen in Sectie 4.1 is redelijk groot en omvat onder meer 
de bekende cheap control (goedkope besturings-) problemen. Het blijkt dat de 
optimale kosten voor het gestoorde probleem modulo een gegeven deelruimte 
zullen konvergeren naar de optimale kosten voor het ongestoorde probleem 
modulo een afgeleide deelruimte. Deze kosten zijn gelijk aan de optimale 
kosten voor het ongestoorde probleem modulo de gegeven deelruimte dan en 
slechts dan als aan een bepaalde eigenwaarde-konditie voldaan is. Als de gege
ven deelruimte triviaal is, dan blijkt deze eigenwaarde-konditie ook automati
sch te gelden en herkrijgen we reeds bekende resultaten uit de literatuur. Voor 
optimale besturingen, toestandsbanen en uitgangen worden analoge uitspraken 
afgeleid. 
Sectie 4.2 tenslotte bespreekt de eerder genoemde cheap control problemen. De 
uitspraken van Sectie 4.1 voor dit konkrete probleem zijn (natuurlijk) extra 
fraai en laten zich gewillig kontroleren aan de harid van een viertal numerieke 
voorbeelden. En passant wordt nog een kwantitatieve stelling, bekend uit de 
literatuur, aangaande het asymptotisch gedrag van optimale kosten voor het 
cheap control probleem met stabiliteit in twijfel getrokken. Niet de grootste, 
maar de kleinste systeem-integer is bepalend voor de grootte-orde van de fout, 
naar mijn overtuiging. 
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Stellingen 
behorende bij het proefschrift 

Structure of Linear-Quadratic Control 

van 
Ton Geerts 

Beschouw het eindig-dimensionale lineaire systeem ~: 

px=Ax + Bu + xo, 

y=Cx+Du 

met u e c:;,, zoals beschreven in Sectie 1.4 van dit proefschrift. Zij verder 'V de 
zwak onwaarneembare en Gllf de sterk bereikbare deelruimte, en a • (~) de ver
zameling van invariante nullen. Als ~cRn een gegeven deelruimte is, dan 
definiëren we voor elke x 0 

00 

J '!J(xo): = inf{ J y'y dtlu ec:;,. doo(x(xo. u), '5)= 0} 
0 

waarin d 00 (x(x 0 , u), '5)= lim1 ..... 00 d(x(x0 , uXt), '5), en d(x, '5) staat voor de 
afstand tussen x eRn en de ruimte ~ 

Bovendien introduceren we de Dissipatie Ongelijkheid (DO) F(K)";;;io 0, met 
K een reële symmetrische matrix, en 

[
C'C +A'K+ KA KB+ C'Dl 

F(K):= B'K+D'C D'D . 

Zij f:={KeRnxniK=K', F(K)";;;ioO}, f+:={KefiK;;;oO}, en zij fmin de 
verzameling van rang minimaliserende oplossingen van de DO (Sectie 1.5). 
Voor elke Kef bestaan er matrices CK en DK, [CKDK] van volle rijrang, zoda
nig dat F(K)= [CKDK]'[CKDK1· Het systeem (A, B, CK, DK) noemen we ~K; 
de uitgang van dit systeem, CKx + DKu, geven we aan metyK. 

STELLING 1 
Zij Kef +• [CKDK] de bijbehorende factorisatie uit [1, Appendix]. Neem aan 
dat (A, B) stabiliseerbaar is. Dan is er een reële symmetrische matrix TJ(K) 
zodat Jker(K)(xo)= x 0'(TJ(K))x0 voor alle x 0 • Zij x 0 eRn. Als uec:;, zodanig 

00 

is dat J YKYKdt < oo, dan 
0 

d 00 (x(xo, uXoo), ker(K))= 0. 

Dientengevolge heeft de matrix TJ(K) de volgende eigenschappen: 



(i) ..,(K)Efmin n r +• 'IJ(K);;;as.K, 

(ii) alsKEf min n f + enK ;;;as. K, dan K ;;;as. 1J(K). 

Dit resultaat is een generalisatie van Proposition 2.28 van dit proefschrift. 

[I] Ton Geerts, Continuity properties of. the cheap control problem without 
stability, lin. Alg. & Appl., vol. 1221123 (Special Issue), pp. - , 1989. 

STELLING 2 
Zij gegeven het systeem l: en neem aan dat (A, B) bestuurbaar is. Dan 

f= {0} ~a·(l:) C C0 en 'Y + 611f= Rn. 

Dientengevolge geldt: Als 611f= Rn, dan f= {0}. Dit is in overeenstemming 
met de claim ([1, (6.5)]): 

KEf~6llfcker(K). 

[1] Ton Geerts, All optimal controls for the singular linear-quadratic problem 
without stability; a new interpretation of the optimal cost, lin. Alg. & 
Appl., vol. 116, pp. 135-181, 1989. 

STELUNO 3 
Zij gegeven l: en .een deelruimte '3'. Neem aan dat ker(D)= 0 en dat voor elke 
Xo, J~xo)<oo. Dan bestaat er een element K~Ef + n r min zodanig dat 
J~x0)= x0'K~x0 • Als bij vaste x 0, de ingang uECi:y, zodanig is dat 
d 00 (x(xo, u), '3)= 0, dan 

00 00 

J y'y dt = j[u'- x'F~'](D'D)[u- F~x]dt + x0'K~x0 , 
0 0 

waarin F~:=- (D'D)- 1 (B'K~ + D'C). 
In het bijzonder volgt hieruit dat optimale besturingen uniek zijn en dat 

voor alle beginvoorwaarden x 0, waarvoor er een optimale besturing bestaat, 
deze kan worden beschreven door middel van de toestandsterugkoppeling 

u=F~x. 

STELLING 4 
Beschouw het systeem l: met D = 0 en laat F dusdanig zijn dat 
(A + BF)'YC'Y. Neem aan dat voor elke x 0, J R"(x0)< oo. Dan bestaat er een 
element K- uit f+nfmin zodanig dat JR•(xo)=xo'K-xo voor alle Xo. 
Beschouw nu naast J.et systeem l: het verstoorde systeem l:, (!>0): 

px=Ax +Bu +x0 , 



Als nu voor elke x 0 

00 

.rA" (xo): = inf{ J y f )' f dtlu E Ct:,.}, 
0 

dan bestaat er voor iedere f>O een reële symmetrische matrix (K()- zodanig 
dat J;.·(x 0)= x 0 '[(K()-}x0 , (K()- ;;.x- en lim(K()- =x-. 

f.j.O 

In Sectie 4.1 van het proefschrift is aangetoond dat de optimale kosten voor 
een gestoord probleem zonder stabiliteit in het algemeen niet zullen con
vergeren naar de optimale kosten voor het ongestoorde probleem zonder 
stabiliteit. Daarom heeft het in het algemeen geen zin om het impulsieve 
gedrag van optimale besturingen en toestandsbanen voor het ongestoorde pro
bleem te karakteriseren door te kijken naar het gedrag van de gestoorde ingan
gen en banen voor kleine waarden van de storingsparameter. 

Echter de zojuist beschreven storing toont aan dat het wel degelijk mogelijk 
is om de karakteristieken van het ongestoorde probleem zonder stabiliteit te 
benaderen door de karakteristieken van het gestoorde probleem zonder stabili
teit. 

STELLING 5 
We beschouwen de kwadratische matrixfunctie 

f/!(K):= C'C + A'K +KA- KBB'K, 

met K reëel en symmetrisch. Zij A+:= {K ERnxniK= K', f/!(_K)= 0, K;;;.O}. 
Neem aan dat (A, B) stabiliseerbaar is. Dan A+=f::0. Laat Kt and K2 elemen
ten zijn uit A+. Dan 

Kt= K2 ~ker(Kt)= ker(K2). 

STELLING 6 
Beschouw opnieuw de verzameling A+ (zie Stelling 5) en zij Apos: = 
{ K EA+ IK>O}. Dan bevat Apos ten hoogste één element. Dit is een generalisa
tie van de uitspraak: Als ( C, A) waarneembaar is, dan bevat Apos exact één 
element. Het omgekeerde van de laatste uitspraak is niet waar; als Apos een (en 
dus precies één) element bevat, dan behoeft (C, A) niet waarneembaar te zijn. 

Tegenvoorbeeld (M.L.J. Hautus): A= [J -~J. B= [A]. C=[O 1]. Merk op 

dat hier ( C, A) zelfs niet detecteerbaar is. 

STELLING 7 
Een van de voorwaarden in de hoofdstelling van [I] kan aanzienlijk verzwakt 
worden zonder de reikwijdte van het resultaat aan te tasten. Het is voldoende 
om te eisen dat een der componenten van de optimale besturing op het 
inwendige van een grenstraject in het inwendige van de 'admissible control set' 



ligt. Dit is aangetoond in [2, Appendix 2]. Daarom zijn de voorwaarden in [3, 
Theorem 3.15] ook onnodig strak gesteld. 

[1] H. Maurer, On the minimum principle for optimal control problems with 
state constraints, Schriftenreihe des Rechenzentrums der Universität 
Münster, Report No. 41, 1979. 

[2] A.H.W. Geerts, Optimality conditions for solutions of singular and state 
constrained optima! control problems in economics, M.Sc. Thesis, Eind
hoven University of Technology, 1985. 

[3] K.C.P. Machielsen, Numerical solution of optimal control problems with 
state constraints by sequential quadratic programming in function space, 
CWI Tract 53, Amsterdam, 1988. 

STELLING 8 
De stellingen betreffende voldoende voorwaarden voor optimaliteit van oplos
singen van algemene optimale besturingsproblemen in [I] verliezen veel van 
hun bruikbaarheid in geval van toestandsbeperkte problemen, omdat con
tinuiteit van de geadjungeerde variabele vooraf verondersteld wordt. 

[I] O.L. Mangasarian, Suffi.cient conditions for the optima! control of non
linear systems, Siam J. Contr., vol. 4, pp. 139-152, 1966. 

STELLING 9 
China zou haar geloofwaardigheid in de wereld behoorlijk kunnen oppoetsen 
door haar leger om te dopen in Volksbestrijdingsleger. 

STELLING 10 
Socialisme beleiden met de mond is erg populair in de samenleving. Het belei
den met de daad een stuk minder. 




